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THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SEBIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF2oo (100w + 100W) MXF4oo (200W + 200W)

MXFGOO (300W + 300W) MXFgOO (4s0W + 4s0W)
ALL POwER RATlltcS R.]ut,S. tNTO 4 OHl,S, EOTH CHANNELS DHTVEN

FEATURES: *lndependenl power supplies wilh two loroidal transformers * Twin L E D Vu melers *
Level controls * llluminaled on/ofl swilch * XLR connectors t Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit
prool * Latesl Mos-Fets lor slress lree power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
dislortion * Aluminium cases t MXF600 & MXF900 lan cooled with D C loudspeaker and lhermal Drolection

usED TltE woRLD OVER tN CLUBS, pUBS, CtNEilAS, DTSCOS ErC.
SIZESI MXF200 Wl9"xH3!," (2UXDl I ',

MXF400 W.l 9"xH5il a" lSUrxOl 2t
MXF600 Wl9"xH5ri." (3U)xDt 3"
MXE900 Wl 9"xH5ri." (3U)xDl 4q."

PBICES:-MXF2OO E175.oo MXF4OO e233.45
MXF6()0 e329.OO MXF9()() C449.15
SPECIALISTCARBIEB DEL 112 50 EACH

:. SUPPLIED HEADY BUILT AxD TESTED.
These modules now enioy a woild-wide reputation lor quatily, retiabitity and pedormance ar a realisUc pde_ Four
models are aYailable lo suil lhe needs ol lhe prolessional and hobby marter i.e. lnduslry. Leisure tnsdmenbt and Hi-Fi
elc When comparing prices, ilOTE lhat all models include loroidal power supply, inlegrat heat sint gtass tib.e p C B and
drive circuils lo power a compatible Vu meler All models are open and shon circuit proo,

THOUSANDS OF iIIODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIOXAL USERS
OMP/MF lOO Mos-Fet Output power 110 wans
R M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response i Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Stew Rate 4SV/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV. S.N R
-110 dB Size300x 123 x 60mm
PRTCE C40.85 + C3.sO P&P

OMP/MF 2OO Mos-Fet Output power 2OO wafls
R.M.S. inlo 4 ohms, lrequency response 1 Hz - IOOKHZ
-3d8, Damping Faclor >300. Stew Rale 50ViuS.
T.H.D. lypical 0 001%, lnput Sensiliyity 50OmV. S N.B.
-110 dB Size 300 x 155 x 100mm
PRTCE C64.35 + 84.OO P&P

OilP/MF 3OO Mos-Fet Oulput power 3OO watts
B.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequency response tHz - lOOKHz
-3d8, Oamping Factor >300. Stew Rate 6OV/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, lnput Sensitiyity s@mv S N R.
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm,
PR|CE e8r.7s + es.OO P&P

OMP/MF 45O Mos-Fet Output po*er +5O watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, lrequency response 1H2 - l mKHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300. Stew Rale 75ViuS,
T.H.D typical 0.001%, lnput Sensitivity 5OOmV S N R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspealer Prot*tion, 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay Size385 x 210 r 105mm
PBTGE €r 32.A5 + e5.OO P&P
XOTE: tOSFfr IODULE ARE AVAIU* tt ]ro HNS:
STAXDARD - IXPUT SEilS 5OOmV, BAiD HOil r ffi
PEC (PBOFESIOXAL EOUIPTEXY COIP^NB-E . FFI SEiS
775mV, BAf,D WIDTN 5OXH2. OROB SIAXDE G t

* Manual arm * Steel chassis * Electronic speed
control 33 & 45 B P M. * Vari pitch control * High
torque seryo driven DC motor * Transit screws *
12" die cast platter * Neon slrobe * Calibraled
balance weight * Removable head shell * 1/r"

cartridge lixings * Cue leyer* 2201240V 50160{2
* 390x305mm * Supplied with mounting cut-out
templa!e

PRICE C61.3() + C3.70 P&P
STAIITON AL5OOrkr GOLDRING G95O
DEICEGI' O' + TADDID PHCECT I5 + 

'dDDID

Vu iiETER Compalible with our lour ampliliers delailed atEre A ryr @rate
visual display employing 11 L E D s (7 green, 4 red) plus an a@,r.r.at on/ofl
indicator Sophisticated logic conlrol for very last rise and dec! :I€ Tough
moulded plaslic case, with acrylic linted front. Size 84 r 27 t 45rFr
PRIGE tA.7O + 5Op P&P

@ *wrrHEcHo*
STEREO DISCO illXER with 2 x 7 band
L & R g.aphic equalisers wilh bar graph
LED Vu mete.s tAl{Y OUTSTAIaDII{G
FEATURESh including Echo with repeat &
sp*d cmtrol, A, ilic with lone control
& talk-oYer swilch, 7 Channels with
individual laders plus cross fade, Cue
Headphone tonitor. Uselul combination of
the tollowing inpuls!- 3 turntables (mag), 3
mics, 5 Line tor CD! Tape, Vid@ etc.

Price Gl34.99 + G5.OO P&P SIZE!482r24Oxl2omm

AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABIN ET FITTI t'GS, SPEAXER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HtcH FOWEB. HtcH
FREOUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) SA.E.
(sop STAiIPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.
E - From McKenzie Prolessional Series
S - From McKenzie Studio Series

ALL McKENZIE UNITS A OHMS IMPEDANCE
a" rooWATTEca-roocpcEN puRposE, LEADGUTTAR, EXCELLENT Mto Dlsco
RES FBEQ 80H2, FREO RESP TO 7KH2, SENS 96dB pRtCE t3tJS g2_@ p&p
to" loowATTEcro-roocp cu|TAR, votcE, KEyBoARo, otsco, ExcELLENT Mro
RES FBEO 72H2, FREO RESP TO 6KHz, SENSg7da. pRtCE e3At9 E.ZsO p&p
I O" 2OOWATT E Cl O-2OOGP GU|TAR, KEYB'D, DtSCO, EXCELLENT HtGH pOwER U :
RES FFEO 69H2, FREO RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 97d8. pRtCE t53lr !Z5O p&p
I 2" I OOTYATT E Cr 2-r OOGP HtGH POWER GEN. pURPOSE, LEAD GU tTAR. OTSCO
RES FREO 49H2, FBEO RESP TO 7KHz. SENS 98d8. PRICE E4O-35 I15O P&P
r 2" r oowayT E cr 2-t ooTc (TwtN coNE) HtcH powER, wtDE FESPONSE p A t a ,3€ f LSCO
RES FREO45HZ,FREQ RESP TO'l2KHz,SENS97dB pBtCEa4l 39 - e3_sop&p
r 2" 2OOWATT E Ct 2-2OOB HtcH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, O|SCO, p A
RES FREO.45Hz, FREO RESP TO sKHz, SENS 99dB PRTCE t71.91 €:_5o ptp
r 2" SOOWATT E Cr 2-3OOGP H|GH POWER BASS, LEAO GU|TAR, KEYBOABOS OtSCa =i:BES FREQ 49H2, FREO RESP TO 7KHz, SENS 100d8 pBtCE t95.65 - easo p&p
r 5" I OOWATT E Ct 5-r OOBS BASS GU|TAR, LOW FBEOUENCY, p A , DTSCO
RES FREO 40H2, FREO RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 98dB PRTCE C s9 05 t(oo plp
r 5" 2oowATT E! Ct 5-2OOBS VERy HtcH POWER BASS
RES FREO 40H2, FREO RESP TO 3KHz, SENS 98dB PRTCE eAo.s7 t{-oo plp
I 5" 2sowaTT E cr 5-25oBs vEBy HtcH powER BAss
RES FREQ 39Hz,FREO.RESP.TO4KHz,SENS99dB. pRtCEtgo.za E(lopap
r s" 4oorYATT E c1 s-4OOBS VERy HtGH pOWER, LOW FREQUENCy BASS
RESFREO40Hz,FREORESP.TO4KHz,SENSI00dB pRtCEalos.4s C/r_soplp
I A" 5OOIYATT g Cr A-5OOBS EXTREMELy HtcH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES FREO 27Hz,FREO RESP TO2KHz,SENS.98dB PB|CEtt74.9? C5_Joplp

ALL EABBEI{DER UNIfS S OHMS (Ercept EB8-s0 a Ea10-50 which are duat impedance tapp# : 4 I E ch

Join the Piezo revolution! The low dynamic mas-s (no voice coil) ol a Piezo lweeler produces an improved
lransienl response with a lower distorlion level lhan ordinary dynamic lweelers As a crossover is not required
lhese unils can be added to erisling speaker syslems ol up lo '100 watls (more il two are put in series FREE
EXPI,AI'ATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITI{ EACH TWEETEF.

lems and quality discos etc Price t6.99 + 5Op P&P.
TYPE'D' (KSilfO25A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper lrequency
response relained exlending down to mid-range (2KHz). Suitable lor high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos Price C9.99 + 5Op P&P.
tYPE rE' (KSNl O38A) 3qa" horn tweeter with attraclive silver finish lrim.
Suitable lor Hi-Fi monitor systems elc. Price C5,99 + 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounling plale, level conlrol
and cabinel inpuliack socket. 85x85mm Price C4.lO + 5Op P&P.

f--vz, fYPE 'A ire mesh. ldeal lor
l-\)q bookshell 90 r 5Op P&P.

I Zfll tvee'e' purpose speakers,
I.p, B\] discoand

\.2.- TYPE 'C' (Ksill016A) 2'x5 wide dispersion horn tor quality Hi-Fi sys

@
THE VENY 6ES' IN OUALITY AND VALUE

Made especra ly to suit today's need lor compactness wtth htgh output
sound levels, linished rn hard weanng black vynrde with protecttve
corners grille and carryinq handle Each unit incorporates a 12" drlver
plus high lrequency horn lor a lull lrequency range ol 45Hz-20KHz.
Both mod€ls are I Ohm impedance Size: H20" x Wl5" r D12"

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWER BATINGS OUOTED It' WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET

otsP I 2-loowaTls (r oodB) PRtcE cr 63.5o PEB PAtR
ofP r 2-2oowATTs (2oodB) PRtcE c2r 4.s5 PER PAtR

SPECIALIST CARFIEB DEL Cl2 50 PER PAIF

8" sowatt EB8-5O DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPEO 4/8 OHM BASS, Hl-Fl, lN-CAR
BES FREO 40H2, FREO RESP TO TKH2 SENS 97dB pRtCE ES,gO - e2.oo pap

'O" 
sOWATT EBIO-5O DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPEO 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN-CAB

RES FREQ 40H2, FREO RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB pRtCE at3.65 a2.SO ptp
I O" I OOWATT EEr O-r OO BASS, Ht-Ft, STUDTO
BES FREO 35H2, FBEQ BESP TO 3KHz, SENS 96dB pRtCE e30.39 - e3.so ptp
t 2" I OOWATT EEI 2.' OO BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
RES FREO 26H2, FBEQ RESP TO 3 KHz, SENS 93dB pRtCE e42.12 C3.50 p&p
FULL RANGETWIN COilE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
51I" 6OWATT EB5-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI.FI, MULTI.ABRAY DISCO ETC
RES FREO 63H2, FBEQ RESP TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB pRtCE C9.99 * tt,SO p&p
612" 6OWAYT EE6-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI.FI, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FREO 38H2, FREQ RESP TO 20KHz, SENS 94dB pRtCE eio.99 * t.5O p&p
a" 6owATT EBA-6OTC (TWtN CONE) Hl-Ft, MtLTt-ARRAy OTSCO ETC
RES FREO.40Hz,FREO FESP TOISKHZ,SENSSgdB pBtCEtt2.99 - tt.soptp
ro" 6owaTT EBto-6oTc (TwtN coNE) Ht-Ft, MULTT ABRAy DTSCO ETC
RES FREO.35Hz, FREO RESP TO l2KH2, SENS 98dg pRtCE e16.49 - a2.oo p&p

150 WATTS (75 + 75) Slereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 + 125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 + 200) Slereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWEHS INTO 4 OHMS
Features:
* Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice ol
high & low level inputs t L & R level
controls * Remole on-otl * Speaker &PRICES: lsowCa9.99 25OWe99.99

4(,0w ct ()9.95 P&P E2.OO EACH

@
PROVEN TRATSiIITTEF DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBBE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRAilSilIITER 60-108MH2, VAnICAP Coi{TBoLLED PnoFESS|oNAI
PERFoRMANCE, BANGE UP T0 3 MlLES, SIZE 38 r 123hm, SUPPLY 12V r,0 0 5AMP

PRTCE $4.85 fi.OO P&P

il IICBO IR XSIIITEn t0{-100tlHz, VABICAP TUNED, CoilPLETE WTll
VEBY SEI{S FET MlC, nAtlGE 100,3mm, SIZE 55 r {6mm, SUPPLY 9Y BATTERY

*rcEta-ao+ Ei-mDlD PHOTO:3WFil

=II'= t{rlr ={.lNll+-
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Features&Pr ects
Automate 20 Mixing Desk 2
Mike Meechan continues to look at the overall working and investigates the
supplies re uired for such a large project.

CircuitFile
Ray Marstor continues his look at attenuator circuits.

HighQuality udioPre-amp2

l7
power

A pre-amp for the connoisseur in music by John Linsley-Hood.

PondlevelController 37
Worried about your water levels? This little project will ensure your fish will rarely gasp
for water. Andrew Chadwick reveals all by the pool.

Bat Detector 42
Now Bats are coming out of hibernation, build this ultra-sonic converter to hear and
locate them. Malcolm Plant tunes in 1o1fi6lAfest in ultrasound.

26

31

46

50
Volurne 2l No 5

Ibst-card Generator Update
Paul Stenning provides the latest news on this popular constructors service tool.

Mty 1992

R*gulars
Open Channel
News
News Stateside
PCB Service
20 Year Index
PCB Foils

4
5
9

16
58
62
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Page 42

Iljrelcome to our new look magazine.
W Looting through the contents you
will see a Bat Detector project. This box
will effectively extend our hearing into a

section of the ultrasonic region.
Animals can hear in the ultrasonic

region and even transmit frequencies
above the audible spectrum.

Cats and bats have very similar shaped
directiorial outer ears and respond to fre-
quencies up to 40kHz. If the shape of the
ear is an evolutionary optimum, one
might question why it has developed into
a pointed structure.

Evolution has appeared to provide a
compromise between conflicting

demands. A flexible structure lis required
to lower and flatten the ear when threat-
ened from attack yetthe surfac( shoutd be
hard and smooth to gain maxin\um direc-
tional reflectivity for the detecti\n of the

Physical laws of size says that sm
ear mechanisms such as in cats and bats
will respond to higher vibrations. On this
basis it could be argued that we humans in
the stages of growth before birth are sus-
ceptible to ultrasonic frequencies. One
wonders whether baby hears any of these
frequencies from the ultra sound scanners
which have become a standard part of the
screenlng processes.
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f) eports of the death of cable television are greatly
Itexaggerated.I say this lightly, of course. Cable televi-
sion operators -that is, the Government licenced fran-
chise holders around the country, will go to great lengths
to say cable television is far from dead. I suppose you
could say, it's just hibernating -till the winter's over!

Cable operators have a basic problem, that in all but
a couple of areas, systems can't start operating until
cables have been laid. But the process of laying cables is

both expensive and time- consuming. From starting to
cable afranchised area to finishingitcantake manyyears.

This gives franchise holders a high cash-flow hurdle.
They need lots of capital to start the network and, poss-
ibly, it'1l be years before they can generate sufficient
revenue from customers to repay the capital.

A new system pioneered by Marconi Defence looks
set to be able to help out here. It's called microwave video
distribution system (MVDS). It uses small conical dishes
mounted on rooftops, pointed at a central transmitter
within the franchise area. The Marconi version looks set

to work simply because it uses existing and cheap tech-
nology -running at lZGHz (the same frequency range
current satellite receivers use) not at higher frequencies
which had been promoted by some others.

The term pull-through is used to give an idea ofhow
cable operators can use it. From very early on in the life of
a franchised area, cable operators can sell the system to
subscribers, on the basis that it gives 12 channels of tele-
vision. It can be installed immediately -even if the cable
network hasn'tyet reached the subscriber's house. When,
at a later date, the network has been laid far enough, the
subscriber can take out the microwave dish and have the
cable instead. So, MVDS metaphorically pulls the cable
network through -hence the term.

For those cable operators legally able to use it (only
some are licenced to use anything other than true cable!)
it's a boon. Instant system, instant customers.

It Must Be A Good ldea,'Cos Everyone
Says It Is
I'm all in favour of research for research's sake, but a

reported quote from the head of Taiwan's Industrial
Technology Research Institute, 'takes the biscuit' as far as

I'm concerned. He said 'We are not too sure whether
there will ever be a market for high-definition television,
but our ultimate aim is to develop it'.

Taiwan is spending 5200 million over the next five
years, simply to catch up with reSearch already under-
taken in Japan, Europe and the States. Ifthey're not too
sure whether it'll ever catch on why spend it? And if they
are going to spend, why not spend an amount which will
put them in the lead? To me, research is something you
have to do to put you in front -not simply to copy others.

Meanwhile...
In Germany, the Deutsche Bundespost Telekom is
proposing to spend some S500 million ne\t \.ear. pureiy
on research into telecommunications svstems. Trris is a
considerable increase on amounts spent over prelious
years, and is a result of the Germans belier ing that tele-
communications will account for about 79.o oi their cross
national product by the end of the centun.

Computers -Down In The Dumps?
Has the inevitable computer crusade come to its end? Do
we all now have sufficient computers? Fieures for com-
putersalesin 1991 would appearto suggest so Forastart,
worldwide sales of computers fell in 1991. ior rhe first
time in almost a decade. In fact, from the personal com-
puter's entrance in the late 1970s to now computer sales

have rarely been more lax.
This is demonstrated by trading figures for all (but

one - see soon) computer manufacturers around the
world. The Big Blue, for example, IBM recenrlr. had the
big blues as it announced a loss of S2.8 billion (r es, bil-
Iion, not million!for 1991. This compares s'ith a profit of
56 billion for the year before. Other manufacfJrers are

talking about losses too, phrases like the rr orsr flsures on
record are being bandied about by manv of them.

Overall computer sales worldwide Iell b1 8o. last
yeat over the year before. And what's more. manufac-
turers alike are talking about this year bein_e another
tough one, even tougher than 1991. One manufacturer
alone reported sales up last year over 1990: Apple
reported an increase in sales, of over 109'6.

Son of CT2
Whiletelepointhashad arough rideinthe UK. it appears
other countries may be about to make somethins of it.
The old Zonephone telepoint network is bein,e trialed in
anumber of countries worldwide, with the aim of install-
ing complete systems. In Italy, there are 3 000 handsets in
'use with a network comprising 2100 base stations

As you'll probably expect, these base stations and
handsets are the very ones dismantled from the UK
Zonephone service. Unlike our system, the trial stands
every chance of working well because it overcomes the
two main problems telepoint has in the UK.

First, there is onlyone system with one operator (not
four, as we had here). Second, equipment has been modi-
fied to allow two-way calls (not the Government-
enforced receive-only system we had).

Meanwhile Motorola is installing similar telepoint
systems in the Netherlands, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Malaysia and China.

It's what I've always said -we invent the good ideas,
the legislators cock'em up, and others take advantage.

Keith Brindley
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NE
ft was in the early thirties that
Ithe Post Office and the BBC
agreed the need for a Govern-
ment committee 10 advise on
the introduction of a high-
definition television service
and, interestingly, the term
'high definition'meant a stan-
dard of not less than 240 lines, a
considerable advance on exist-
ing cathode ray tube (CRT)
receivers based on a 30 line
standard.

Following the publication of
the Committee's report in
January 1935, a trial BBC ser-
vice was established intheLon-
don atea from Alexandra
Palace. Remarkably, the initial
broadcasts switched between
405-line and 240-line trans-
missions on alternate weeks,
and all receivers had to be con-
vertable between the two stan-
dards.

Nearly sixty years on, Alex-
andra Palace witnessed yet
another landmark in television
history as part of an interna-
tional network showing the first
ever large scale live satellite
broadcast in 1250line HD-
MAC, the European standard

for high definition TV The
event broadcast was the 1992
Winter Olympics in Albert-
ville, France and, for the dura-
tion between Sth - 23rd Feb,
Alexandra Palace was one of
50 European sites chosen to
complete the satellite link. The
Games appeared live in HD-
MAC on widescreen TV.

Ferguson, selected Alexan-
dra Palace as the ideal location
for this demonstration of
tomorrow's high definition
technology at work today,
because of the site's historic
importance to the develop-
ment of TV.

The event was shown on a
Ferguson B86W 1250{ine (ie

HDTV compatible) wide-
screen TV

The technical feat involved
in this, the world's first ever
large scale live high definition
broadcast was of mammoth
proportions.

From a number of high
definition studios and outside
broadcast vans at Albertville,
the signals were bounced off
three satellites (Olympus,
TVSat and TDF), and received
at 50 international locations.

The signal received at Alex-
andra Palace was through a
larger than usual TDF satellite
dish, capable of handling the
high detinition information,
and sent to the D2MAC tuner
in one of the Ferguson B86Ws.
From there, a baseband feed
was taken to a separate HD-
MAC decoder, with the result-
ing 1250-line signal fed out
through a Golden Scart on
RGB and separate horizontal
(32kHz) and vertical (50H2)
sync. A relay system with
repeater boxes enabled the
RGB and mixed sync signal to
be daisy chained to each of the
B86W receivers being used in
the demonstration.

,t range o[ highly portable
floscilloscopes is now avail-
able from Thurlbyrlhandar
Ltd. Despite their compact size
(230W X 75H x 290D mm)
they provide a fully profes-
sionalspecification.'

The 95mm rectangular
CRT has 8 x 10 divisions (1 div
:6.35mm) and either 2kY or
12kV acceleration potential
dependent on model. Models
with bandwidths of 60MHz
(LBO-315 / 325) are available.
A1l types feature TV-V and
TV-H synchronisation for
stable video waveform display
enabling display of YITS sig-
nals for example. An ALT trig-
gering function allows wave-
forms with no phase relation-
ship to be displayed simulta-
neously. Complex video signals
and digital word streams can be
stabilised using the variable

hold-offfunction.
The LC -207 I Ni-C d battery

pack is supplied as standard
with the LBO-313 AND LBO-
315. This is a 12V, 1.7Ah pack
that can be charged during
oscilloscope operation. The
LBO-313 / 3'J,5 can be powered
from the battery by a DC volt-
age between 10 and 20V or by
an AC voltage between 90 and
250V. No wiring change is
needed for different AC volt-
ages in this range.

Sensitivity may be varied
between 5 mV and 5Vldiv over
the full bandwidth. A X5 mag-
nifier gives I mV/div sensitiv-
ityup to 5MHz.

A delayed time base is fea-
tured on the 60MHz models.
Usingthe alternate sweep func-
tion the main time base (with
intensifi ed portion) may be dis-
played with the expanded B

sweep. This allows a four trace
display using both channels.

The LBO-315 (60MHz)

costs f1595.00 plus VAI and
the LBO-313 costs f,1395.00
plusVAL
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fntel Corporation and Sharp
ICorpo.uiion has announced
the formation of a long term
partnership to jointly develop
and manufacture future gener-
ations of flash memory pro-
ducts and technology. Intel,
America's largest semiconduc-
tor company, supplies over
85% of the flash memory pro-
ducts sold in the world ioday,
according to market research
firm Dataquest. Sharp is one of
Japan's leading manufacturers
and suppliers of home and
office information products, as
well as a variety of audio-visual
and communications systems.

The agreement calls for the
two market leaders to combine

their respective areas of tech-
nology, design and manufactur-
ing expertise to foster greater
flash memory market growth in
both the portable computing
and consumer marketplaces.
The partnership will focus on
joint design, manufacturing
and process technology devel-
opment of future high-density
components based on sub-
micron, eight-inch wafer pro-
cessrng.

The partnership also allows
Sharp to buy current flash
memory products from Intel
for use within its own products
or for resale under Sharp's
name. This arrangement allows
Sharp to develop new applica-

tions for flash memory in its
own consumer-oriented mar-
kets and to expand the base of
products imported to Japan
from the US. In turn, flash
memories manufactured by
Sharp will augment Intel's own
flash volume production levels
to meet the rapidly increasing
demand of new and existing
markets.

Flash memory is a high-den-
sity nonvolatile technology,
meaning that it retains stored
information even when the
power is turned off. Further,
flash can be rapidly erased and
re-programmed electrically
while in a system, hence the
name 'Flash'. As a solid-state

storage media alternative to
disk drire. flash memoryis well
suited to an ever gros.ilg num-
ber of portable computing
applications due to its cost
effectiveness. reliability and
performalce. Sharp believes
flash memon characteristics
make it a rital capabiliry for
many furure consumer
oriented systems.

Dataquest projecs the flash
memory market to srrow from
approximatell' S1-30 million
today to nearlv S1.5 billion by
t995.

Intel is an international
manufacfurer of microcom-
puter components. modules
and systems.

ll ffordine excellent hish heat

^fldissipaiion. those light-
weight heat-sink cooled resis-
tors, use thick film technology
bonded to a ceramic substrate.

The principle characteris-
tics are:

Operatingvoltages upto
1.5kV

Testvoltage 2.5kV
Single shot upto 4.0kV

Standard tolerance l0%
Produced in two versions

(suffix F orV) denotingvertical
or horizontal terminations, the
Model 25 has a minimum/
maximum resistance range
from 0.33ohmto lMohm and a
maximum power rating at
100'C of 50W. This is achieved

in a size of 38 x 25 xl2mm.
The devices are suitable for

semiconductor protection
applications, including trac-
tion and HV switchgear.

Available from Cetronic
Dynamics, the RCEC-ISO
modules offer good volumetric
ratio and tolerate close
proximity coupling with semi-
conductor devices.

Effective cooling is main-
tained through either forced-
air or re-circulated liquid cool-
ing, determined by the thermal
resistance of the heat sink.

For further information
contact:

CETRONIC DYNAMICS
LIMITED

Tel:0920 87I077

Capacitance
Inductance

36pF
(50mH

ompetitive pressures and
Uplunging margins will force
more personal computing
companies to develop innova-
tive marketing strategies. Com-
panies are already offering
added-value products in the
form of software/hardware
'bundles', extended guarantees,
on-line help and staff training,
according to a new report from
Market Assessment on the Per-
sonal Computing sector.

The market value for per-
sonal computers alone has

nearly quadrupled since 1985.
But a slowdown to growth of
around ten per cent a year is
forecast as the market matures
and prices are cut.Morepower-
ful machines with higher speci-
fication llike extended
memories and high-quality
monitors) will be available at
lower and lower prices.

And there's a similarpicture
in the f700m printers market,
with manufacturers cutting up
to one third offprices to main-
tain market share. However.

market growth will keep well
ahead of inflation because of
the rising popularity of expens-
ive laser, ink-jet, and twenty-
four-pin dot matrix printers. In
fact the volume share for laser
printers shot up from just five
per cent in 1985 to twenty-six
per cent in 1990.

On the leisure side of the
sector, there's been a boom in
sales of home computers, video
consoles and games. The 1990
and 7991 markets were
undoubtedly boosted by new

Nintendo and Sega consoies
with very heavy promotional
spends. Market Assessment
predicts a buoyant future to the
end of 1992 with no let-up in
the Sega -Nintendo battle and
an expected surge in PC games
sales.

Overall, the future looks
good for consumers, who'll
find more powerful, sophisti-
cated products are more affor-
dable, with plenty of motiva-
tional extras.
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measurement of magnetic
fields with their recently laun-
ched range of miniature field
strength meters.

Applications for the new
meters include monitoring the
strength of permanent magnets,
testing loudspeakers and DC
Motors, checking computer
disks for stray magnetic fields,
or any material incorporating
magnetically active compo-
nents.

Three models cover the ran-
ges0-0.O2 / 0-0.2 and 0-2 Tesla
on a 3.1 / 2 LCD display. A peak
hold facility is included for

determining maximum field
strengths. Made from impact
resistant ABS, the battery
powered instruments owe their
small size to the ude of surface
mount technology.

They have been designed to
safeguard the total quality
requirements of technicians.
production and Q.A. engineers
and to meet a need for a low
cost method of accurately
doing so, with no sacrifice in
performance.

The new field strength
meters have been developed by
Magtronics, the experts in the
field, for magnetics specialists,
in a wide range o[ industries.

who are committed to the total
quality concept.

Additionally, a polarity
indicator is included in the
range with a sensitivity of 9 -5

very inexpensive aid to the
identification of polarity of
permanent magnets, solenoids
and relay cores.

f t appears that nothing
Iescapes the lashion catwalk
of contemporary engineering
design, for it was announced
recently that the giant elec-
tricity pylons of old must go to
be replaced by a more modern
shapely equivalent. A product
of electricity privatisation, the
redesign prompts the demise of
the original Meccano-type
structures which bridge the gap
from power station cross town
and country to homes and busi-
ness premises throughout' the
nation.

Since the formation of the
national grid in 1935 the towers
which serve to support the
grids' high voltage lines have
grown to keep pace with the
power demands of consumers.
Numerous advances have been
made in structural design since
the original pylon blueprint of
the 1930s, a creation of the old
Central Electricity Board.

A collection of several
designs is to be assembled and
placed before the National
Grid Company, the newly
formed establishment which

inherited the majority of the
national grid transmission sys-
tem after privatisation. Current
favourites include a rather ele-
gant design; a folded plate col-
umn provides the foundation
for three pairs of arms which
support the six 400 000 Volt
power cables - gone are the
aged droopy arms, replaced
now with upswept supports
completing the neater pylon of
the nineties.

Other contenders are varia-
tions on either the new design
already mentioned or the sea.

soned steel structures of old.
Whichever achieves the award
of successor, it will be a long
time before itbecomes as famil-
iar as its Meccano forefather,
quashing fears of its effect on
the nations countryside. Before
replacement of existing pylons
can begin, new stretches of the
National Grid require atten-
tion - most notably the addi-
tion of the proposed 1800 MW
power station at ICI's Wilton
site in Teeside.

Steve Waddington

l"t omputer company Amstrad
l-rheaded by Alan Sugar
announced recently that theY
are to follow other companies
by introducing premium rate
telephone lines to provide
technical support. Time was
when only the perverted
dialled 0898, however it soon
became clear that people
would pick up the telephone
and pay 48p a minute to hear
the latest cricket scores or daily
horoscope. A portion of the
call's cost on these lines goes to
the information provider with
British Telecom pocketing the

rest.
Technical support lines

have previously been available
providing solutions for a rela-
tively small cost to the user of a
standard telephone call; costs
to the company providing the
information have proved highly
expensive. Locoscript, another
company having recently
adopted premium charged
technical lines were previously
answering lengthy calls regard-
ing their Wordprocessor pack-
age. Since the product retails at
a cost of thirty pounds it was
simply not financially viable to

provide half an hour of techni-
cal support over the telephone.

Although customers are
greeting the adoption of the
new lines with reluctance,
Amstrad are handling some
twenty five percent more cal-
lers. The reason? Amstrad
claims its because users are
aware of the damage which
their telephone bills would suf-
fer if they talked too long. So
increasingly people are tending
to consult their manuals more
carefully before reaching for
the phone.

Reading the manuals before

ringing is a good idea. However
some of the manuals which cur-
rently accompany both hard-
ware and software products are
totally incomprehensible. In
such cases it is surely unreason-
able for a company to expect its
customers to spend large
amounts of money in order to
receive solutions. Before call-
ingBT engineers to switch over
their lines perhaps companies
should examine the manuals
they provide; then there would
be little need for such expens-
ive after sales support.

Steve Waddington

fllhe asreement between Sie-
I -".ri ard IBM for the
manufacture of 16-Mbit
DRAMs in Franqe is proceed-
ing according to schedule.
According to a Siemens' spo-
kesman, the production equip-
ment has been set up and tested
and manufacturing of the first

eight-inch wafers' began in
December. First devices are
scheduled for Spring 1992.

Data obtained from the first
production run will be used to
fine-align the production pro-
cess and the 16-Mbit DRAM
will be available in volume by
the end of 1.992.

The first product architec-
ture willbe 4M x 4 and will offer
access times rangingfrom 50 to
70ns. It will be available in a
28/24-pin 400 ml SOJ plastic
package and will consist of
more than 35 million inte-
grated components, with struc-
ture sizes as small as 0.5pm.

Further products will follow
in 1993. including byte-wise
organised memories (2Mx8,
1Mx16) and 16-Mb TSOPII
housing.

Product enquiries to: Gor-
don Carmichael Tel. 0932
7 s2630
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fDT has announced that a new
Iltransatlantic libre opric
cable, (TAT-9.;, is now in ser-
vice. The cable, an undersea
optical fibre network, links the
United States, Canada, the
United Kingdom, France and
Spain.

The new 9,000 kilometre
cable can carry the equivalent
of 80,000 voice calls - twice
that of TAI-8 -the first transat-
lantic fibre optic cable which
was brought into service in
1988.

Mike Read, BT's Director of
International Networks, said:
"There has been massive
growth in communications
between Europe and North
America in the past few years.
TAI-9 is now essential to keep
pace with the increasingflow of

telephone calls, fax messages,
plus video-conferencing and
data communications.

The cable features 1.5
micron laser technology and
strands ofglass fibre which can
provide 565 megabits of infor-
mation over each of two work-
ing pairs of glass fibre. One
additional pair is in reserve for
restoration and maintenance
purposes.

Landing points for the cable
are in Goonhilly, Cornwall;
Manahawkin, New Jersey; Pen-
nant Point, Canada; St Hilaire,
France; Conil, Spain.

The cableis co-owned by 39
telecommunications oper-
ators. The major shareholders
include BT, AI&T, Teleglobe
and France Telecom.

f n another industry first, Hita-
Ichi has just introduced two
new electrically erasable pro-
grammable read-only memory
(EEPROM) products guaran-
teed for operation at a power
supply voltage of 3.0V

HN58V257 is a 256K bit
device, and HN58V1001 has 1

Megabits of storage, and both
are organised in the popularx8,
byte wide, configuration.

Growing markets for hand-
held computers and lest equip-
menl provide an increasing
demand for devices operating
from battery power. At the
same time, the use of
EEPROM as memory for
retaining data and program
information whilst the power is
off is also increasing. Since
EEPROM allows data to be
erased electrically, devices
need not be removed for this
process and systems can also be
accessed and reprogrammed
remotely.

EEPROM offers the

advantaqe over static RAM that
it will retain data rvithout the
need for a batterv back-up.
Unlike FL{SH - EPROM,
EEPROI\l does nor require a
separate higher (12V) p.o-
grammin_e voltage.

Manufactured in CMOS,
the internal circuitry ofthe new
devices has been optimised for
3V operation. enabling the
operating por,,'e r supply voltage
to be qualified and -euaranteedfor the range 2.7 to 5.5 volts.
Power consumption is low at
10mA and
15mA ) -approxim e cur-
rents drawn by earlier 5V types.
Access times are 2-50ns and
200ns respectirelv for the
256K and 1M devices.

New I/O circuirs allow
these devices directlv to inter-
face with CMOS logic ICs or
ASICs, enabting further reduc-
tion in power consumption of
surrounding circuits.IDED has announced the

I introduction of its Power
Pulse Series 32, 100,4' power
switching relay. The bi-stable
design is compact and easily
customised making it ideal for
use in wideranging applica-
tions from energy management
and domestic utility metering
to process and industrial qon-
trol.

The pulse operated com-
pact design features single pole,
single throw silver tinned con-
tacts and is capable ofswitching
240Y, 50H2. Latching or
monentary action designs are
available.

Maximum switchingvoltage
is 250V AC and maximum
switching current is 1004, AC
or DC. lnitial contact resist-
ance is quoted at less than
0.5mQ at 1,A, 24Y. Operating

voltages can be6,1,2,24or 48Y
as standard.

For further information
contact PED, Tel: 0638
665t61.

f)ersonal Computers 1PC)I arestill regarded asglorified
typewriters or calculators by
the business community; over
50"/" of Britain's managers
claim the most frequent use of a
PC is for the production of
documents. Although a central
component to industry and
commerce, 7 5"/t of managers
say that they use computers
directly in their work -of those
only 8% are confident with the
technology.

The joint Microsoft -Brit-ish Institute of Management
survey instigated earlier this
year reveals a huge discrepancy
between managers' percep-
tions of thebenefits oflnforma-
tion Technology and the real-
ities of its use. Three-quarters
now rate IT as fundamental or
important to their jobs. The
advantages provided speed up
basic tasks, enabling problems
ofhold to be attacked with ease.
When questioned on whether
they felt computers were
becoming easier to use, surpris-
ingly 90% said they were, citing
user friendly software as the
primary reason for this.

Yet the potential of IT is far
from being realised; the capa-

bility provided by the current
generation oI computers is
exploited only by a minority.
Senior managers are petrified
of computers, lack of training
and the psychology fear of fail-
ing in front of staff and fellow
colleagues leave the executive
confined to a closed office
complete with instruction
manual through fear of humil-
iation.

Nor are managers using the
PC to reduce their isolation.
The free circulation of material
is critical to business yet only
97o of managers use computers
to share information with col-
leagues. Over a third use a stand
alone PC solely for individual
work.

A spokesperson for Busi-
ness Industrial Management, a
training consultancy which
seeks to keep the business com-
munity in line with current
computing trends, said "Many
companies afe losing out
because of their reluctance to
take advantage of IT. If money
is to be committed to hardware
and software then training must
be considered too."

Steve Waddington

B6^Pfi 
.,'.Til"li:Tl",H:'fl

has placed an order for 200km
of optical fibre cable from
BICC Cables. '-

The cable will be used to
extend BRT's existing optical
fibre network, already in excess
of 3,000 route km of optical
fibre cable and representing
over 28,000 km of cable.

The cable, consisting of 20

individual fibres, is scheduled
for delivery over the next two
months, for installation during
7992. l

BRT has installed 650 km of
optical fibre cable over the past
18 months. The cable is laid
alongside the national rail net-
work.

BRT's network is alreadv
the second largest fixed net'-
work in the country.
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strteside

Ph otoe I ectri c j oysti c ks
f) hotoelectric joysticks which
I use light to trigger electronic
responses have replaced mech-
anical ones in applications that
require high reliability because
they do not have electrical con-
tacts that can burn out. Most
photoelectric joysticks, how-
ever, use return springs, ball
joints, pivots, bearings, or other
mechanical parts that both
wear out and complicate manu-
facturing.

A recently

photoelectric joystick, from
Electronic Systems Design
Inc., San Fernando, California,
has a flexible shaft as its only
moving part, so it is without the
manufacturing problems of
other joysticks,. The shaft is a
heat-treated beryllium-copper
alloy with a light-blocking com-
mutator disc mounted to it. As
the shaftisflexed, the disc inter-
rupts light beams passing
between LEDs and light-
detecting phototransistors,

triggering an electronic signal.
Since shaft movementis dic-

tated by its length, diametel
and modulus of elasticity, it
does not experience strain and
thus always returns to the
centre position without dam-
age. Also, since shaft properties
determine the force required to
displace the joystick, by chang-
ing the material or diameter of
the shaft,theforceused to move
the joystick can also be
changed.patented

Fa s t e s t I a s e r 
". 
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switches at28GHz, thus eclip-
sing the record 2 4GHz that had
been accomplished by resear-
chers at GTE.

laser, Cornell's is a strained
quantum-well laser.

The Cornell laseris made of
gallium arsenide and contains
three orfour quantum wells, 40
microns thick, that are doped

crystal lattice of the GaAs, and
the strain makes the quantum-
well lasers switch faster.

The researchers are now
working to create a 44GHz
laser that could be used in com-

munciations systems. The
atmosphere is transparent to
radiation in that range. Accord-
ing to the Cornell researchers,
the theoretical limit for such a
laser is 60GHz.

Preventing
video
wobble
f)rolessional film makers use
I a camera balancer to com-
bat camera wobble but the cost
of itmakes it well out of reach of
the average home-movie pro-
ducer. Recently, the inventor of

the professional-size balancer
has developed a similar one for
lightweight camcorders, and it
is priced atjust over 5500.

The Steadicam JR, from
CinOma Products Corp., Los
Angeles. has a gimbal in its
handle that separates shaky
hand movements from the
camera. The balancer also has a
3.5" monitorthat displays what

the camera is filming. This not
only keeps a person's face from
bumping the camera, but also
allows more freedom of move-
ment.

The balancer can be
installed in about 15 min. This
involves adjusting the front to
back and side to side balance of
the camera so its centre of grav-
ity is directly over the gimbal.

Because the balancer folds up
under the camera when not in
use, it can easily be left attached
to the cameras.

The Steadicam JR can be
used with Smm, Hi-S, and
VHS-C camcorders weighing
3.51b or less. The balancer
weighs 2lb, including batteries
that power the monitor and
camera light.

More
technology
for the foot
soldier
I llhough the foot soldier of
fltoday uses relatively low-
tech equipment when com-
pared with that found in fighter
aircraft and tanks, by 1995 they

may carry a 1lb, high-speed
portable computer with much
of the communicatioirs and
graphics capabilities of more
sophisticated systems.

Called the Soldier's Com-
puter, it is being developed by
Texas Microsystems Inc., at
Houston, under a contract
from the US Army's Communi-
cations Electronics Command.

One possible version

includes a pocket-size, battery-
operated processing unit. This
would initially use Intel's
80386 architecture coupled
with several attachments: a

radio capable of transmitting
both voice and data, a head s-up
display mounted to the helmet
or worn like glasses to project
virtual images. a global posi-
tioning system for pin-pointing
location, and a microphone

and hand-held joystick.
The system could be used to

view a real-time map showing
positions of troops or features
of the terrain. It could also be
used for field maintenance by
transmitting instruction
manuals stored on a remote
computer to mechanics in the
field. Likewise, a soldier could
capture and transmit pictures
to off-site experts.

Research
with lithium
f ithium has become a stan-
LaarA electrolyte for batteries
in many portable applications,
but the metal can cause prob-
lems for VLSI researchers
attempting to build lithium

power sources into integrated
circuits. Lithium microbat-
teries are built by layering a

lithium-based electrolyte film
between cathode and anode
films. To charge and discharge
such a system, Lithium ions
must migrate between the
centre electrolyte film and the
cathode. Cathode materials

become unstable during that
process, shortening battery life.

Researchers at Bellcore of
Red Bank, New Jersey, have
discovered a new material that
may solve that problem.
Experiments with Lithium
Manganese Oxide as the
cathode film show promising
stability with high Lithium-ion

density. The oxide lattice
allows the Lithium ions to
migrate while retaining i
structure intact. So far.
researchers have demons ted
working micro-batte
sustain up to 70 cha

that
dis-

charge cycles at 4.1Y without
any degradation in' perfor-
mance.
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low frequencies can drive the

replaced the 'Darlington' bipo- tem all low frequency time con-
lar'pass'transistors,QlTlQ18 stants could be increased but

tic level goes down, so the
response of the ear attenuates
both low and high frequencies
and any readjustment to the
intensity ofthese frequencies is
then not true to life. There may
however, be deficiencies in
either the input transducer or
Ihe loudspeaker and in these
cases a different approach to
the tone control is required
unless such correction is part of
the design.
J F Dix, Weymouth, Dorset

BndgeAmp
tVotAuailable
IV:,;"s;:ft1'.HilUHr:;
the Acousdix BC 40 Amplifier.
Unfortunately the response to
the published article was very
disappointing and the mini-
mum order quantity that was

viable for manufacture of the
specially desisrned items (not-
ably the case and the PCBs) has
not been reached.

As a result w'e have had to
very reluctantll' rurn away the
few orders that ir'e did receive
and thereby disappoint the
people concerned s'ho were
hopingto build this fine ampli-
fier.

The first version of this
amplifier that was offered for
publication, consisted of four
PCBs, a hand wired power sup-
ply. and a mass of screened
cable signal input wires in a
very cheap, small case. Subse-
quent demonstrations of the
superior sound of the amplifier
prompted a strong desire to
produce a much higher stan-
dard of build quaiity, combined
with ease of assembly using
specialised components.

We certainly hope that
anyone who is interested may
get an opportunity to build and
listen to an exciting amplifier
whose performance compares
very favourably with units that
can be purchased in retail out-
lets at much higher prices.
Martech Systems (Weymouth)
Ltd.
To enable readers to build the
ampffier with the freedom to
choose switches, case and input
connectors, we will pint copies
of simpffied PCB foils for the
pre-ampffier (1 channel) and
amp lifier ( 1 channel) on the PCB
foils pages
month-

next

with power MOSFETs, mainly
in the interests of greater
ruggedness.

This entailed adding a zener
diode, for over-voltage protec-
tion, between the source and
the gate of each the 'pass' tran-
sistors, Q17 and Q18, and
increasingthe value ofthe gatel
source resistors. Unfortunately,
it appears from experience that
I have not allowed enough
'elbow room' in the drive volt-
age, so that, in practice, some of
the MOSFETs -especially the
'P-channel' ones, (2SJ49l50)

- can current{imit, through
inadequate drive voltage,' and
this can both limit the available
output power, andlor cause the
power supply to 'trip' prema-
turely.

I would therefore recom-
mend that the values of D32
and D33 be changed from 4Y7
to 10V, and that R23 and R24
be increased to 10k. This will
avoid this problem. (The com-
ponent numbers are those
shown in Figure. 5, ETI, May
1989,page 29.)
John Linsley-Hood, Thunton

Tbe Acousdtn
Bndge
Aqnltfier
WJ"ffi'ilir['"'ffii?J:
(February 1992) is correct in
terms of the pre-amplifier fre-
quency response and indeed
the original design had two 2 p2
in parallel for C3. However, the
final design was based on a
series of listening tests, bearing

this amplifier is intended to be
at the budget end of the market.

Regarding G Daniels and
absence ofloudness controls in
the more 'serious: amplifier
designs, if the volume control is
considered as a distance con-
trol, then only a flat frequency
response is valid. For example,
as you walk away from the
source of sound and the acous-

[n/Detecting
Agency
f read with much interest the
IUV article published in the
March issue of ETI and I must
say that we have not come
across any journalist who
seems to have as much knowl-
edge as Mr. Clarkson. It was
enlightening not to have to read
an article thatjust concentrated
on one aspect ofIJV but to read
an article that encompassed the
importance of UV and its relev-
ance in every part of life.
N.R. Grunfeld, Uvisol Ltd,
Bourton-on-the-water, Glos.

f have for some time, as a

Irather unknowledgeable
electronics enthusiast, been
wishing to build a small IJV
detector, but armed only with
Maplin and RS catalogues have
notbeen able to get anyfurther
than the glimmer of an idea. It
was with both relief and disbe-
lief thatl saw your article inETI
this month!

Please would you be able to

'point' me to the sources of
either the components e.g. the
G3614, or the completed units

- so I can save myself a lot of
effort!

Many Thanks.
D A Ellis, Shipston-on-Stour,
Warcs.
Do ugla s C la rkso n rep lies :
Here are ditails of the source of
Hamamatsu UV diodes.
Addres s : Hama matsu Phot onics
UK Ltd., Lough Point,2 Glad-
b eck way, W indmill Hill, Enfie ld,
Middlesex, EN2 7JA. Tel: 081
367 3560. Fax:081 367 6384.
Item: Price

(exVAT)
G3614 d7.44
G3614-01 37.21
Post and packing: t2.50

(ex VAT)
Delivery6-8weel<s
It is important to indicate with
order the nature ofapplication of
sensor -e.9. educational, medi-
cal etc. Cheque with order is
appropriate for private individ-
uals -no credit cards.
There is a minimum order
charge of f 2 5 .00 (ex VAT).

/UTSC Test-
card
Generator
,l Canadian constructor has
flrequested an NTSC version
of my Test card generator -
what an interesting thought!

I've taken a quick look at the
circuit and data sheets, and it
should be possible to convert
the unit. I trust our Canadian
reader is fairly experienced and
understands NTSC.
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The main change will be in
the EPROM data since there is
100 less lines (525 as opposed
to 625).

IC9 (TEA2000) will also
handle NTSC, pin 14 will need
to be connected to 0V to select
NTSC, and XTAL2 needs to be
changed to 8.867238I[[H2.
The delay line and chromin-
ance filter are no longer needed
anyway (see Update). IC10
(SAA1043) also has an NTSC
mode, pins 5 and 6 low and pin
7 high. XTAL1 should be
5.034964MH2. A-ll this info is
in the appropriate data sheets.
Any other changes should be
relatively minor, a different
modulator will obviousty be
required which may require
some value changes in the
video amps.

If the constructor contacts
me via ETI maybe we can dis-
cuss a modified project for the
American and Canadian mar-
ket.
Paul Stenning, Hereford.

Charge
Recorder
Ct ince writins the article about
Dtn" ECn I have discovered a

snag with the probe (ref Fig.12 trostatic effects of thunder-
in the second part of the storms and their effect on the
article).Itseemsthatafterafew atmospheric charge on the
months exposed to the weather earth and found your article
theGUARDRINGgeneratesa both intersting and informa-

THE GUARD RING and do activity was published some
not connect the screen of the timearoundSept1969inPrac-
coax to anything at the probe tical Electronics. It was
end. Providing the body of the Entitled "Thunderstorms" by
probe is made from plastic M A Michaels' Perhaps Mr
items as suggested the insula- Garwell would be interested
tion resistance is sufficiently about this.
high. AnYone else out there who
K. Garwell, Technical Direc- is interested in this fascinating
tor, Newchapel Observatory & branch of electronics, please

Natural Science Centre, contact me !

ematical tables grue the
measurement of one Interna-
tiohal Nautical Mile as being
1.852 km or 6076.115 ft.

Since'a radar wave is pres-
umed to travel at the velocity of
light and radar measurements
are taken in nautical miles,
assuming clear air, we get a vel-
ocity for a radar pulse of
161874.4924 nm/sec.

To travel from a radar sta-
tion to an object at one nautical
mile range will take
6.177625548 pseconds.

Your writer Mr A. P. Ste-
phenson has fallen in a trap set
many years ago. We have
Statute Miles, American Miles,
Data Miles, and of course the
Kilometre to measure the
longer distances. The economy
ofusingnaval charts to navigate
meant aviators learned to use
nautical miles. Those who fly
want those on the ground who
control them to use the same
standards, hence the use in
radar of the International Nau-
tical Mile.

Since no one wants to use
12.355251 pseconds as a stan-
dard when talking or making a
quick calculation most use
12.36 Sts for a radar m1le,6.67
ps for a radar km and 2 nS for a

foot!
T. Grant, Bletchley, Bucks

Earth Relcort Energlr tbe

Stoke-on{rent

Weather

IIIith refernce to vour Earth
YY Churg. Recorder in the
March issue, I would like to
mention several points raised
by your article.

I am interested in the elec-

Leslie Crossan, Tyne & Wear
S end any communicat io n via t he
ETI offices

Radar Llile
llifv records suspest that the
IVlietocity ot ilgirt is now
agreedto be 299791.56km/ sec
in clear air. Most current math-

PCB & SCHEMATIC CAD DIGITAL SIMULATION ANALOGUE SIMUTATION SMITH CHART CAD

EASY-Po t98 PULSAR T195 ANALYSER III 8195 z-MArcH il tl95

a Desion Sinole sided. Double
sideil and fiuttilayef boards.

o One software oackaqe lor
Schematlcs aid PcE s.

o

it!.
O EASY-PC is

11.OOO
7o Countries

World-Wide.
o Runs on PCDfi/AT/286/386

with Herc, CGA, EGA, VGA.
a Ootional llbrarles include

S,11, Componenls etc. etc..

OAt lasl! A full featqred Digital
Circult Simulalor for less
than elO(x)!

a you to test your
ivithoui the
nsive lest

oCatch olitches down to a
pico-sicond per week!

olncludes 4o00 Series CMOS
and 74LS Llbraries.

a Runs on PCDC/AT/28613861
486 with EGA or VGA.
Hard disk recommended.

.74HC / HCT Libiaries
optional at c48.oo each.

oNEW Dowerfu! ANALYSER lll
tras frill graphical output.

a

Lines.
o d OutDut

ain, Phase and

a Covers O.OO1 Hz to >1 0GHz
a Runs on

Pc l){:l I AT I 286/386/486 with
EGA or VGA displays.

aVery fast computation.

OZ-MATCH ll lakes the
drudsery out of RF matching
problem's and inctudes man!
hore features than the
standard Smith Chart.

o

o nslve
ng

. Runs on PCDG/AT/386/486,
CGA,EGA,VGA.

a ldeal for both education and
industry,

For full info' Phone, Fax or
Write to: Nurnber One_Sy*eqs..L!d. IThe Electronics CAD SPecialists

Technical support lree for life!
Programs not copy protected.
Special prices for Education.

REF: ETl, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PEl7 4WR, ENGLAND.
Telephone: O4BO 61778 (7 lines) Fax: 0480 494042 lnlernational: +44-4AOS1T?8 Fax: +44-48G494M2

ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, Vl94lVe!99rt9.
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I{r;lll7frllBr Im|?fiilrn
l\.liniatureTolgteSwtches3amp TLOT1Cp eo.g2 74LSOO eo.i4 4OOO gO.2O BC.l07 E0.14

Gls) r droprorsedoutorcarbonsteerarrov 3ltlu'p".*-n ,,,, +i3i;3i lSll ,Xi33l i3:16 i33l E3:13 BEI:St ii,iar hardened and lempereo Sput t0ggte t0S4 TLO

r SNIPE NOSED PLIERS'125mm .smoorhjaws t6.81 "H! i:lfilflT. [313 iil3

brlrorcerin .u..o /415138 80.24 4049 t0.20 BCS58C 80.09BNCChasisSkl 96.76 Llr4748CN E0.31 74LS1s3 80.25 4051 tO.iS eo559d t0.09PL25952mm 1656 TBA810S E0.68 741S154 EO.9O 4Os2 EO.ZS e065i- 80.21Pu5gjlmm t0,S8 TBA820M e0.39 7415157 e0.25 4053 e0.24 8C638 E0.21
FNDlJNFsockel !0.48 1M1458 e0.26 Z4LS164 80.26 4055 tO.3O 8C639 t:0.21
soBUHFsocker t0.40 ULN2004 80.48 1lfP!9? Eu.5r 4060 80.31 8D136 e0.29
FPlusBGss t0J7 TDA2o3o Cr.es Z1!!1If e0.24 4063 80.29 8D138 e0.29

iilrnr iril 313333 ilii iiiiiii ii;,ii ii:;g i[.ii E$ii: ililail;;; ;;';; 11t-::9{ \9.?l 19!? e0.17 BFyso to.24

HNUUnlsockel t0.48 LMr45U E0,26 /aLoro+ Lu.zo 4UC5
soBUHFscket t0.40 ULN2OO4 80.48 74LS165 e0.53 4060
FPlusBGss t0J7 rDA2o3o cr.es Z1!!1If e0.24 4063

itgi3: :ifl :i::3: 3ee1 1li8lBl EB:il 1BBB

I

I
LM3e00 to.72 4082 t0.17 Ttp3oc 80.33Lt\43914 82.70 4089 e0.55 Ttp31 C t0.33
LM39'1 5 82.70 4093 eo.',t 5 Ttp32C e 0.34

8R3230A200V t036 Mc4558 C0.36 18 pin 1994 80.31 T|P33C e1.02;,;;;;;;;;; ;;:; NEs532 eo.eo zoi,in 19?: 19.19 IIl11l !9.?g

4521 e0.84 2N3705 EO.OgEEEr L:lllll,:l- 4534 E2.48 2N3706 80.09
.i.n.r 78105 e0.24 Zener Diode5 2!7 16 4538 EO.OZ 2Ng77t e1.As

ckel iJi]"ro 78L12 t0 24 33v 4541 e0'31 2N3772 e1'42d barrery , i8ilS i8:il BiYBB1?.,Y- [3:?l iSli [B:3i iil36ll il:?B
e5.96 814.73 

9

HMlOsS ANALOGUE METEB I\423158 DIGITAL METEH 15PN TO,3S M.3

12mm t0.81

larity and C0,40

indication, t0,18

COWI

c cover

7 t23.40 c covet

Hc2o20S ANALOGUE METER Tt34 DIGITAL |\4ETEB 2swayplNticcover t0'3

e

59

rilirriliE7lfl{r
n
II'I

smmRedLED €0.09 1pf-'1nf 80.06 1n2-2n7 EO.Og
smmcreenLED e0.10 3n3-4n7 80.12 .1Onfand.12np 

t0.12
5mm Yellow LED e0.10 polystyrene .1 6OV 47pl to .1 

Onf
shm Orannc I FD Cnfi 47ol-2n2 Cn nq ,n7-r^^r

,,,.j1 rc17621 e1.to 24pin :pf X8l? iBZg l:i::i" EB:?B:;'l 28 Pin.r an pih :X.;1 451,s eo.78 2N2905A 80.28r.lrulrurlulrrr 4oPin eo'is llli E3:13 iN373i^ E3:334521 e0.84 2N3705 EO.Og

o 47 eo.o5 ro.o7 o 47 _ E0.1s :[n 3fi',T""0 80.10 47pt'2n2 e0.09 2n7-10nr eo.t2LU.u. ru.u/ u4/ - E0.15 3mm Bed LED eo.ogI 0 e0.05 t0.06 1 O 80.10 80..10 3mm G.66n I En t0.12Ii """. ":. iiii ii:i! 1i - ,*, Ei:li !i:li iilil il:i; rrrirrrrillU,irrrrllrilll
5mm
5mm Please add d vAT (175%)
5mm
smm Ple order
5mm

5mm to
0.3' 7 ay S

common anode e1.14 Access and ViSa cards accepted!u.w _ ;#il;;ffi;. ;i:i; om"iaoiililiio',".#;:ffi:fi!U1"."*"r"o,"
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TM SEI

D.MM
The TM serie

with 3% digi
protection, s]

packed with
test leads. bi

TM 5315 DC cunent (10A) continuity an(

TM 5365 Capacitance and frequency (20

TM 5375 Frequency range (20N4Hz) and

TM 1 15 AC & DC current (10A), HFE a

TM 135 Capacltance and temp. ranges

TM 175 Frequency (15MHz). capacitan

HFE, diode, continuity and LEI

TM8020 33/4 digit display, frequency (4

(40pF), AC + DC current to 20
TM8030 33/o digit display, frequency (41

(inc. probe), AC+DC current t
7705 Capacitance meter, 1 pF to 20 (

BI.AGI( SIAB
Top qualio/, UK made.
frequency counters andn""-to'16

Jupiter 2010 2MHzfunction generator 
I

freq counter

0rion PAL TV pattem generator

1410 Video Monitor Tester

L4eteor 100 100MHz counter

lvleteor 600 600[4Hz counter
Meteor 1000 1000MHz counter
Apollo 100 100MHz counter/timer
Nova 2400 2,4CHz counter
Jupiter 500 500kHz tunction generatc

Jupiter 2000 2li1Hz function generator

Dual channel, 20MHz
Digital storage, 20N,1Hz sa

Dual channei. 60MHz
Triple channel, 100|\/Hz

HM203-7
HM205-3

HM604
HMI 005

Full detalls of all the above are
catalogue, El.

All the above are currently in str
dellvery. Standard P&P 81.2

IES MUTIITUIEIERS

Good Value!
s of low cost meters,
t LCDs, full overload
:rong ABS case and

features. Supplied with
ttery and manual.

diode test 55-05315 f19.99
OkHz) ranges 56-05365 f36.50
HFE test 56-05375 f36.95
rd continuiry test 56-001 1S f32.50
(inc probe) 55-00135 f45.95
:e ranges with
I test, 55-00175 f53.60
VHz). capacitance

{ s6-08020 t5{.76
ilHz). ternoerature

) 20A
)0CuF

s6-18030 f59.S6
s5-0770s f39.82

)lus 20i/Hz

s6-rzoro f233.00
s6-0'r500 f269.00
s6-01410 €527,00

s6-00r00 fl28.08
s5-00600 fl58.63
s6-0r000 f209.15
s6-10100 f381.88
s5-02000 f351.33
s6-00s00 c125.25
s6-02001 fl75.05

HAMEG
'SGOPES

All Hameg scopes
are supplied with
two x 10 probes,

manual and
2 year

warranty.

s6-szooz C397.15
npling S6.S20s3 t716.75

s6-s6040 f715.75
s6.0r005 t930.60

lncluded ln our comprehenslve
7O (tnc. P&P).

rck and available for lmmediate
i0, next day delivery 64.60.

I All prices inctude VAT (at 17.5%)

J s:l-2l
d LrrI(tJ &

AUDIO MODULES
A rugged high powered module that is ideal for
use in discos & P A Systems where powers of
up to 125W, 4 ohms are required, The heaw
duty output transistors ensure stable and
reliable performance. lt is currently supplied to a
large number of equipment maufacturers where
reliability and performance are the main
oonsiderations, whilst for others its low price s
the major factor Operating from a supply .
voltage of 40-80V into loads from 4-16 ohms.

h tens of"bw
With a host of features including 3 individual level controls, a master vo ume
and separate bass and treble control, it provides for inputs for microphone,
magnetic pick-up and tape, or second pick
considerably less than competitive units
This module is idea for discos and public
address units and operates from 45V-70V.

As MMl O0 with two guitar + 1 microphone -
input intended for guitar amplifier applications,

and yet

SEGURITY EQUIPMENT

operation in household or vehiicle security systems 12V
operation and built-in timing makes it suitable for a

wide range of applications,

Easily lnstalled

Automatic Loop Iest &Swltch On * Automatic Siren
Re-Set * Audible En Warning Buzzer * Two

Separate Loop lnputs + 24-hr Chcuits *
Easily lnstalled. Full lnstructions Supplied.

This advanced control panel provides effective and
reliable control for all security installations, yet its

operation is sheer simplicity for all members ot tne
family, and is supplied with two keys.Housed in a stee

base with an attractive moulded front panel, it compares
with units costing twice the price,

This tried and tested control unit provides the finest
value for money jn control sustems, with manl

thousands protecting houses al[l over the country
A suitable steel enclosure is

The lB1 470 consists of a separate transmitter
and receiver providing a beam of up to 50ft
which, when interrupted, operates a relay in the
in turn may be used to control external equipment. The system I
requires only 65mA from a12V supply Size:(each unit) 82 x 52 x

separately

PRIilGES RISBOROUGH
BUCKS HPIT gDB
TEL: (O84 441 6326
FAX: (Oa4 4417102

EE
Add VAT Cariage only e1 50

Export 10% minimum t1.50
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ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Practical electronic projects and scientific and
technological features and tutorials on the past and
present state of the art.

Published monthty.

Subscription Rates
uK t19.20
Europe t24S0
Sterling Overseas t26. gO

US $ Overseas $49

HAM RADIO TODAY

Features construction projects, conversions, pocket radio,
club news, and all other areas of interest to radio
amateurs.

Published monthly.

Subscription Rates
uKf,20.40
Europe t26.80
Sterling Overseas t28.90
US $ Overseas 953

CITIZENS BAND

latest CB equipment, useful practical projects
r and allthe national and internationai citizen

Published monthly.

Subscription Rates
uK t19.20
Europe f24.30
Sterling Overseas t26.OO
US $ Overseas 947

ip I e ise 
" " 

r, 
" " 

Io-- 
--lr- I ir'-J.l i^;;; ;- - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : -. ; - ; - - riPlease commence mV suU-scription to

l ----- iccrra Dara..r^l fl
.with the| '--'--- "'' ,..,,...w|In Ine

i........................... issue. Renewal f! subscription number if applicable
I I 

^F^l^^^ -.. -L^-.-^rh^ , 
^i............................... lenclose my cheque/po for E payable to ASp or

iprease debit by visa/Access

lSignature......
!Name.....
I Address
I
| ....'....."......'.'.
Ir...................... . post Code

i:l=: return comple to: Argus Subscription Services, eueensway
iHOUSe. 2 QUeenswav. rcv Ell.lt ,ne

I1L
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K64OO KEY CODE LOCK

K6700: WIRE COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTER
K6701: WIRE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

K6002 uP TEMPERATUBE
CONTROLLER

,1,..a

2

TEMPERATURE SENSOB WITH LED DISPLAY

NEW NEW NEW
LOWER PRICES fOr 1992 LOWER PRICES

Send 81.00 UK or t2.50 overseas for your copy of our NEW 1992 catalogue & price list.

160 kits to choose from - all in stock - it's a must for all electronic enthusiasts.

15 CHANNEL INFRARED RECEIVER

,.

K4O1O SOOW MOSFEB AMPLIFIER

FF-llEl

HIG H.Q-ELECTRONICS LTD.
1 KlrS)
D onents

Tel:. O7O7-263562 Fax: 0707-276746

K6OO1 TEMPERATURE SENSOB

K2649 THERMOSTAT

K4OOO STEREO TUBE AMPLIFIER

Professional mixing panel

K2659 MORSE DECODER

INFRABED TRANSMITTER

K4O2O 6OOW MOSFER MONO/STEREO
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TELEPHONE
OBDERS

may be made on

E91O7-4 TheConsortloadspeaker .. .. H
E9108-1 Pulsed Width Train Controller _.. ... . . ..... . E
E9708-2 Model Speed Controller - Main Board .... F
!?108 3 Model Speed Controller - power Supply ..... F
E9109-1 GeigerCounter ........ ......... ...... E
E91O9-2 Hemisync Waveform Generator Board ....... G
E9109-3 Hemisync Pulse Generator Board ..... ......... F
E9lO9-4 Hemisync Power Supply Board ........,........ C
E9109-5 Nighfighter Main processor Board ...... ....... O
E9110-1 Freeze Alarm ...............,... E
E9170-2 DocumentSaver ...... ......... E
E9110-3 Proto-typeDesigner ........... J
E9110 4 Nightfighter - Sound to Light (double sided) L
89110-5 Nightfighter - Ramp Generator Board . . . .. .. . F
89110-6 Nightfighter - Cyclic Crossfade

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs to: (Blocx mpru pBsE)

E97r0-7
E9110.8
E9111.1
E977t.2
E9111-3
E97tt.4
E9111-s

(doublesided) . .... .. M
Njghtfighter - Shobe Board (double sided) J
Nightfighter - 8 Channel Triac Board ........ N
Digiial Code Lock .. .. . L
Switched Mode Power Supply .. .. . .. . . . .. . . E
Nightfighter M double sided) . J
Nightfighter - (double sided) M
Nightfighter - ger
(double sided) . ... L

E9111-6 Nightfighter - Sequence Select
(double sided) ..... H

E97ll-7 Nightfighter - Master Controller pSU ......... K
_E?111 

8 Nightfighter - Output Switch (double sided) M
E9712-l Nightfighter Sensor Switch Master Control

(double sided) .... . L
E9772-2 Nightfighter Sensor Switch Channel Control

(doublesided) . ... ..... L
E91723 NightfighterSensorSwitch SoundTrigger ... H
E9772-4 Nightfighter Connector Board ....... _.......... F
E9172-5 Nightfighter Sensor Switch pSU ....... ..... . K
E9772-6 Nightfighter 8-Channel Input Interface

(double sided) .... . .. p
E9772-7 PowerOn Regulator.............p
E9201-1 Laborator tr
Eg2O1-2 TestCard d ..........:........... M
E92O7-3 LED Star (double sided) ..... ... . L
E9201 4 Enlarger Ti er Main pCB (double sided) .... N
E9201 5 EnJarger Ti er Selector Board (double,ia"d;. X
E92Ol-6 Enlarger Ti er Switch pCB ...................... e

f,o.75

f

-l
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

I

I

I

I

I

L

Name

Address

postcode

(o+Ez
6655r)

ACCESS or VISA

E97O3-2 64KEPROMEmulator ............. N
E9103-3 SSB Radio Receiver .. ....... ... . ....... ... G
E9103-4 ActiveLoudspeakerboard ... H
E9104-1 Testmeter Volts . .. ...................... .... .. ....... . E
E9104-2 Active Direct Injection Box ........................ F
E9104-3 EPROM Eraser ... . ..... . .. F
E9104-4 DigitalTachometer ..... ........ F
E9104-5 Radio Calibrator F
E9105-1 Modulator L"'"' (i';.;;;;; . .. . ... n
E9705-2 ThyristorTester....... ........... ..F
E9105-3 FrequencyPlotter . . .... ........ ... . K
E9106-1 er ........... E' Es7o6-2 c."i,"ri", - p";;; s;;d; ... .. a
E9lO7-l Controller - Main Board ........ K' E9707-2 trhperature Controller - probe pCB ....... . F
E9lO7-3 The Foot Thpper - Volume Control

(doublesided) ........... J

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, BEAI)ERS,SERVICES,
ABGUS HOUSE, BOUNDANY WAY,

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HPz 7ST
Pleaoe supply:
Quandgr Ref. no. Price Code Price Total kice

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB

$ffi ICffi

kice kice
code (inc.

c
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
a
R
s
T
U
v
w
x

vAT)
fl.to
Q,2.50
f,3.25
€4.OO
f,4.75
f5.50
f.6.62
D7.20
€E.80

€10.60
fl3.ro
€l5.EO
f17.90
fr2t.EO
f23.90
f.25.90
f29.OO
f32.20
€35.80
f37.90
1,40.70

E9205 7 Bat Detector
E9205-2 Pond Controller

E

F
PCBsrortheremanng*''1..*,..1i..i1;fi 

"],#ilffi [,*ffi *rr:Hx"ji*,,"#+il:?[fJ:.i*"J:ff :month
Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice if required.Such orders will not be processed until payment is rlceiveJ.

t6
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ast month saw the introductory part of the maga-

zine world's biggest ever mixer project, the

Anniversary AutoMate 20. This is a mixing con-

sole of modular design philosophy allowing care-

ful, cost-conscious tailoringto exact operational require-

NEUTRAL

TO PSU
MAINS

DISTRIBUTION

0

+1 7V TO
REAH PANEL
CONNECTION
(swtTcHtNG
sK1 PIN 4)
(AUDTO
PL1 PtN 4)

NOTE:
COMPONENT NUMBEBING
AS FOR AUDIO PCBs.
FOR SWITCHING PCB
COMPONENTS NUMBERED
e.g. R301 INSTEAD OF R201
BUT IDENTICAL IN ALL
OTHER RESPECTS.
FOH SWITCHING CIRCUIT,
f 201, BR2O1,2O2, C2O1,202,
207,208 ARE SHAREO.

NOTE:
tc201.202 =
ozor,2os,zoo = 

gcs+gc
O2o2,20A,211 = BC559C
4203,204,207 = MJ1 l015
0209,210,212 = MJ11016
D201-205 = 1N4002
2D201,202 = 6V2 ZENERS
2D203,204 = 16V 1W3 ZENERS
LED202 = 0.lin GREEN

4R201,202
c2o1,2O2,2O7,2O9
0203,2O4,2O7,209,21 O,21 2
R212,224
ALL MOUNTEO OFF BOAHD
ON HEATSINKS

NOTE:
POINTS MARKED THIJS
(OOV) ABE EARTHED ON
PSU MONITOB PCB

Fig.1 +17V Precision Power SuPPIY
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'MOUNTED
FS101. oFF BOAHD ON

1A FAST FBONT PANEL

NEUTRAL

TO PSU
MAINS

DISTFI-
BUTION
BLOCK

NOTE
YOUNTED

MONtrOF PCA

NOTE:
LEDl01 = +48V UNBEGULATEO
LED102 = +48V REGULATEO
LED103,105 = +5V REGULATED

0v (PorNT a)
TO POWER SUPPLY,STAR EARTH'

0v (Jott{ED To POTNT A)

,1"#3, P55,?'"3I^?.?-8110

Hr6
330F

LED
105 NOTE:

MOUNTEO
I oFF BoAFD

ON PSU
MONtrOF PCBNOTE:

tc101 = LM3't7T
tc't02 =
0101,104 = BC549C
o'102 = Bc5s9c
o103,106 = MJl101s
Dl01.102 = 1N4003
D103 = 1 N4002
2o101 = 4sv 1W3 ZENEB
2D102,103 = 1N829 6V2 ZENERS
zolG = 5V6 1W3 ZENEF
LEOl01,102 = 0 2in YELLOW
BR1O,I = 2OOV 16A BBIDGE
12 = 120-0-120145-G45
SOVA TOROID
T3 = 120-G120/9-0.9
sOVA TOROID

BF101,
c'105,1c6,
o103.106
ALI- MOUNTED OFF BOAFD
ON HEATSINKS

NOTE:
POINTS MABKED THUS
(OV) ARE EARTHED ON
PSU MONITOF PCB

Fig.2 +48Y Phantom Power Supply/EV Logic Supply

HOWITWOR.KS
POWERSUPPLYUNIT

r CieS"

,: A he accurate, voltag transistors,
01,2 a \2.

ments.

We explained the pros and cons of both types of
microphone input stage design, namely the transformer
balanced input stage and the electronic balanced stage
and posed the question, which type of stage should we
use in this mixerT

use a transformer with a strictly defined turns ratio.
C)bviously; these aren't readily available off the shelf
(although companies such as Jensen do stock a wide

0nce above 6V however, avalanche effect is dominant in the breah

: -: \i,:

range of transformers) so the designer must specify to the
manufacturer exactly his requirements. This ad<1s greatly
to the cost but can be justified when the con signment will
befortwo thousand or so of the beasties -ibr a smallpro-
duction run of trventy or thereabouts, the cost would be
prohibitive to a hobbyist constructor such as you or I.

The other shortcomingis in the size and weight pen_
alty incurred when our design brief cails for a compact
and easily transportable unit although it must be said that
the 20:8:2 model featured on the front cover is not quite
easily transportable -it wouldn't fit into the boot or pas_
senger compartment of mv medium-sized saloon car and
whilst not unduly heavy, its bulk and awkward shape
makeit somewhat unwieldyfor one person to littor carry.

The circuit offered uses one moderately expensive

R

cl08
1o!

EARTH
STAF

IB
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's can then be Produced irom them,

ln our circuit, the base of 01 is held ai 0,2V so that its emitter cunent

to 5mA. ZD2 behaves asthe reference and feeds 01, The network compris'

and as 85, R8 and PR1 form a r:+;e:::'e feedback loop, the ampliiier output

voltage changes in such a wav as tc nrlnimise this diflerence,The unregu-

lated supplyierves merely io irovrie power for the amplifier, since it is

behaving as a high gain DC ;rciiiier and since Ao is very large, feedback

theory suggests;

Out=Vref(Rx+Ry)/Ry

ratio between the two are as {ollows;

General form

I max = 1/Rs[(1 + R2/R1) Vbe + R2/R1 Vreg]

lsc=1/Rs(1+R2/R1)Vbe

I max : lsc = 1 + (R2/{82 + R1)lVreg/Vbe

Component-sPecif ic f orm

lmax = 1 /R13[{1 + Rl1 /R12)Vbe + Rl1 /R12 Vreg]

lsc = 1iR13 (1 + R11/R12)0.6

tmax lsc = 1 + (R11/(R12 + R11)117/0.6

i-i+;r'r.-;':,;r:-'r ._-_ - aili!-, i': t'':!"t" ' :r:' i

device" the Precision Monolithics' SSM2015 IC, a one-

chip uitra-low noise microphone preamplifier in-the

input stage. These cost about f4.00 each but offer super-

lative noise and distortion performlnces and since the

constructor will already be making substantial savings

when the overall cost is compared to that of ready-built

mixing consoles, the authorthinks thattheirinclusion on

the channel is fullY justified.
The SSM2015 is one of a numberof specialist audio

IC's manufactured by PHI (Precision Monolithics Incor-

porated) and is itself speciailv suited to microphone or

other low level pre-amplification. I had fully commited

myself to using two of the LM394 devices when I dis-

covered the 2015 and was convinced when I realised that

utilising it within my design would incur no cost penalty

switching the supply outPut to 0V

way.

The 17V switching supply is identical in all respects to that lu$ men'

tioned,saveforthefacithaiitderivesitsunregulatedsupplyfromBR1,2and

C1,2 of the audio Power suPPlY,

at all over the 394's and in fact savect somethi";'i*;;'
order of 18.00 per module.

The 2015 has true differential inputs and provides

both excellent common mode rejection with an ease of

interfacing to floatation transducers such as balanced

microphone outputs whilstprovidingfacility fo r connec-

tion to single ended devices.

The very low voltage noise performance (1'3nV/
.,/ffz; is enhanced by a programmable input stage which

aliows overall noise to be optimised for soutce impedan-

ces up to 4k.
However,forthose of a canny disposition and thrifty

Scots origin (and I say that with my tongue firmly in my

cheek as I'm of decidedly Celtic exttaction myself!),

operating on a tight budget. and able to accept a slightly
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SUPPLY V_

Fig'3 lntegral architecture of Precision Monolithics ssM2o15 Low-Noise Microphone pre-Amplifier lc

capability and excellent ripple rejection.
Separate bipolar supply for all of the switching circuitry.
48V supply for phantom powering of microphones. 5V
supply for any logic circuitry.

I've always liever beauti_
ful'philosophy f both ly units
and related equ ampli refer to
put myfaith in the performance of a 4U, 5Okgl000Wher_
nia-inducingpower amplifierthanin one of the new_fan_
gled 1U plastic-encapsulated lkW class D (pulse width
modulated) type which is light enough to be lifted with

and whoseperformancemightbesummed up
ar gesturel For me, and in this respect anyway,
ht!

This design philosophy prevails throughout the
mixer, but in no other area is it so in evidence than in the
power supply unit which to some of vou mav seem
excessively over-large and over-rated.

Any hi-fi preamplifier with pretentions towards
greatnessis always endowed withapowersupplycapable
of sustainingANY current demands which the audio cir_
cuitry puts upon it. No-compromise commercial pre_
amps may use 200 or 300VA power supplies although
the current consumption of the unit may only be in the
orderof milliamps orperhapstens of milliamps when the
circuitryis stressed undertransient, high signal level con-
ditions. In this way, headroom is increased and overload
margins improved.

In any case, the rippte current rating of smoothing
capacitors is directly proportional to their physical size,
so it follows that e rating
but smaller phys equally
well in terms of t is this
which enables faithful response in the high level, lower
register area of the sound spectrum.

It should also be remembered that the unit must be
capable of powering, without modification, the largest,
automated consol configuration possible with the
increased current consuption which this will bring (an
automated fader, 8-group input module features some

less stringent noise specification (E,, of a mere 76OnV
over the full audio bandwidth, and a distortion figure of
less than 0.01% at full gain), I have included a circuit
which may be used.

Current Concerns In The Designs Of
PSU'S
We'll leave the input stage circuitry for the moment and
move onto the Power Supply Unit which should really
have been first on the list since its construction then
allows testing of any subsequently fabricated modules
before the whole kitten caboodle is bolted together to
create a working mixing console _I deviated from this

are woefully inadequ4te. A good pSU, for use in criticalsitua this one, name
shou trinsic qualitie
lent ion and very
described here fulfils all ofthese needs.

For this project, the power supply unit had to pro_
vide the following;
Very stiff (well regulated) plus and minus
for all of the op-amp and audio circuitry.
supply would have to possess good curr

i.i:,:i
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25 LED's alone).If we consider a typical driving current

of around l0mAperLED, each module would require at

least 250mA. Atthis rate, itis very easy to suddenly accu-

mulate many amps of current sinking circuitry' This is, of

course, a slight over-simplification -isn't it always' Not

all LED's are likely to be on at an,v one time, and in any

case, all of the LED's are programmed for much smaller

currents. This example does serve to illustrate why we

need such abeefypower supplv (apologies to vegetarians

everywhere!)
The unit itself is housed in a separate 19" rack-

mounting case, thus minimising any opportunity for the

mixer circuitry to pick up mains hum. It is very conserva-

tively rated and will run reasonably cool even under

arduous operating conditions, such as may be

encountered on a fullrendorved, 48 input, 16 output

automated desk.

5o|Is
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Fig.4 Graph of safe operating area (SOA).of gopular
re!ulator pass transistor - Motorola 2N3055

As mentioned earlier, the normal 3 pin regulators

were not considered for use in this application because of

the serious shortcomings of these devices at high fre-

quencies. I think that the decision to design one from

scratch first entered my head when I had cause to

measure the noise coming from a selection of what are

termed 'laboratory standard' power supply units -and
some very expensive ones at that -of the type normally

encountered in test-room/workshop environments and

was, quite frankly, appalled at the high level of hum and

noise, especially hum, which emanated from the output

terminals! In the interests of maintaining a quiet(!),

trouble-free existence and a desire to avoid the libel

courts, the manufacturer shall remain anonymous'
The design offered here is unlikely to bring gasps of

surprise from the audience as it features no specially

innovative circuit topology, but it performs rather well,

having a quite exemplary noise performance -less than

-73dBu unweighted noise and below a measurable level

when measured using a filter as recommended in the

CCIR/ 468-2 weighted noise measurement speci'fica-

tion -and as I said before, is very conservatively rated'

Although this figure may seem to be rather mediocre, the

noiselevel of the labPSUwhich Imeasured was -48dBu.

I think that it would be fair to say that if fitted with higher

voltage transformers, and with a few changes of compo-

nent value in and around the error amplifier and current-

limiting section, the power supplywould do justice to the

finest Class-A power amplifier! Now there's an idea for a

follow-up project to the mixer - a 100W per channel

class A studio monitor amplifier, monoblock in design

and with a completely regulated power supply!

Careful thought was given to the layout of the PCB

trackwork. Students of audio engineering design will
doubtless be familiar with the creation of a central earth

point -'star earth' -so that fluctuations in the current of
one load will not affect the voltage seen by other loads

and create the opportunity for hum loops to form' What

is less commonlyknown is themeritof adoptingthis'star'

philosophy in the layout of the supply rail wiring, thus

eradicating or at least drastically minimising the oppor-

tunityfor heavy, possibly dirty, currents (which will prob-

ably have noise on

them) to influenc e of

sensitive, lighter nce

can be dramatically improved if separate supplies are

used for left and right channel circuitry -consider the

exemplary performance in this respect of the true 'mono-

block'power amplifier which uses isolated and separate

power supply units for each oflhe two stereo channels'

This eliminates crosstalk between the stereo outputs

because the separate power supplies mean that the

impedance of a common power supply interacting

between channels can no longer occur' There has been

much argument and debate about the way that power

supply regulation and distortion are inter-related' Whilst

notwishingto enterthe argument, in myhumble opinion,

and without digressing even ftlrther than I have done so

Fig.5 Power supply'star earth'. Mecca -
and corresponding power distribution star

already,the application of good engineeringdesign prin-

ciples in the power supply cannot but fail to improve

overall performance of the active circuitry connected to

it. The main elements are as follows;
Transformers
Rectifiers
Smoothing Capacitors
Voltage Reference Circuits
Error amplifiers
Re-entrant current{imiting ci rcuitry
Power Output Stages

I used a hefty 500VA toroidal transformer for the

main plus and minus rails, this type being preferable to C

or I laminated types for a number of reasons, not least of

which is the smallerphysical sizefor agiven Volt-Ampere

rating. The toroidal also produces less magnetic inter-
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ference (hum fields), Iower noise, better regulation and
ease of mounting than its C/l core counterpart. The

design was kindly s

s who have, overthe
clients within the

amplification field with similar transformers. This toroi_
dal is speciallydesigned foraudio inthatithas 20yomore
copper within the windings which reduces accoustic
hum (as opposed to electrical hum). Acoustic hum is that
hum orbuzzwhichis audiblefrom mosttypes oftransfor_
mer when in use and varies greatlyfrom type to type and

manufacturer to manufacturer.Itis a great nuisance when
the unit has to be sited and used within an otherwise low
ambient noise situation 

1 such as might be encountered in
a udio) and because it intrinsically
is e, thereis verylittle weas electri_
cal engineers can do about it. It is obviously of less
importance when the desk is used as a front of the house
monitor mixer at an ear-splitting 130dB SpL rock con_
certl Ordinary types are available if this is envisaged to be
a frequent or exclusive scenario. The toroidals also fea_
ture electrostatic screens which reduce the chance of
pick-up of electrically-induced hum in the surrounding
circuitry.

The Bridge Rectifiers are 25A/400V pIV rated
encapsulated types which use 0.25" spade connectors
and bolt to the chassis as an aid to heat dissipation when
the bridge is passing large currents. I specified the highest
quality smoothing electrolytics which I could find avail_
able in the commercial marketplace. These are similar in
many respects to the massive 'electroly_
tics to be found in the PSU's ent, differ-
ing only in the fact that these capacitors have been
designed and manufactured specifically for use in high-
quality audio applications. The excellent response at fre_
quencies within the audio bandwidth is achieved by
Ioweringthe equivalent series resistance to a value which
is around 507" lower than other capacitors of similar size

materials employed also give
and tonal stability over the

reducing the level ofhigh fre-

quenc certaincapacitorsare
Prone which passes through
them. Elna under the trade
name of 'Cerafine' and are without doubt the best elec_
trolytics for use with audio.

It has to be said that because of the amount of ,har_

of the project and in any case, a quick scan through the

t

PSU section of any of the component distributors, cata_
logues would reveal that the cost of similarprecision high
current power sources is greater by an order of magni_
tude.

GettingA Good Reference Foryour CV
(Controlled Voltage)
A zer,er diode/resistor combination provides a very
stable reference voltage for the error amplifier, and the
paralleled output transistors (each with its own ballasting
emitter resistor to provide negative feedback and so a
measure of temperature stability) boost the power hand-
ling capability of the stage to somewhere in the region of
74.

Protection Is A Racket
Both current limiting and over-voltage protection were
thoughtto bemandatory requirementsforeach of the dif-
ferent power supplies. In the first instance, a power sup-
ply of this size can supply an whole lot of amps in a short
circuit situation, this obviously being somewhat destuc-
tive to both load and PSU.

One way around this is to completely over-engineer
the series pass transistor section, using both heftily-rated
transistors and heatsinks around three times the normal
size. In this way, power can safely be dissipated under
worstcase conditionsie short-circuitload. Onlythenwill
the pass transistor survive more than momentary shorted
outputs. This design approach has its merits but huge
heatsinks and over-rated components can sometimes be

,*,=frn,*ff1r".*ffr.=o1

+

I t, *o to.o"o"*
l1
l1
ll
ll
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ll

Vour = o

r""= ftrr*ffi1v".

,oTlo lurx -1+a R2 
rvREGISC 'Rl + R2' VBE TYPICAL REGULATOF

Fig'6 Graph of output voltage Vs Load Gurrent for PSU fitted with re-entrant-foldback current limiting
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I

inconvenient and in any case, will add considerably to

the cost. It is also unwise to allow heavy currents to flow

into the powered circuit under fault conditions'

A much more elegant and favoured method is to use

someform of currentlimiting, if for no other, reasonthan

that the prevailing reason for pass transistor failure is

over-dissipation caused, of course, by excessive current

flow or inadequate heatsinking.

Re-entrant or foldback limiting is the more prefer-

able of the two types available since simple corrent limi-

ting will still allow the PSU maximum current to flou in a

fault situation, causing the pass transistor power dissipa-

tion to rise dramatically and perhaps terminallr as the

voltage dropped across each rises to the full unregulated

input voltage. Maximum voltage AND maximum current

simultaneously is a very bad state of affairs in anl tvpe of

semiconductor control circuit and is to be avoided at all

costs if the longevity of the power components is to be

maximised - I avoided using the word 'guaranteed'

because the life of any electronic component can only be

estimated.
Foldback limiting, on the other hand' reduces the

output current (and voltage) under short crrcuit or over-

load conditions, both protecting the load and forcing the

transistors to maintain operation u ithin their 50A (safe

ope
ting
volt
the
short circuit level Isc to produce a lorver power dissipa-

tion in the pass transistor.

Table 1 Specifications of Precision Monolithic's lnc SSM 2015

Microphone Pre-amPlif ier

Over-voltage protection is provided for both anal-

ogue bipolar and logic supply rails. Since there is much

TTL circuitry in evidence throughout the console, the

reason for the inclusion of over-voltage protection on the

5V rail should be obvious. A similar reason exists for it
beingincluded onthe plus and minus 17V supply, namely,

that all of the analogue IC's are operating within a few

volts of their specified maximum supply voltages, so it
makes sense to protect perhaps three or four hundred

t = lKl]z
f = 10KH

Ga n = 40dB

f. lKNz
i = loKl]z

Ga r ' 20dB

1. lKHz

R::s = 33KQ

!a: = 60dB

!a.i = 40dB

C; i = 20dB

ic as = 150KQ

!:in ' 60dB

Galn = 40dB

Rr=R?=10KQ

B.R,=loK()

+17.6V
DC REG

-rtfilf\I
IEC MAINS
INLET/BFI
LINE
FILTER
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IC's from death by misadventure at high voltages, as can
happen if the pass transistor fails in its favoured mode
(short circuit) causing the full, unregulated input voltage
to be applied to the load.

Staying On The Right Tracks
The regulators are also of the dual_tracking type, thus
minimising any common-mode errors in the circuitry,
and forcing shutdown of a neighbouring rail if a fault
exists on one (op-amps make the most terrible noise

mised.

A Phantom Supply
48VPower Supply

5V Logic Supply

deemed to be necessary.

Power Supply Construction
is housed in
ch means, as

AC is keptw
lso makes fo

voltages are all contained in
well away from any low le
surfaces and the possibility
ed by dire fault conditions

nated.
Whilst on this rather serious note, it should be men_

Safety (Electricity) legisla-
ch more culpable in matters
th the recent recommenda-

used by or in conjunction with other people, or even the
general public. Consequently, you as the constructor
could weil beoccurduringi ri:;xTi
as designer co the fact! As

retical yet to hear ofany test
ought any case - no pun
interio ms of consumer elec_

tronic equipment of a more Oriental than Occidental
origin, shall we say, bear tes
ous wiringpractices, with in
terminals in the cases of
'double-insulated' and inadequate earthing arrange_
ments in Class 1 types of equipment.

As the mechanical construction is ,athe, a*k*--a.d
on a Friday night after
avourite ale at the pub,
overlays and full con-
upply unit will be pub_
thus affording all inter-
ng earlier "don,t build

yet" advice -th and
order the specia d.

This seems don
that many of the specialist components used in the mixer

new thesefrustrations, aswell more than compen_sate ts.
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he March edition of this mini-series dealt with
the desigr of 'L -type attenuator networks. This
month's article continues the theme by showing
how to design'matched-resistance' attenuators.

A serious weakness of the 'L -type attenuator is its
output impedance varies with the attenuator setting and
its input impedance varies in a similar way if the output is
externally loaded. The significance of this latter effect
is illustrated in Figure 1, where the attenuator is

represented by the load on the
output ofthe waveform gener-
ator, which has an output
impedance of 100R. If the
generator is set to give 1 volt
outputinto a 1k0 load, the out-
put varies between 1 .048
volts and 0.917 volts if the
load is then varied between
2k0 and 500R, thus invalidat-
ing the attenuator's calibra-
tion.

So in Figure 2, the 'ideal'
variable attenuator should
have input and output imped-
ances that remain constant
irrespective of the attenuation
setting. Such attenuators do
exist, and dre usuallybased on
a number of switch-selected

Figure 6 shows a practical version of a n-type atte-
nuator,designedto give amatchedimpedance of 1k0 and
to give 20 dB of attenuation. Working through the design
of this example from the back, note that the 1k0 load
shunts R2 and brings its effective impedance down to
550 ohms,which then actswithRl as an,L -type attenua-
tor that give the 20dB of attenuation and has an input
impedance (into R1) of 5.501 ohms, whichis shunted by
R3 to give an actual input impedance of 1000R. Note that
the output load forms a vital part of the attenuator, and
that if it is removed the pad,s attenuation falls to only
5'052,or -14-07dB.

Figure 7 shows apracticalversion ofaT-type attenu-
ator, designed to give a matched impedance of 1k0 and

fixed-vrilue attenuator pads. These pads come in a
variety of types, and the five most popular of these are
shown in Figures 3 and 4, together with their

design formulae. These attenuators are perfectly symme-
trical, enabling their input and output terminals to be
transposed, and that they are each desigred to feed into a
fixed load imp edatce,Z,which actually becomes part of
the attenuator network. Note that the pad's input and out-
put impedances are designed to equal that of the desig-
nated load, thus enabling impedance-matched pads of
any desired attenuation values to'be cascaded in any
desired combination, as shown in Figure 5.

The two most popular types of pad attenuator are
the 'T' and :r types; the 'H' and 'O' types are simply.bal-
anced input' versions of these, and the .bridged{' type is
a derivative of the basic 'T' type.

20dB of attenuation. R3 and the 1k0 load form an ,U-
type '+1.8182' attenuator that has an input impedance
(into R3) of 1,818.2 ohms. R1 and R2 also form an .L--

type attenuatoq but in this case R2 is shunted by the
above 1,818.2 ohm impedance and has its effective value
reduced to 181.8 ohms, so this stage gives an attenuation
of +5.5 and has an inputimpedance of 1000R. Thus, the
T-type attenuator actually consists of a pair of cascaded
L-types, which in this example give individual attenua-
tion ratios of 1.8182 and 5.5, or+10.00 overall.Note that
if the output load is removed from this attenuator its atte-
nuation falls to only +5.50, or -14.81dB.

Figure 8 shows a chart that makes the design of ,T,

and I attenuators very easy. To find the correct values of
R1 and R2, simply read off the chart,s 11 and 12 values
indicated at the desired attenuation level and multiply
these by the desired attenuator impedance, in ohms.
Thus, to make a 100R, 20 dB pad, R1 and R2 need
values of 818R and 202R respectively. Note that this
chart can also be used to design'H'and ,O'attenuators by
simply halving the derived R1 value.

Switched Attenuators
Matched-impedance attenuator pads can be cascaded in
any desired sequence ofvalues and types, and this fact
makes it easy to design switched-value attenuator net-
works and 'boxes', as shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9

Fig.1 The output voltage of a generator varies
with changes in its load impedance.

Fig.2 The'ideal' variable attenuator presents
constant input and output impedanies.

R3

R1 R1

IN/OUT >R2
T ryPE H TYPE

Rr =21-t!1 
"', 

=ffili
z2=z(*+41 ez=<fit
NorE: a = I!!-

Fig.3 Circuits and design formulae of the basic ,T, type attenuator and its

R1

N,/OUT. R2 >R2

^r:;;,
nz=z1i{ 1

Ngrg. 
" = -hVour at=21ff1

nz = z1-3! 1

Fig.4 Circuits and design formulae lor the basic 7r type
attenuatoiahd its'O' type derivative.
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our = VIN-25d8

Matched attenuator can be cascaded in anv combanation.

impedance shunts R3 of the preceding
section and reduces its effective value to
1100R, so that section (the 4th) also gives

+10 attenuation and an llkinputimped-
ance. Similarly, sections 2 and 3 act in
precisely the same way. The 'f input'L -
type section consists of the generator's
source impedance (2k0) and R1, which

=5 5 ;1 8182

Fig.7 Worked example of a 1k0, -20db 'T'-type
attenuator; its unloaded attenuation is
+5'50, = -14'81 dB.

+10

R1
4951F

Fig.6 Worked example of a 1k0, -20dB 7r-type
attenuator; its unloaded attenuation is
+5'052, = -14'07 dB.

Fig.8 'T'and 7r attenuator design chart. To find the
correct Rl -R2 values, read the 11 and 12 values
indicated at the desired attenuation value and
multiply by the desired attenuator impedance.

shows how four binary-sequenced 'l-2-4-8' attenuator
pads can be cascaded, using 2-pole 2-way selector srvit-

ches, to make an attenuator that can be varied from OdB

to -j.5dR in 1dB steps, and Figure 10 shows an alterna-
tive arrangement that enables attenuation to be varied

from OdB to -70dB in L0dB steps. These two circuits can

be cascaded, ifdesired, to make an attenuatorthat is vari-
able from OdB to -A5dB in 1dB steps.

The three most widely used values of 'matching'

impedance are 50R and 75R for 'wireless' work and

600R for'audio' work, and Figures 11 and 2 show the

appropriate R1 and R2 values needed to make'T' and t
pads of these impedances and with anenuarion values of
1,2,4,8,1O,16,20, or 32dB. Note when designing attenua-
tor pads that the RL or R2 values may be adversely
affected by stray capacitance ifthe values are excessively

large, orby the resistances of switch cdntacts andwiringif
excessively small. Thus, it can be seen from Figures 11

and 12 that a -{ dB pad would best be made from a T sec-

tionif designedfor 50R matching. butfrom a'T'sectionif
intended for 600R matchins.

If large (greater than -32dB) values of pad attenua-
tion are needed, it is best to make the pad from two or
more cascaded attenuator networks. If the multi-stage
pad is to be made from identicaln-type stages, as shown
in Figure L3a, an economy can be made by replacing
adjoiningpairs of R2 resistorswith a single resistorwith a
valre ofR2/2, as shown in Figures 13b. A similar tech-
nique can be used if the cascaded sections do nothave
identical attenuation values, but in this case the single

replacement resistor needs a value equal to the parallel
value of the adjoining pair of resistors that it is replacing.

Although the Figure 13b ladder attenuator is
described as a 7r-type design, it can be described as a set

of cascaded 'U-type attenuators with a shunt across its
main input terminals. With this description in mind, a

most ingenious development of the circuit is the switched
ladder attenuator, a 5-step version of which is shown in
Figure 14, together with its design formulae and with
worked values for giving + 10 (:20dB) steps and a 1k0
matching impedance. The input signal's effective source
impedance forms a vital part of this attenuator network,
and needs avalue of 22.

To understand the operation of the attenuator
shown in Figure 14 it is best to first imagine it without the
external load connected, and to work through the design
from right to left. The 5th (output) section (R2-R4) acts

as a + 10'L' attenuator with an 11 k input impedance. This

dB
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a

(v,/V",

,T'-TYPE
'nLTYPE

r1 12 r1 12

0

0l
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2
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0

0.00575

0.0115

0.0173

0.0230

0.0288

0.0345

0.0460

0.0575

0.0861

0r15

0171

0.226

0.280

0.332

0.382

0.431

0.476

0.520

0.598

0.667

0.698

0.726

0,776

0.818
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0.939

0.951

0.965

0.980
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0.994
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0.998

0.9987

m
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28.9
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8.67

5.m

4.30

2.84

2t0

l.M
1.34

112

0.946

0.812

0.703

0.536

0.416

0.367

0.325

0.256

0.202

0r13

0.0633

0.0503

0.0356

0.0200

0,0112

0.00632

0.00356

0.00200

0.001262

0

0.0115

0.0230

0.0345

0.0461

0,0576

0.0691

0.0922

0t15

0174

0,232

0.352

0.477

0.608

0.747

0.896

1.057

1,23
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3.08

3.91

4.95

8.86
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800

@

114

85.9

579

43.4

34.8

29.0

21.7

17.4

11.6

8.72

5.85

4.42

3.57

3.01

2.61

2.32

2t0

1.92

1.67

1.50
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1.22
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1.07
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Fig.9 This switched attenuator is variabte f rom #lo-'rrorin 1dB steps.

Fig.10 This switched attenuator is variable from ti to":ZodB in 10dB

I

I
I

I
I
i
I
i

(since it is shunted by the 11k input impedance of the,Z,
section) has an effective impedance of 2k0; this section
thus has an ffictiveattenuation of +2,

Now imagine the effect of connecting the external

nr = 22191]y

az=z1ta 1

dB -40d8 -6odB _80 dB

<22
t2ko

\
/

R2
9.90k

'81
' 2 444k

A2
9.90k

'Rs
' 1,222k

R2
9.90k

B3
1.222k <

A2
9.90k

'R3
' 1 zzz*

R4
't 100k

secrroru-Y- 

- - 

\---vr \-vJ
N|TMBERl 2345

UNLOADED_a=2 s=10 a=10 a=.tO a=.tOVALUESZ;x=2k0 z,n=1rk z,n=tik z^=iit z^=iir
Fig.14 A worked example of a S-step switched ladder

attenuator, giving -20d8 steps into 1kO, with
design formulae.

R3

R4

OUT

LOAD(Z)
1k0

3T-
lr, l* orrr*iloTi*troo.

+J<
dB

LOSS

5OO IMPEDANCE 75O IMPEDANCE 600'} IMPEDANCE

F1(o) R2(f2) F1(()) R2(c)) B1(O) R1(O)

1

2
4
I

10
16
20
32

5.750
11.60
23.85
52.85

71.50
154 0
247.5
994 s

870.0
436.0
221.0
116.0

96.0
69.0
6'1.0
52.5

8.625
17.40
35.7A
79.27

107.2
231 0
371.2
1492

1305
654.0
331.5
174.0

144.0
103.5
9t.5
78.9

69.00
139.2
296.2
634.2

858.0
1 848
2970

1r,934

't 0,440
5232

2,652
'1,392

1,152
a2a
732

631.2

1* and 6008'T,.type

dB
LOSS

.T'-TYPE

ATTENUATOR PADS

75R, and 600R'r'-type

1k0 load to any one ofthe atte-
nuator's output terminals. If it is
connected to the output of the
5th section it shunts R4 and
increases that section's attenu-
ation to +19.9 and reduces its
input impedance to 70,424R,
thereby also increasingthe atte-
nuation of the preceding sec-
tion by 0.5%. The net result is
that the attenuation at the out-
put terminal increases by a fac-
tor of 1.995, or precisely 6dB.
Similarly, if the load is con-
nected to the output of any of
the'2' to'4' sections, increases
by precisely 6dB. Finally, if the
load is connected to the output
of section'1', that section's atte-
nuation increases by a factor of
2'000 (o +4), or precisely
6.021dB.

Since the load is con-
nected to SOME part of the cir-
cuit, it does not affect the step
attenuation of the network. If
the load is shifted a 20dB step
down the line, from the output

#
'Ei" ,roo" L,oo,

ON

sw2
[600R
LOAD]

4V rms
LOW-Z
INPUT

1467e 733.3R 733.3R 660R

Fig.15 Practical 600R 4-step switched ladder attenuator
for use in an audio generator.

of section'2'to that of section,3,, the output of section ,2'
(and the input of section .3,) rises by 6dB but the attenua_
tion of section '3' increases by 6dB to -26dB,to give an
overall st 20dB. This accuracy is
maintain on all except the 1st stepposition, of 1O.25"/., or 0.021dB,
occurs. It is widely used in the output of audio and RF
generators.

Figure 15 shows a 4-step 600R ladder attenuator
suitable for audio generators. It is meant to be driven
from a low-impedance source; with a 4V RMS input, it
gives outputs of 1 V, 100mV, 10mV, and 1 mV. Switch SW2
enables the output to be loaded with an internal 600R
resistor when driving high-impedance external loads.

1

2
4
I

10
16
20
32

433.5
215.0
105.0
47.30

35.1 5
16.25
10.'t0
2.515

4.312
8.625
16.95
32.33

39.00
54.45
61.35
7-l -32

650.2
322.5
'150.0

70.95

52.73
24.37
15.15
3.772

34.s0
69.00
135.6
258.6

312.0
435.6
490.8
570.5

5202
2580
1260

567.6

421.4
'195.0

121.2
30.18

R,I

R2 RA2 a2r2 R2

(b)

Fig.13 The- 3-stage 'r'-type ladder attenuator of (b) is a simple development
oI the 3-pad circuit shown in (a)

IDENTICAL PADS
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Pqul Stenning provides
some additionol

inlormation

ince this project was published in the December
1991 and January 1992 issues of ETI, se't'etal

errors have come to light (most were the fault of
the authoq not ETI), and a few small modifica-

tions have been carried out. Also a few of the compo-

nents have proved difficult to obtain, so suppliers or
alternatives have been found.

Errors
Part I (December 1991)
In Figure 1, the Int-Video-Out signal should go to SK6
pin 19, not pin 9 as shos-n.

Other errors in Part 1 are noted inPart2.
Part 2 (January 1992)
In Figure 3, the Front Panel Design, two of the patterns

i:

1;

iii!!&Ji

I !.1

In the PCB Component Overlay, Figure 2, the R43
between R37 and R32 should be R34.

Also in Figure2,Dl3 and DL4 are shown thewrong
wayround (ouch!). They shouldbe mounted withthe bar

upwards (towards MOD 1 ).
In Figure 1, the Interwiring Diagram, the bottom

screened cablefrom SW8 to thePCB (nearCVl),hasthe
connections shown reversed at the PCB
end.

AIso in Figure 1, the Colour/Mono
switch should be labeled SW6.

The author and ETI would like to
apologise for these errors, particularly to
anybody who has spent hours struggling
with a non-working unit because of them.

Modifications
The wire from colour switch (SW6) to the
PCB should be co-ax to prevent stray

pickup affecting chrominance level, a

hole is available on the PCB for the
screen. The 0v link between SW6 and

SW3 should be removed and the switch
mounting brackets connected to 0v at

sw5.
There was a slight, but significant

problem of ringing on the video signal,

around the Pattem Switch (SW2) are incorrect. The posi-
tion shown as a coarse checkerboard pattern should be a

fine checkerboard pattern, and the fine checkerboard
pattern should be solid black. See the list in the diagram,

in Part 1 corrections, on the same page.

In the Parts List, C21 &. C28 should be 220p, and

C26 should be 220n. The circuit diagram is correct.

particularly visible in the cross-hatch sections of the

test-card pattern. This was caused by the luminance

delay line, and after much experiment it was found that

the only way to get rid of the problem was to remove the

delay line completely, and replace it with it's equivalent
resistance. The purpose of the delay line was to compen-

sate for the delay caused to the chrominance signal by the
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chrominance filter circuit, so the chrominance filter had
to go too. When the resulting video signal was examined
on an oscilloscope the ringing was gone completely, the
edges of the luminance signal were much sharper and the
chrominance timing was spot on. The picture, when
viewed on a high quality monitor via the scart socket, is
much improved and the lack of a chrominance filter
appears to have no adverse effects at all. To carry out this
modification, remove L1 (delay bne),L2 (15pH) and
C10 (82p, next to L2).Fit a 910R resistor berween the
Iower two holes of L1 (delay line) position. yes 

-I know
it's a waste of two pounds worth of bits -I'm sorry!

The video signal to MODl is slightly too high, to

correct this, reduce R39 from 390R to 360R (4k7 in par_
allel with the 390R has the same effect).

Acknowledgements
The author would like to thank all those constructors
who wrote to him with details of errors and problems. In
particular he would like to thank Mr C. Oliver from Che-
shire who provided the modifications and made several
helpful comments. The Author would also like to hear
from other constructors with their comments and sug-
gestions, please write to the address given in Buylines in
Part 2 of the project.

BUYLINES
It has cometo the autho/sattention that 150ns 27C12g EpR0M,s are nottoo
easyto come by. The prototype has since been tested with 250ns EpR0l\4,s
which work fine. lt should be noted that the EpROlVl's must be the CM0S

The Maplin order codes for the more critical or obscure parts are listed
below:

CVI 22pF TrimmerWLT0M
ICg TEA2OOO UH66W

IC1O SAA1O43 UK85G

MOD1 UM1286 BK66W

SK6 R/A ScartFVSgW

SW1,3-9 DPDT LatchFHTOX

XTAL1 5.000000 ITIHzUL5IF

XTAL2 8.867238 MHzUHSSG

SPDCIAI., STS IN OBSOLETD SEMICONTDUCTORS
MII-,IABY A]ID COMMERCIAI,,

TII/E-,TM MILLION SEIITCONIDUCTORS EX.STOCI(

ItsL: 0SI 7908 tr?lX: 0Bl 692 BIBS
MASTER STOCI( LIST AVAII,ABLD AS CATAI,OGIIE OR, ON 3.5N IBN,I COMPAIIBI,Dtr[oPPY DISIL SDI\I-D f5.Oo (RDFI]NrDABrn lGnnsr-i'rnsT- b11Difti

THE SEMICONDUCTOR ARCHIVES, 4A DEPTFORD BBOADWAY, LONDON SE8 4PH.

SAVE HOURS ON
LET US DO THE

THE TELEPHONE
WORK FOR YOU
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lnput buffer stage
options and relay
driver board

by tohn Linsley-Hood

n the first part of this article. I shoued the general

layout of the preamp . and explained my choice of a

moderately elaborate gramophone input (RIAA)
equalising circuit.
For the rest of the unit. I am. br inclination, a'mini-

malist'-by which I mean that I prefer to have the smallest
possible number of signaJ handling circuit blocks

between the signal inputs and the pou'er amplifier. This is

partly because what one doesn't include doesn't cost

money, and won'tgo u rone. but mainlybecauselfeel that

however pure one's circuitrr mav be, it can never be any

better in its quality than a direct wire connection.
By and large, most contemporary sources of pro-

grammematerial are sufficientlygood in quality thatthey
don't require much modification, but there are sti[], occa-
sionally, instances where the source material is a bit
'woofly' in its sound, or perhaps a bit'over bright' in tone.
There are also some instances where there is a persistent
LF 'rumble' accompanying the signa[, usually due to
poor turntable bearings on recording or replay, or studio
background noise, and even occurring, I regret to say, in
some FM broadcasts originating from the BBC.

So, my preference, as a practical compromise, is to

provide both a 'rumble' filter, and some form of 'tone
control', within the system. If one allows for these to be
switched out of circuit, or bypassed, when not required,
this should avoid any possible signal degradation, on the
majority of occasions when the programme material is
good enough not to need any tailoring.

Both of these modules can be omitted entirely from
the preamplifier layout if wished.

The other modules are two unity-gain buffer stages,

and a high quality symmetrical class-A headphone
amplifier, which can also serve as an outputline driverfor
use with power amplifiers of lower sensitivity, or without
gain and channel balance facilities on their inputs.

c1 B4
1rr0 120R

c2
'I uo

(a) R3
4k7

c5
100n

c6
t00p

NOTE:
tc'l = TL072, 1F353,
LM833 or OP27l37
A1 = 2N5457
Q2 = 2N5460
03 = 8C214
04 = 8c184

Fig.l lnput buffer stage options a) Discrete component b) lc op'amp

Buffer Stages

It saves a lot of possible operational problems, such as

'cross-talk'orunwanted'hum'and noise pick up, if allthe
signal routing within the preamplifier is handled at a low
impedance. All of the incoming signals from the input
selector switching are therefore taken to one or other of
the impedance converting unity-gain buffer stages.

My preferred circuit for this position is the balanced
FET/bipolar unity gain block shown in Figure 1a. I can-

not hear any difference between this, or a good quality
'op-ainp'(such as an LF351/353), used as a non-invert-
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ing, unity gain module, or a direct wire connection, when
I have done su,itch-over comparisons, on quite a wide
range of material -though I have often found noticeable
dift'erences in sound quality between other bits of cir_
cuitry which I have tested in audio applications.

However. I feel that, other things being equal, the
FET/bipoiar circuit ought to be better, because it is sim_
pler. and has betterHF phase linearity.I therefore recom_

main i
Figure
ds ofq
buffer

extremely probable that any commercial tape recorder
unit will be basecl on op-arnps any\rjay.

Headphone Amplifier Board (Stereo)

Signalswitching
The power ampiifier is suffi-
ciently versatile, on its own, for
it to be worth while to ensure
that the preamplifier has some
unique addirirrnal l-acilities to
iustifu the trouble of building
it.These lie mainiy in the input
switching and signal selection
facilities off'ered, which not
only permit the direct recor-
ding from one tape recorder

02
BC212C

R2'
220R

0v
Fig.2 Click suppression circuit for relay switching

soHz Fr (VALUES lN BRACKETS G|VE soHz Fr)
. INCLUDE R1 IF SWITCHING CAUSES INPUT (C) TO BE OPEN-CIBCUIT

Fig.3 Rumble filter for'ETl 80 watt, pre-ampF-
L)
Fv-!

-
-
A,v)ta
-AII

(No.1) to another, (No.2), but also allow one programrne
to be taped while listeningto another, or even to monitor
one programme on headphones while another is being
routed to the power amplifier.

F{art have proposed, and included in their kit,
another option which I had overlooked, and that is to
make available to the constructorthe choice, byway of an
optionai PCB link, of taking the output ,low{evel' drive
from either thc input to, or the output from, the head_

phone 'balance' and 'gain' controls.
Ideally, all small signal switching should be by way of

nonsliding, gold-plated contacts, operated in the
absence of air. 'Reed' relays, or other inert-gas filled, or
vacuum relays are among the best choices for this, if the
cost can be supported, particularly since itwould save the
need for signal wiring to be brought to the front panel of
the unit. (The use of relay switching is the option_which
has been adopted by Hart Electronic Kits, in their kit of
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parts forthis design). Care needs to be taken though. u ith
relays, to avoid switching'clicks' as the coil is energrsed

or de-energised. A suggested relar snitchins lay'out is
shown in Figure 2"

RumbleFilter
This is shown in trigure 3. and is a third-order'bootstrap'
filter with a substantially tlat response. lu ithin tldB),
down to its cut-off frequen cr'. and a - I I dB o ctave attenu-

wouldn't expect that there would be any audible dif-
ference between these options.

I have shown the frequency response of the rumble
filter in Figure 4.

The Tone Control Circuit
As I mentioned in the first part of this article, I have done
a lot of heart searching over the design to offer for this
purpose.Mostprogramme material is good, and l-Sunits

-
.U

-
,d

-\.v
--
L^./

-
-are also gettingbetter, so much of the one-

time justification for providing some
means for tinkering with the system fre-
quency response has disappeared.

Nevertheless, there are still records
which can be a little shrill, or lacking in
bass, and broadcasts or tape sources
which may sometimes be a bit dull orlack-
ing in treble. My earlier suggestion for a

push-button selected choice of +3dB
steps, at four regions of the audio band,

ation slope belori this pLrint, I have

amended its cut-oft frequenc\ to
30H2, from the 5OHz r alue ri hich
I suggested in June 1930. but it is
otherwise Iargeir unchaneed. This
choice oI cut-otl ircqlencl is.

however, at the discretion of the
user, depending on the values

chosen for R2. R3 and R.1. The
11k bootstrap resistors are within
the 1%preferred r alue' series, but,
if hard to find. can be made from a
pair of 22k resistors ;n parallel.

The op-amps used can be of
any type the user prefers. but I
would suggest either LF3 5 3s or, at

a somewhat greater cost. the tech-
nically superior fL052s, which
are a pin for pin replacement. Since IC4 is used at unity
gain, and so is IC3, over the bulk of the audio spectrum, I

Fig.5 Modified 'Baxandall'type tone control a) Using single switches

INPUT
(E)

c't3
1n5

R3
3k9(a)

R2 RV2
3k9 100k

LIN.TREBLE'

has coped with most of my needs in practice, but there

have been times when I would have liked rather greater

'Baxandall'tYPe
tone control
board

__:r(11(24k

- 
6k&6k8/15k

5 10 30 50 100 1k 10k 20kHz

FBEoUENCY (Hz)

Fig.4 Attenuation characteristics of 'rumble' filter
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delicacy in the choices offered.
I had played tor a while with a simplified ,graphic

equaliser'type oflayout, which divided the spectrum into
three chunks, (bass, mid, and treble) and allowecl each of
these -basically flat -portions to be lified or lowered in
relation to the others, but this did not allow the possibility
of a dB or two lift or cut at the extremes of the audio band.

I have therefore reverted to the layout rvhich I
thought I had liked best overall, the switched operating
frequency modification of peter Baxandall,s ceiebratecl
circuit. which I had used in my l972,Hi-Fi News, 7.5 watt
anrplifier design. With modern, ,third generation, op.
amps.. such as the LF351,/3 devices. or the even better
TLO5li2 units, a very low distortion and low noise per-
fbrmance can be guaranteed.

By s\\,itchingthe values of the capacitors in thelreble
and bass control circuitry, one can have either three or

four choices of the shape of the
lift/cut frequency response,
coupled with a smoothly variable
range of control, from zero up to
some I 5-20dB.In addition, by lift-
ing or cutting both treble and bass
simultaneously, one can also, rela-
tively, lift or lower the midband for
a form of'presence' control.

In the circuit shown in Figure
5, IC 1 is used as a unity gain buffer,
and could also be of any type one
wishes, but a FET-input op-amp.
is by far the best choice for IC2.
There will be a small advantage in
maintaining high channel separ-
ation, if one is using dual ICs, in

cumstances or prefel"ences led to the use of headphones
rather than loudspeal:.:rs. One observes with regret that a
growingnumber of commercial power amplifiers do not
offer headphcrne outputs, or-, if they do, they merely offer
a par ction to the standard LS output sockets,
rvith resistor attenuator included for signal
level

This, I feel, does not allor,v one to take full advantage
of the high impedance,low powerdemand of mosthead_
phone units. which will perrnit the use of circuitry
designed specifically for this application, which can
operate in class-A, rvith its complete intrinsic freedom
from crossover t)'pe clistortion products, without the
need for anr,'cluiescent current' adjustment.

'fhe circuit shori,n, in Figure I is a derivative of the
same symmetricai push-pull design which I used in the
RIAA inpur bufferstage: thoLlgh with the small signal and
small power tlansistors reversed in their roles; and its
performance is equa[1i, good in respect of distortion and
transient response, It also has an excellent abilityto drive
awkward loads, u,hich could be useful if it is used as a line
driver.

The current ciri-ittr br each channel of the head_
phone amplilier, (conrrolled b1,, Rll,/R12), is about
8OrnA, which will ieacl to a heirt clissipation ineach of the
output transistors o1'abr:ut I 2 u,atts. so a small heatsink
foreach output ilevice is lee cied. The headphone ampli-
fier is fed frorn a separatc tl-iv DC output from the
power supply; to avoid the possibiiity of any unwanted
supply line signal l'eedt'at:k tr-i the earlier stages.

Thepotentiometr:rs ItV2 and RVI02 are used to set
the DC offset at the output to the headphones to within
about -5OrnV of the zero level.

I have also included a changeover switch, (SWlg),
on the input to this amplifier to allow it to be used to
rnonitor the output to Tape No. 2, where the main ampli_

tier is being used o;r the olher input selector channel.

The Power Supply
The lavout of thi-s is shown in Figure g, and is an entirely
conventional ci;-cuit, with a bridge rectifier and four (or
five) (7 8..i 79.. type) IC voltitge stabilisers. Each of these
should be fitted with a small heatsink, to allow for worst
case dissipation figr-rres of about 1.-5 watts^

makingICl andIC2 the two halves of the dual amp.

. I have shown the possible response curves given by
this circuit in Figure 6.

The Headphone Amp
Part of the design intention of this preamp. was to pro-
vide a self contained unit, with very high quality head_
phone listening facilities for those whose domestic cir_
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Itis recommended that a screened toroidal transfor-

mer is used, with a rating of at least 21 watts if relay

switching is to be used. If conventional mechanical

switching is to be employed. a 15 watt ratingwill be ade-

quate.I would also sug,sest that the transformeris located

asfar away from the \IC input (RIAA) stage as is practic-

able. None of the other modules should be particularly

susceptible to hum pick-up from its magnetic field'

On the power suppl,v lines to thebuffer, rumble filter,

and tone control stages, where not shown, the supply

lines should be decoupled to the local, on-board,'0V'

line by a pair of 100p, 15V DC working electrolytics,

bypassed in turn by 0,1 non-polar capacitors, to avoid the

occurrence of HF or AF loops along the supply line net-

work.

LED Indicators
In my 1980 preamplifier circuit, which had, admittedly,

rather fewer switching options, I arranged that a front
panel LED would indicate which of the inputs was

selected, and if either the filter or the tone control

module was in circuit.
I think that this is quite a useful idea, and worth

retaining. If relay switching is used, the LED can be con-

lnput switching circuitrY
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+15V POWER SUPPLY
TO HEAD AMP

+,I5V POWER SUPPLY
TO HEAOPHONE AMP

C1+
loo! : NOTE:
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Fig'8 Pre-amprifier power suppries +r5v (arso +12v it reray switching is usedr

PCB Layouts
Suitable PCB layouts for the inputbuffers, the rumblefil_
ter, the tone controls, the headphone amplifier and the
power supply unit, are shown in Figures 9 _13.

Overall performance
The thing any potential constructor always wants to
know about any project is ,How good will it be when l,ve

very seldom
cater for the
xes,; and the
favour ofhis

own brainchild. this is a difficult question to answer.
There have been some very kind comments about

the performance of the ,80 Wat gn, power
amplifier, which have appeared iagazirre
correspondence columns, and I met a f.ew

BUYLINES

Fr(J

AH Buffered shunt feedback RIAA equalisation stage

ETI MAY 1992
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Andrew Chadwick
provides a solulion jo an

evaPorating waler
problem.

avinu spent a back-breaking weekend installing
a sarden pond I consoled myself with the

thought of sunnv afternoons lazing in a deck-

chair. rratching the ripples play amongst the

reeds. It wasn't lons before I was disillusioned.
Although sunshine is a fairly rare phenomenon dur-

ing the British summer, when it does occur its surprising

how qui cklr w ater e vaPorates from a pond' A few days of
good weather leaves the edges of the liner glaringly

exposed and carefully designed shallows looking like

Blackpool beach at [ow tide.
The ansri,er is ol course to top up the pond regularly

which l'm sure keen gardeners would simply add to their

list of seasonal chores. However as I had i ntended spend-

ing my leisure relaxing by the pond, not carrying buckets

of water to and from it, I considered whether there might

be an electronic solution.
A low level alarm would be easy enough to devise

but would onlytell me what I could already see.Whatwas

needed was a level control system which automatically
topped up the pond.

The system I design ed d oes just that and is shown in

the block diagram Figure 1. It can be conveniently

divided into three sections: the control circuit, the level

sensor itself and the
plumbing.

The control
circuit and plumbing
are situated indoors
so that there is no
need for weather-
proofing of the
control unit and no
hazard from mains
cables outdoors.
The level sensor

and associated

circuit operates at

low voltage and

is isolated from
the mains so that
screened audio
cable can be used

for the connection to the level sensor.

The level control circuit is based on the LM1830
level control integrated circuitwhich monitors the resist-

ance between two probes in the sensor immersed in the

pond. When the level falls below the tip of one of the

probes, the increase in resistance is detected and the out-

put of the integrated circuit energises a solenoid oper-

ated valve via an opto-coupled triac. The valve opens,

allowing water from the cold water supply into the pond

untit the level rises sufficiently to contact the level sensor

probe again.
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ALTEFNATIVE ABRANGEMENT FOR SECTION A_B

?l'J"%''i(?'&t, lB',iBE,
SINGLE CORE
SCREENED
CABLE

q-

WASHING
MACHINE

(A) HOSE

COLD
WATER
SUPPLY

24oV AC
SOLENOID
OPERATEO
VALVE

GARDEN

Construction

Decide on the location of the control unit and sole_

Turn off the cold water supply an<J install a tee in the
pipe. Run 15mm pipe to the intended location of the con_
trol unit. Fit a check valve then a stop cock. The solenoid
valve I used was o m an old automatic washing
machine and has thread on the inlet side. I
installed a washin stop cock which also has /r"
BSP thread on the outlet and connected this to the sole_
noid valve with a flexible washing machine hose. How_
ever I c-ould just as easily have usecl a normal stop cock
wi th a short length of ri gid pi pe ancl a L,, tap conne.,u, o,
the outlet.

--_.\____

.4ffi- 2 HoLEs ro surr
MOUTITING SCBEWS

noid valve. Ideatly the position shoutd be indoors close
to a cold water supply and a mains electricity supply and
not too far away from the pond.

There should be an easy route for the hose from the
solenoid valve to pass through the wall of the house fbr
example via air bricks or adjacent to existing waste pipes.
The length of hose running indoors should 

-be 
as short aspossible should be below the control unit

and wiri leaking water will not drip onto
electrica
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Fig.3 Sensor construction details

PROBE
SUPPORT

1.25in WASTE
PIPE CLIP

NOTEi

1. TO SUIT FILM CAN.
EOUAL TO INTERNAL
DIAMETEF OF CAN.

2. EOUAL TO DEPTH
OF CAN LESS ANY
FLANGE ON LIO.

3. DRILL 5/16in HOLE
FIRST BEFOBE
CUTTING ANGLES.

4. HACKSAW CUT TO
BE TIGHT FIT ON
PROBE SUPPORT.

base of the container allou s water to enter but is suffi-
ciently small to act as a restrictor and with the capacity of
the container produces a sort of RC filter which damps

out any oscillations in u ater level caused by wind, foun-
tains etc.

The sensor is supported by a 1 7a" waste pipe bracket

(plumbing againl; shich can be clamped by two 4BA
brass screw's joined bv a brass tapped pillar. The bracket

was attached to the \ertical face of a brick using brass

screws and plastic plugs. The brick was concealed at the

edge of the pond or erhanging the water. When fixing the

sensor in position remember that the water level will be

controlled at the height of the tip of the central probe
which is at approximately 15 mmfromthebaseof thefilm
container. Fine adjustments to the level can be made by

slackening the clamping screws and sliding the sensor up

or down in the bracket. Position the sensor so that the air

vent hole is at the back and so not obstructed by the

bracket.
Finally to the electronics. The control unit is built on

a single printed circuit board and housed in a suitable

enclosure. A cheap folded aluminium type was used in
the prototype.

To ensure safe operation, the PCB has been laid out
so that the mains voltages are segregated from the low
voltage circuits and it is essential that this separation is

maintained during construction. The earth terminal on

the board must be connected to the mains earth and if the

case is metal this should also be earthed.
Mount the components on the printed circuit board

according to the overlay shown in Figure 4 starting as

usual with the lowest profile components. Connect the

LED to the board using two short lengths of flex. Sleeve

the joints to the LED legs to avoid short circuits. Refer-

.{."9

T1

(,

Fig.4 Component OverlaY
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nng to Figure 5 place the circuit board in the enclosure
and mark through the mounting pillar holes. Drill holes
in the case for the mounting pif f r.s, and temporarily fit
the board in the case. Mark the position of the three cable
entries opposite the terminals and drill suitably sized
holes, allowingfor grommets if a metal case is used. Drill
holes through the base for screws,to attach the control
unit to the wall or other suitable surface and drill a hole in
the side for the LED.

Mount the enclosure on the wall, fit the board to the
mounting pillars and locate the LED in the hole in the
side of the enclosure.

Wire up the enclosure as shown in Figure -5. Run a
three core flexible cable from the mains tlrminals to a
suitably fused plug and socket or a dedicated switched
fused outlet. The cable to the solenoid valve will prob_
ably require push on connectors to su.it the terminals on
the solenoid. Use the insulated type and tbr extra f rotec_
tion thread a cable gland shroucl iobtainable fromilectri_
cal wholesalers) over the solenoicl terminals as shown in
Figure 5 If a metal bracket has been made up to support
the solenoid valve connect the earth wire to it.

BU'TLINES

Testing
Check that the mains circuitry is well separatecl from the
low voltage circuits. Disconnect the mains cable at the
socket or outlet and check that there is continuity
between the earth conductor and the screen ofthe level
sensor cabie. Then us

multimetersettotnenigtrrel,rlrt'"ff;,':',ll::, ji:I.:
reslstance between the live and earth and neutral and
earth conductors. Both tests should give an infinite read_
rng.

Reconnect the mains and switch on. Ask an assistant
to raise and lower the level sensor and listen for the sole_
noid valve operating or monitor the voltage across the
termj nals. Don't forget that there will be a d eiay d ue to the
restriction in the base of the level sensor. Ifihe svstem
seems to be operating satisfactorily, position ths level
sensor in roughly the desired position and open the stop
cock. The pond should fill to the correct level when the
solenoid valve should close. If the pond is already full,
remove a few buckets of water in order to lower the level
and activate the solenoid valve.

All that remains is to get the deckchair out and wait
for some sunshinel

PARTSLIST
REStST0RS (Ail 7,W)

R1,3

R2

CAPACITORS

C1

C2

UJ

C4

Lb

SEMICONDUCTOBS

D1-4

D5

lc1

lc2

MISCELLANEOUS

FS1

TI

Terminals

LED clip

Fuse clips

Case

6808

1k

1n

47n

100n 400V

1000pr 16V

100n

22y16V

1 N4001

Red LED

1M1830

TL3022

20mm T100mA

9V 3VA PCB mountino

3 3-way PCB type

lVlB3 or similar

Solenoid valve

Screened cable
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SOLENOID

NOTE:
tcr = 1I18il)
lGz=111-@
D1-1 = r l+aq)l
FS1 = TlEtrA FIrSE

Fig.5 Circuit diagram

Vcc OSC OSC
CAP CAP

iC OUT

HOWITWORKS
Figure 6 is the circuit diagran c':e +€ controllerwhich is based around

the lM1830 level control intecr::ec rEUii, lC1. The Ll\tl1830 monitors the

resistance between two cnobs * tssing an AC current between them,

When the probes are imrne.:ec ' : -.6sonably conductive liquid (such as

pondwater)the resistancE bfirts'aem is low and the outputtransistor is

off. lfthe level falls so thatte l..-ces.c longer make contactwith the liquid,

the resistance between iie'r ^c-e;s€s and the output transistor turns on.

C1 sets the f requenq c' a' r':ernal oscillater to roughly 1 kHz, The out-

put of this oscillator is a >q;": ra'e of amplitude 4Vbe which is fed via an

internal reference resisioi tc r - 3 C2 couplesthe AC signal tothe level sen-

sor whilst blocking any DC :rr conent present which could cause electro-

lysis and corrosion ol the probes. The AC signal across the level sensor is

monitored by the detector input, pin 10, and ii it exceeds 2Vbe, the open col'

lector output, pin '12, will be turned on, This will occur when the resistance

between the probes exceeds the internal reference resistor which is set at

about 13 k.

C6 smooths the output of the detector and provides some protection

against noise picked up on the sensor cable.

The output of lC1 turns on the opto-coupled triac, lC2 which energises

the solenoid valve.

B2 and C3 damp any transients when the highly inductive solenoid is

turned off.

T1, Dl-D4, C4 and C5 provide the low voltage supply for lC1
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verybody is fascinated by bats. They are animals
that fly like birds yet haveflir not f"utt 

"r., 
."riu.rJ

sleep upside down and, magically, they ieed anJ
find their way about in 

"o-pl"t"-du.tnesr. ft ef
are. very clean and groom frequently, and the British
varietyeats onlyinsects and gives birthio liveyoungas do
rabbits, foxes and seals. yet many people, ttreirimagin_
ations.fir<id by the myths that surround bats even today,
actually seem to be afraid ofthese harmless and fascinat_
ing creatures.

AboutRals Bat Sonar

which is exquisitely adapted for navigation anJinahg

Surprisingly, bats make up a third of the species of
mammals in Britain but, like so much of ourwildlife, the
numbers of bats have declined seriously in the last few
decades. Their need for plenty of insect iood urrO Oif"._
ent options for roosting make them vulnerable to the way
we,have changed the natural environment: trees and
hedges lost to agriculture and building devef op_".rt., tt 

"reduction of insects through moderi farming methods;
the use of pesticides to control wood beetle in roof
spaces; ald the blocking up of their resting quarters in
caves and funnels which are often used as wurt" dr_p. o.
stores, have all affected them directly or indirectly and
reduced their range, habitat and numbers.

In addition to the fact that bats are interesting to
watch and understand, they also have an essential part to
play in maintaining biological diversity in the Earth,s
ecosystem. For example, their importance as pollinators
of plants all over the world is onlyjust beginirg to ;" ."a_
ized,.

Fig.l The general appearance of the Bat detector



food while flying about. Their built-ie sonar produces
bursts of ultrasonic waves which Lounr-e back from
objects, includinginsects, to give bats a':ound picture' of
their surroundings inprobablr'as much detail as our sight
glves us.

Until about 1940, nobodr k-nesr that bats used echo

location. But when the word 
-eor 

about. some scientists
couldn't believe their ears, The :dea that bats could do
anlthing even remotely like rhe iaiest triumphs of elec-
tronic engineering, namelr sLrlrar and radar which in
1940 were still military secrei-<. sr.rck them as beingvery
improbable. So much for ope r-=inded science!

Usingthe BatDetector
The Bat Detector is po*e:eJ bi a PP3-type battery
housed in an integral L'atr;n .ompartment, and you
Iisten to the sounds bats rr:k; through a pair of stereo

headphones plugged into tt: headphone socket.You can

test that the Bat Detector \\ rrrks as tbllows: press the'on'
switch and rub your thuEt, aid tlnsers together near the
ultrasonic sensor at tie irrnt of the unit. A scraping
sound should be heard since the rubbing of the fingers
produces ultrasonic sounds, The splash of running water
from a tap, the rustle of paper and friction between many
types of surface also produce ultrasonic sounds which
can be heard with the Bat Detector.

The BatDetector is used ratherlike atorch.You scan

the sky with it but it receir es sigrals rather than sending
themout.Remember tlat the batyouhearcouldbeflying
behind you. You should aroid rubbing your fingers over
the Bat Detector u'hen vou are using it as this will cause

ear. Wideband ultrasonic sensors are available but they

are expensive so it was decided to try and sense the ultra-
sonic sounds using a standard low-cost ultrasonic sensor

which, typically has a narrow bandwidth centred on
40kHz (+1kHz). They are usually sold as matched pairs

which means that the receiver sensor has its maximum
sensitivity tuned to that of the transmitter sensor. They

are in facttransducers, since theirfunction is determined
by piezoelectric (usually ceramic) material which pro-
vides small amplitude voltage variations on receiving
40kHz sound waves (in the case of the receiver trans-
ducer), and the transmitter produces 40kHz sound

waves when fed with pulses at this frequency.
The narrow bandwidth ofthe receiver transducer is

interference that masks the sounds you are hoping to
hear from the bats.

The bursts of ultrasonic sounds that bats make will
be heard as a "chick, chick. . . chick . . ." sound, repeated

at a rate ofbetween about 10 and 100 per second depend-
ing on what the bat is doing. For example, when a Little
Brown Bat is cruising about, the rate is about 10 per sec-

ond, rising to about 200 which sounds like a "buzz" or a
"burp" when it moves in on an interception course with
an lnsect.

The ultrasonic sound made by bats has a wide frequency
spectrum most of which is well above human hearing in
the range 20kHz to 200kHz. In order for us to hear these

sounds they must be reduced.to audible frequencies that
are below about 16kHz -at least for the average human

a limitation since the Bat Detector only samples a small lilx;::ii:ia

portion of the range of ultrasonic pulses the bat emits. ::,,,,,,i

Howeveq the unit is sensitive and responds well to the iji.i;filii
calls of bats commonly found in our countryside. 

,;,:::,..',,

Theoutputfromthereceivertransducerisanalogue .iililiiii
but it was decided not to faithtully amplify this signal .:ii;iiii:i

throughout the circuit design as this would _complicate :tiiiiliii
the design and make it more difficult to lower the fre- iilliiiii
quency so that it could be heard. In any case, the small ti

bandwidth of the transducer did not merit such a design 
,

Instead, as shown in Figure 2, the signals from the trans- ,. i,,.,i

ducer are amplified by two low power audio preampli- 
:,,....,:.,lt :

fiers in a single IC package, the LM381 device. The two 
ii,,, ,,.iii

amplifiers each have a 7 5kHz bandwidth so are ideally 
iiiiiiil1iiiii

suited for amplifynig 40kHz signals from the receiver 
:f,:, ir,:,:!

transducer. 
,,i,1;,,it,i.

The final part of the circuit desiga is a frequency ,l:l:,,:

EL

B4
220k

c2
100n

NOTE:
rcl = LM381N
tc2 = cD4040cN
Dl = 1 N4001

Fig.3 Circuit diagram of the bat detectol



divider which is based on a CMOS 4040 frequency
divider, one output(pin 5) ofwhichis chosen to give afre-
quency divisionof2s,ie32.Thus an audio frequency ver-
sion of the original ultrasonic pulses is heard in head-
phones at around l.ZkHz.It was decided not to use a
Schmitt Trigger to condition the waveforms from the
amplifier as tests showed that the signals from the second
amplifier had an acceptable shape to ,clock'.the divider.
The voltage step introduced by the silicon diode IC
attentuates noise in this high gain preamplifier.

of the pillarribs on each side of thebox.position thepCB
in the base of the box. Carefully mark the positions of ihe
jack socket and push switch. Remove the pCB and screw
the two halves of the box together before drilling two
holes neatly and carefully through the sides ofthe box -the holes cut into both halves. The holes should be a tight
fit for the jack socket but allow some freedom for the
black cap of the push switch to move in and out of its hole.
There should be no need for pCB fixing screws as the
PCB will be held firmly in place via the jack socket and
ultrasonic transducer. The layout of the main compo-
nents in the box is shown in Figure 5. Remember to cut a
small piece of polystyrene foam to fit inside the battery
compartment to prevent movement of the battery. It is
important that there is no movement of the circuit board
or other components inside the box as this will cause
ultrasonic noise and mask what you want to hear. Finally
copy and cut a label to stick in the panel ofthe box.

TestingAnd Use
Plug in a pair of stereo headphones press the push switch
and rub- the fingers together in front of the transducer. A
scraping sound indicates that the unit works. At night or
at dusk when looking for trats, make sure that you do not
rub your fingers over the surface of the box as this will
mask the 'chick, chick, chick . . .' audio frequency version
ofthe ultrasonic pulses madebybats. Note the increase in
frequency of'chick' sounds when bats dive or swerve to
capture an insect. If you buy a dual headphone adaptor,
two people can enjoy the music! The circuit draws a few

fully charged PP3 batterywill
ring and Summer evenings lis-

The above design considerations have been incor-
porated in the circuit diagram shown in Figure 3. A push-
to-make release-to-break switch, SW1 is used to power
up the circuit as the Bat'Detector is always hand-held. A
9V PP3 battery provides the circuit power and was
chosen to fit inside a ready-made box -see below. Stereo
headphones are used to listen to the bat calls -not that
the recepiion is in stereo! But stereo headphones are
readily available with other audio equipment such as per-
sonal cassette players. The CMOS frequency divider
chips vary in their ability to deliver power to the head-
phones and the one recommended from Farnell Elec-
tronic components was more effective in this respect
than others that were tried.

Assembly
The size of the printed circuit board for the Bat Detector
is shown in the component overlay in Figure 4. The
switch, jack socket and terminal block are mounted on
the PCB. Note that all holes for component leads should
be 1mm diameter except those for the j ack socket which
should be 2mm.diameter.Thebatteryleads go to thepp3
battery in the integral battery compartment via whole
drilled in the dividing panel. The battery should be
padded with a small piece of foam to prevent it moving
about for this generates ultrasonic interference. [Jse soc-
kets for the ICs and only insert these once the sockets
have been soldered in place. The terminal block needs
raising 1mm off the surface of the pCB to ensure that the
transducer is dead centre in the end plate. (Use a small
piece of stripboard as a spacer). Carefully measure the
diameter of the transducer before making a neat hole in
the end plate for a push-fit so that the transducer pro-
jects about 1mm through the plate. Cut the two corner
pieces off the board and, if necessary slice off one
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Further Information
There are many books to help r.ou understand bats

better and how to identify them. Bats are har ing a tough
time and need your care so join a loca1 bat protection
society! And the following books cr-rntain information
about identifying and caring for bats:

Amazing Bats, Greenauar F. Dorling Kindersley
(1ee1)

Bats, Richardson,P, London \\'himet Books (1985)
The Likes of Bats. Schoter \\. London Croom

Helm (1984)
Which Bat Is It'? Stebbings R E. The Mammal

Society (1986)
The Blind Watchnaker. Das kins R, Penguin Books

(1e86)

PARTSLIST
RESIST0RS (1 /4watt metal f ilm)

R12k2
R2 470k

R3 1k

R4 220k

CAPACITORS

C1,2 100n poly

C3,220t110U

C4 100p/50V

SEMICONDUCTORS

tcl 1M381

tc2 cD4040cN

Dl 1N4001

MISCELLANEOUS

USI Ultrasonic transducer type R40-16 sold as a pair

SWI Sub-min DPDT momentary action

SKI 3.5mm PCB stereo jack

lC socket 14 pin and 18 pin

Terminal block 3-way standard 300 series

BATT 1 9V PP3 and battery clip
Box Pocket type with integral battery compartment

Label

Copy the label shown in this article, or make your own, and stick it in
the panel oil the top ol the box

BI.]'TLINES
All components lrom Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd unless otherwise

stated.
Fig.5 Component arrangment in box

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX . O31 667 2611

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f 1.50 _ TO INCLUDE

VOUCHERS TO USE AGA]NST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY, PLEASE

SEND YOUR REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER

REOUESTING A COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMN!
CATALOGUE.

B r"eJ"1,llYr:lBt'"3:filfJr'J3-r'-330 EE

Wilmslow Audio's NEW ranoe of
speaker kits from Peerless.-

This new range of four kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum pedormance.

The kit contains all the cabinet
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly).

Pictured here the Force 6,
a large floor standing design.

Dimensions:
800 x 275 x 335 mm
Response:
32 HZ - 20 KHZ
AMP Suitability: 30 - 120w
lmpedeflce: I ohms

Price carr./ins
Force2 t157 t15pr.
Force4 8190 815pr.
Force6 t210 f,18pr.
Force I E265 t18 pr,

All kits are available in Plus and
Basic forms

Wilmslow Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: (0565) 650605
Fax: (0565) 650080

Telephone credit card l=E-l
orders welcome L-J

Audio
DIY Speaker catalogue a1 50

post free (export E3 50)

MILLIONS OF QUALITY COMPONENTS
AT LOWEST EVER PRICES

Plus Tocls, \A/atches, Fancy Goods, Toys.
Mailorder only. UK only.

All inclusive prices
NO post, or VAT etc to add on.

Send 34p stamped self-addressed label or envelope
for catalogue/clearance list.

At least 2,100 oflers to amaze you.

Brian J Reed Eleclronics
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

Epsom, Surrey KTlT 3EO
Tel: O81-393 9055
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by Douglas Clarkson

erhaps the best secrets of Nature are in fact the
simplest. The field of Genetic Algori thms (GAs)
is attracting increasing interest from a .ung" oi
different application areas. While this mathe-

matical tool may appear to be driven by a high level of
mathematics, this is infactnotso.Manyof the operations
are in fact very simple binary bit manipulations of binary
data, so at any level of activity, the computer is actually
doing vgry simple work.

While computers are an essential part of imple_
menting GAs, the programming is not over complex, so
anyone who is reasonably competent in say BASIC, can
implement a demon stration programme. Where GAs are
used for serious work, powerful machines running opti_
mised software packages are required.In summary, GAs
are simple and can be readily understood.

Problem Solving
In solving problems the term ,problem space' is often
used. This as it were is the rangeoverwhich possible solu_
tion can be tbund. Where there is an optimised solution,
this could be for example I out of 100 options, 1 out of
10,000 options or 1 out of a very large number. Different
problems have different problem spaces. GAs are used to
speed up the process of finding an optimised solution for
a problem area where it is not practical to check each sol_
ution individually. GAs as it were sniff out the compo_
nents which lead towards success. An essential part of
implementing GAs is the use of a so called .fitness func_
tion'.

Consider the equalion
y:-x1+256X................. . ., .. (1)

Figure 1 shows how the function behaves between 0
and 256. The value of y can be described as the fitness
function of X. In this example we do not need GAs to
show thata maximumvalue of yis obtained fora value of

00 40 60 120

X of 128. This example of a fitness function, however,
shows how a problem space ofvalues ofX between 0 and
256. There are numerous problems, however, where
Pro to power l0
or 1 tisnotprac_
tica e. This is the

other as possible.

. If the first object is placed in any one of 64 squares,
then the next one is placed in any one of the remaining 63

and so re placed in s

are 64 6l :15,249,
bilities. on trivial pro
the obj e each other
probably many duplicate solutions. This indicates that
some ha umber of possible
states s a to develop tools to
arrive m as short a time as
possible. This problem can be also simulatecl in a test
program.

ImplementingGAs
Binary arithmetic is a natural tool forimplementing GAs.
It is first necessary, however, to decide on the extent of

'solu-
nge of
Thus

and
01010001 would be values of X in the problern space.

In the example of Figure 2, each co_ordinate varies
between 0 and J so 3 bits are required for each X value
and 3 bits foreach y value making a total of 6 bits. -I.hus to
code 4 points 24 bits will be requirecl. Thus sequenccs of
binary data such as:

Fig.2 Showing the four oblects in an 8xB grid
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I
I

010101010101010101010101
00101010101010101010101 1

0101010101010010101 10101
will define the co-ordinates in the problem space.

The demonstration program can generate and man-
ipulate values between 4 and 24 bits.

In terms of parallelism with senetics. the string of
binary bits corresponds to a chromosome and a gene to a
value of a location on such a binan string.

Defining the Population
Once the extent of the 'genetic' information has been
defined for each'solution'-it is necessary to define the
size ofthe population. Itis difficulr to define hard and fast
rules about what constitutes a'correct' population size.
Where the problem space is sal' 1000 entries, a popula-

tion of 20 might be appropriate. Where the problem
space is 1,000,000, a higher r.alue would be indicated.
GAs will typically tend to hare high values of problem
space, otherwise simple numeric calculation would yield
afasterway to optimisin_e the solution.Itcan beimagined
that where a very lar_ee problem space is defined, a small
initial population mar not contain sufficiently 'rich'
material to allow useful optimising of the problem.

Generating the Initial Population
Initially elements of the population space are generated
by a random number generation as outlined in Thble 1.

The standard fitness option is selected.

Even from this initial random spread of elements,
there is a significant spread in the replication factor. This

factor can be identified with the likelihood that the ele-
mentwill carryforward to the next generation. The value
23 is much less likely to survive than element l44.The
next phase in the survival process is to replicate the more
successful and remove the less successful. Table 2 shows
the typical set of limits used to drive this process of repli-
cation.

Replilication value Action

<0.5 Bemove

) = 0.5 to 1.25 Beplicate x1

> = 1,25 Replicate x2

Table 2: Limits used for replicating population
elements.

After the first replication pass, the elements with the
1 0 highest fitness values are retained in the population.
The entries retained are shown in Table 3. As the process
of optimising proceeds, the 'Replification' values
approach unity, so replication becomes less important in
the functioning of the GA.

Typically for a populationq of 10 elements, this will
expand to abott12or 13 with replication andthemostfit
10 elements are retained for the next'mating'.

MatingElements
This is the process in which information is swapped
between two elements as shown below where in the
example of an 8 bit element, mating takes place at the 5th
bit position.

Thus bit positions 1,2, 3 and 4 of A and B remain
while each swaps bit positions 5, 6, 7 and 8. This'mating'
process is a way of moving round patterns of data
between the elements of the population. The character
shows where the break occurs.

Mating takes place in pairs and a number of 'mating'
processes can be undertaken on a given population. The
fitness of a'mated' element is checked.If it does not pro-
vide abetterfitthealtered elementisnotputbackinto the
population. In the demonstration program there is allow-
ance for up to 507" mating cycles of a given population.

list of maximum entries lor maximum fitness
seq. entry litness

4 94 15228

5 90 14940

6 90 14940

7 172 14448

8 172 11//,8

9 56 11200

10 54 10908

Table 3: List of elements carried forward dfter first
'replication'.

1

2

3

16128

16128

15228

1M

1M

94

Element Value Binary Fitness Nom. Replilication

5359,0 0.051 0.51

1 1200.0 0.106 1.06

1255.0 0.012 0.12

14448.0 0.137 1.37

15228,0 0,145 1.45

5359.0 0.051 0.51

16128.0 0 153 1.53

10455,0 0.099 0.99

10908.0 0.104 1.04

14940.0 0.142 1.42

Table 1 : lnitial population of 10 f rom a problem
space of 256 states.

The following headings are explained.

The sequence number 'l to 10 ol the population.

Value: The value of the element.

Binary: Binary representation of the element. Most significant bit on left.

Fitness: This is the value derived from the fitness equation derived in equa-

tion 1 or appropriate fitnes function.

Norm: Value of the fitness divided by the total of all the fitness values.

Beplication: This is the value of 'Norm' divided by the average chance of a

member of the population to survive. For a population of 10, each has a 0.1

average chance of surviving.

q

10

23 m010111

56 00111000

251 1111'1011

112 10101'100

94 01011110

233 1 1 101001

1M 10010000

51 001 100r r

54 00110110

90 01011010

Bit Position

lnitial A

lnitial B

Final A

Final B

0101 0110
11100001
0101 0001
11100110
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Fig.3 Flow diagram

UsingThe Program
The demonstration program can
implement the fitness function of
(l) for up to 24 bir arithmetic
where:

Y:-X]+X2,
where n-4 . . .21 .......... (2)

Equation I is thereforc an
example of (2) where n{.

Table 4 below illustrates the
size ofthe problem space for vari-
ous values ofn.

Thus as n
increases, the
problem space
increases sharply.

Drivingthe
program
Initially the prc-
gram prompts:
Input the number of items in the population (max 100)

Forsmall problemspaces (lessthan 1000),a value of
10 is probably adequate. The maximum value available is
100.

The program will prompt:
select fitness function I standard 2 t3)6 array

Where the standard option is selected the program
will prompt:
input number of bits in string (max 24-min 4)

This is the term which indicates the cliversity of
problem states as indicated in Table 4.

The program will then prompt:
input number of breeding cycles

A breeding cycle is a complete process of replica-
tion, mating and mutation. Problems may require only a
few such cycles or thousands. There is no limit set on the
value. At the end of a breeding sequence, the program
will prompt:
run complete: press C to continue or any other for new
run Type therefore C to continue with the problem.

The program will then prompt:
input the number of mating cycles

This is the numberof pairs of elerrents mated within
a given population. Up to 50% of a population can be
mated if required. Values will be arouncl 25%.

The program will then prompt:

Mutation
The other main process in which optimising of bit

patterns can be achieved is mutation. The mechanism of
'mating', however, can be of greater importance. In the
demonstration program, mutation can take place within
a given cyclesuch as the 5th, 1Oth, l5th etc dependingon
the frequency initially specified. When mutation takes
place a specific element is selected and a specific bit pttsi-
tion altered. No check is made if the m utation event leads
to an improved progeny.

Figure 3 shows the essential function of the GA.

specify no. of breeding cyctes before a m utation eg. value
of 3 wilt mutate an element every 3 main cycles.

Thus a value of l0 will result in a m utation in a single
element of a population every lOth breeding cycle.

The program wilt then prompt:
specify display details 1 minimum 2 adclitional

When 1 is input, a sir.rgle line summary is provided.
When 2 is selected, additional entries are displayed and it
u,ill be required to press a key when prompted in order to
step through the program. When option I (minimum)
has been selected key 2 should be pressed ro toggle to the
option 2 (additional) screen display mode. This can be
useful if it is required to see what is taking place internally
as a specific population is being developecl.

When the program is run, the process of initial popu_
lation creation. replication, mating and mutation then
wilI be undertaken for the specific number of breeding
generations.

The next section deals with a basic outline of how
performance of the GA behaves as various factors such as

, problem space, numb cycles
equency. The program mum)
sefully indicates the e into a

sim ulation.

Population Size
The initial population of elements
is the genetic richness with which
the problem slarts out. For a very
large problem space, a limited
population will restrict the growth
towards an optimised solution.
The examples ourlined relate to
the standard fitness function of
format of Equation l. Table 5
shows the time taken to solve for a
I 0 bit wide problem with 30"/" mat-
ing cycles within each population

and with no mutations.
There is considerable variability in time to solution

between different equally sized populations though the
trend is to reduce the time with increasing population.

Ol-2
-
-
-
-)a
-a-\

-rlv
-]

Problem Space
For a given initial population, the time to solution
increases as the problem space increases. Table 6 shows
an initial population of 20 with 6 mating cycles.

Value of n Problem space

8 zso

1o 1024

12 4096

14 16384

1 6 65536

18 262,144

20 1,048,576

22 4,194,304

24 16,777,216

Table 4: Diversity of problem states as a
function of n.

Population Size Time to Solve (mins)

20

30

40

50

60

70

'18

14

1.1

0,9

1,1

0.1

Table 5: Effect of population size on time to
solve for 30% mating cycles and no mutation of data.

No. of bits Problem space Time to solution

8

I
10

11

12

13

14

256

att
1024

2048

4096

8192

16384

0,3

0.2

1,8

1,1

a,t

3.8

8,8

Table 6: Time to solution as a function of prob-
lem space for a population of 20 elements with 6

mating cycles (no mutations)
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Mating Cycles
Table 7 shows a given configurstlrrr-, --

with an initial population of 2ll e:::;s
tion varies r,l ith the numher of r.,: : - -

1 0000400
00000000
00000000
02000000

generation 1, fitness 23.80, time 0.1-5

The array of 8 >6 points indicates the locations of the
4 otrjects within the array. With increasing 'fitness' the
objects should move further apart. The calculation of the
fitness function is the n.rain computing com ponent of the
program.

Conclusion:
The field of Genetic Algorithms offers a

new approach for optimisin-eproblems in
a range of different environments. The
basic mechanism of GAs is simple and
programs are not over long or complex. It
is important, however, to have a good 'fit-
ness' function in order to optirnise the 'fit-
ness'of individual entries. Once the main
features of a GA program have been structured, it can be
readilt'converted to new problems by configuringthe fit-
ness function appropriately. The demonstration pro-
gram indicates how this is done in practice. The demon-
stration program has not been designed with'speed'in
mind. Rather it is intended to indicate in general terms
how GA programs can be designed.

A photocopy of the program is available by sending
an SAE to ETI editorial.
Further Reading
Genetic algorithms in search, optimisation and machine
learning. David E. Goldberg, Addison-Wesle1,.

. . rit problem
-r- trme to solu-
\: a\

00000000
00300000
00000000
00000000

In generai terms. the i: - : :-.r'.lnq uithin a gener-
ation then times to solut:,.r:- -,:: ::r.rCe d.

Level of Mutation
Table 8 shows the result. -i. ..r-i .rr marimisebased on
an initial population o: - 'i -: 1l bit wide problem
space and 8 mating c\!.;. : i' -:r::rtion.

While the introdu.--: . :,rtation cycles reduces
the time to solution. it r. - : ::iticult to determine an
'ideal' level of mutar i : the specific problem
depicted,alevelofonc: : . .. re couldbeappropriate.

Optimising the -{rrar Problem
The problem Space i: : ; : X: :rrav is very large and the
demonstrationprogi-r:: : :...d pressed tofind asolution
quickly. The typical si:=-- 'r iii display tor an intermedi-
ate state:

Table 8: Time to
solution as func-
tion of the level of
mutation for 12
bit problem
space,40 wide
population and 8
mating cycles.

No. Mating Cycles Time to Solution (mins

1 4.4

2 2,4

3 38

4 0,6

5 02

Table 7: Variation
of time to solu-
tion as function
of the number of
mating cycles for
an initial
population of 20
f or a 10 bit wide
problem space.

03

Mutation Cycles Time to solve (mins)

None >5
1 in'10 1.2

1 in5 0.9

1 in4 1.5

1in3 2.0

1in2 2.0

linl 0.6

Test equipment. video monitors, amateur radio gear, printers,
power supplies. communications, disk drives, multimeters,
oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors, component
bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, computers.
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A View of the Future by
James Archer

here is absolutely no doubt that the future lies
with Digital Television, but it is also true that the
future could well be a long time coming! In recent
months stories from across the Atlantic and from

nearer home in Europe have given the impression that
digital television transmission is just around the corner;
the truth is likely to be rather more prosaic, in that there is
still a Iot ofwork needs to be done in the research labora-
tories of the world before we find digitat television sig-
nals coming down our aerial leads. In this series we shall
take a look at the basics of digital television, and will then
move on to consider the applications of digital television
in studios, in receivers, and in transmission. The latest
developmentsin theAmericanproposals to adopta digi-
tal approach as the answer to therproblems they have
found in their quest for an Advanced Television system
will be explained, as will the completely rlifferent ideas
from the European company philips, in which they pro-
pose to use digits to provide a,plug-free,digital TV ser-
vice which will be so rugged that a portable receiver could

be used to provide excellent quality pictures virtually
anl"uvhere, without being connected to an external aerial.

the lvay to digital transmissions being broadcast over the
existing networks, offering viewers higher quality and
more choice of programmes without destroying the exist_
ing networks. Video recording too can benefit enor-
mously from the use of d r
is only the studios that h I
video recorders, there a ,

back rooms prototype domestic versions, machines
whichc ofaqualitypre-
viouslY pments rely on
theexci uctionanddata
compression that are currentlybeing revealed in research
laboratories all over the wor.ld. Such techniques could
lead to a complete revolution in the way we communi_
cate, making it possible to record superb digital pictures
in the home, to send these along thepublic telephone ser-

SCALE OF
OTJANTA

FigI The various stages in digitising an
analogue television picture and then
returning it to its analogue state. Note that a
four-bit. sixteen level code is used for
simplicity, whereas in a real system eight
bits, 256 levels are used. (a) shows the
originalwaveform and the samples which are
taken and then converted to the nearest
whole number, a process known as

samples may be reconstructed to form a
logue
ed signal

"'ffi"qiT,1"'
Diagram Courtesy lBA.
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vice to ourfriends and relations. u ho couid displar-them
on thelargeflatscreens thatwe hare been promised for so
long.

Digital Television -The Beginings
Digital television began, not in studirrs. bur u ith the net-
works carrying television signals t'enr een srudio centres
and transmitters. Although analozue telerjsion systems
have served us well, and uill conirnue to do so for the
foreseeable future, they onlt girs ercellent picnres pro-
vided that all the equipmettr irt :itt !.r'ttdcasting chain is
kept in first class condition. somerirg that requires eter-
nal vigilance, much measurin,g. s-1,1 a sood deal of main-
tenance. This is the major reaso:l 1\ h) broadcast engin-
eers originally became interesi3d in digrtal techniques,
and why theybecame keen rc ricf r a :r stem that offers a
way of providing more nie_eci -:rd reliable signals. The
analogue television SlSt€rrl rrrrrks onlv if each piece of
equipment is precisell, Iinei up rtr \\ ork u'ithin very nar-
rowtolerance Iimits. Just con_r;der'rhe numberof amplifi-

INFORMATION BOX

Analogue TV - varying
voliage levels represenl
difterent levels of brighlns
& colour in the picture.

cadtn and equalisation
:ia:es that a television sig-
rai originated in London
nust go through before it
:rires on the screen of a
\ te\\ er in the Outer
Hebndes. Unless every
:are is taken at each stage
ct that signal's journey to
ensure that the amplitude
and frequency response of
the signal remain constant,
there is very little chance
that the shade of grey that

able to rebuild the analogue signal at the end of the cod-
ing and decoding process. We therefore need as high a

sampling frequency as practicable, but have to remember
that the higher the sampling frequency the greater the
amount of memory required to store each picture, and
since semiconductor memory costs money, this has
economic implications. Sampling rates are discussed in
more detail later, but a fundamental limitation which
gives the minimum possible sampling rate for any signal
was laid down by the Swedish mathematician Nyquist.
His work showed that in order to sample an analogue sig-
nal so that it can be reconstructed from the derived sam-
ples without distortion, the samples must be taken at a

rate greater than twice the highest frequency contained in
the signal. For a typical modern television system,like the
one used in the UK, CCIR system I, the frequency band
used by the video components stretches up to 5.5MHz,
and this therefore implies that we need to use a minimum
Nyquist sampling frequency of

2x5.5:1lMHz
Since, as we shall see later, it is often convenient to

use a sampliug frequency which is a multiple of the sub-
carrier frequency, the firstmultiple of the CCIR System I
PAL subcarrier frequency (4.43M}{2, approx.) which
exceeds the 11MHz Nyquist limit is three, which is why
three times the subcarrierfrequency (13.3MH2, approx.)
was much used in the early days of digital television.

5 sMHz

FHEOUENCY (MHz)

f!9.! Thg baseband frequency spectrum used by the
IJK PAL TV System I

Sub-Nyquist sampling
Whilst we are discussing sampling frequencies it is worth
noting that in 1975 BBC Research Department pub-
lished a paper which showed that, because of the repeti-
tive nature of the television video signal, under certain
specified conditions it is actually possible to sample the
PAL signal at a frequency below that stipulated by
Nyquist, with very little loss of quality. Although this at
firstsight seemsparadoxical,itis notinfact an example of
Nyquist's rule being defied. What happens is that the
television signal is sampled below the Nyquist rate
(usually at twice the frequency of the subcarrier), and as
the theory would predict, various distortions do arise. It
is possible to calculate in advance what these distortion
products are likely to be as the video waveform is very
repetitive. It is therefore possible to design filter circuits
which remove the distortion. We are then left with the
original signal undistorted, but considerably reduced in
amplitude.

The Advantages Of Digital Television
Television pictures can be consiclered as being con-
structed from many individual picture elements, just as

li

Digital TV - a stream of data
pulses lndicates the
brightness & colour ol *h
sample o, the picture

appears on the viesers screen in Scotland will be the
shade that was generaled in London, and it is something
of a tribute to the engineers of British Telecom, the com-
pany in the UK responsible for carrying the TV signals
from the studios to rhe transmitters, that the received
analogue pictures are usuallrt' excellent.

We will beein our look at digital television by
reminding ourseives of the basic techniques of pulse
code modulation uhich are used when converting an
analogue picture signal, perhaps from a television
camera, to its digital equivalent.

In an analozue to digital conversion system like that
in Figure 1 there are two main factors of importance:
(i) The number of bits which we use to describe each
sample, or in other words. the number of levels of bright-
ness which we need to provide.
(ii) The rate at which we take samples of the analogue
waveform.

The number of sampling levels required was
decided upon after much careful examination of digital
pictures made with differentnumbers of bits per sample,
and it was found that eight bits per sample, giving 28 i.e.
256 levels, gave excellent results, although we shall see.
later in this article that the wisdom of this decision has
since been questioned.

Sampling Frequency
It can be seen from Figure 1 that the more samples taken
in a given time, the more bits of information will be avail-

I

I
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newspaper photographs are built up from hundreds of
thousands of tiny dots. Digital techniques allow a televi-
sion picture to be broken into these picture elements,
pixels, and instead of transmitting an analogue signal, a
varying voltage waveform, which directly represents the
brightness and colour of a television picture, what is sent
along the microwave links or cables to the transmitters is
a coded message which effectively says ,picture element
number x has brightness level y and colour 2,. At the far
end of the link the message can be decoded, and a com-
pletely new picture can be reconstructed, a pixel at a time,
accordingto the brightness and colourlevels specified in
the coded message. The received picture should there-
fore be a perfect recreation of the original. In the case of
the analogue signals, any variation of the voltage level
between the transmitting end and the receiving end of the
Iink would result in an alteration of the grey level of the
picture, i.e. distortion. In the digital case, the actual level
of the digital signal should make no difference to the
quality ofthe received picture; provided that there is suf-
ficient signal to allow the decoder to distinguish between
the coding pulses, the picture can be rebuilt into a clone
of the original. As a further advantage, whereas a small
amount of drift in an analogue circuit, perhaps due to
temperature changes, would cause noticeable distortion,
the same amount of drift would be most unlikely to dis-
turb a digital circuitto the extentthatthepulses cannotbe
decoded.

MARGIN FOR ERROR

Fig.3 A comparison between the accurary needed to
decode analogue signals and digital signals

It was soon realised that similar advantages could be
obtained if digrtal video recorders could be made. When
a composite analogue televison signal, i.e. a signal such as
PAL which consists of a multiplex of colour information,
monochrome information, and the synchronisation sig-
nals. is recorded on tape, it is subject to noise and distor-
tion. This increases significantly with each generation of
recording, and results in noisy pictures with moi16 patter-
ning occurring in the highly-saturated coloured parts of
the picture.

In a digital recorder, on the other, hand, just the
coded pulses representing the brightness and colour of
each picture element are Iaid down on tape. When the
tape is played back there will inevitably be noise pro-
duced from the record/playback process. provided the
level of this noise is insufficient to pask the signal levels
representing the coded pulses. the picture can once again
be re-built as new. It is rather like listening to a very weak
Morse-code message from a distant part of the world.
The code might contain a great deal ofbackground hiss
on the received'radio signals, but provided that your ear
can make out the individual dots and dashes from

amongst the noise, the original message can be written
down without distortion or errors. Digital video recor-
ding was first shown to be practicable by engineers of the
UK IBA in 1979, and there are now three recognised
digrtal VTR formats on the market. Two of these, known
asDl and D2,use 19mm wide tape,whilst athird, called
DX or D3, uses half-inch tape in VHS-type cassettes.
Other digital formats are also currently being displayed
at exhibitions of broadcasting equipment, and the
Ampexcompany,whichwas once themajornameinpro-
fessional video recording, is claiming to have designed
and built a new digital recorder which can pack more
data into a given area of tape than any other format.

The Need For A Digital Standard
During the late 1970s and the 1980s studios started to
make use of many individual pieces of equipment, not-
ably time-base correctors, special effects units, and noise
reducers, which made use of digital techniques as an
indispensable part of their internal operation. Unfortu-
nately, therewas virtuallyno cooperation between differ-
ent manufacturers as to the digital coding techniques
used, each wishingto keep its commercial secrets fromits
competitors. This meant that in a pAL studio, for
example, each item of digital equipment had to have a
PAl-to-digital coder at its input, and a digital-to-pAl-
coder at its output, in order that these units could be con-
nected as part of the normal chain of pAL equipment in
the studio. In a studio using time-base correctors and
digital special effects units it was not uncommon for the
signal to be converted from analogue pAL to digital form
and then back again to analogue PAL several times dur-
ing the course of its journey through the studio equip-
ment, and each time atelevision signal passes through the
coding-decoding process it is unavoidably degraded to
some extent. Several passes through the inevitable
'codecs' (coder-decoders) caused noticeable picture
impairments, basically caused because studios were
using what came to be known, in unusually poetic lan-
guage for engineers, as 'digital islands,in an,analogue
sea'.Whatwas needed wasto be ableto connectall digital
processing units together directly, without goingthrough
the analogue-digital conversion process every time, and
it was this realisation that led the world,s broadcasters to
get together to try to agree on a standard for digrtal equip-
ment in studios.

Composite Digital Video
All the early research work on digital television was done
on composite signals such as NTSC and pAL, because
these were the signals in day to day use in the studios.
Composite television signals are those in which the
luminance (brightness) and chrominance (colour) sig-
nals are combined together to form the complete video

:i:1r1,,,n" 
colour signals being carried on colour subcar-

The earliest tests on digitat composite signals sug-
gested that itwould be advantageousforthe samplingfre-
quency to bear a simple relationship to the horizontal
line frequency. When this is the case the individual sam-
ples will automatically be arranged in equally spaced ver-
tical rows, i.e., the sampling pattern will be orthogonal
and spatially static, as shown in Figure 4.
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Research engineers soon found rhere uere big
advantages if the horizontal samplin_s irequencv bore a

simple reladonship to the
colou:-s:rcarrier fre-
quen.\ of the system. It
min:;:r:.:d impairments
res'.r1uq trom sampling
anC ;,uantisation errors,
anc also ;nade life easierin
the Cesign of colour
coce;s and decoders,
reJ:;inE patterning
t e:r. een the subcarrier
lJ harinonics of the digi-

=.1 
:iock. In the American

\-fSC svstem both
:equirements could easily
3- satisfied, since the col-
c u: sut'carrier frequency is
j55 I times the line fre-
r.renc\'. The PAL system,

used in most of Europe e\ci:: France, lacks this simple
relationship between line irecuencv and colour subcar-
rier, because the designer deliberately offset the fre-
quency of the subcarrier to reduce patterning problems
on black and white receir ers. and the simplest relation-
ship we can obtain is:

f".:(1135/4 +1/6251 ti:nes line frequency.
For the French SEC \\I s\.stem, there is no direct

relationship at all beni een line frequency and subcarrier
frequency, because the frequency modulated subcarrier
is continuously van ine s'ith the modulation.

In most of the earlr research work frequencies such
as 2{", 3(" and .1f.. u.ere used for different purposes, and
many digital timebase cofiectors and field-store syn-
chronisers using .-1f-- uere built and sold. In America
broadcasters developed a specification for the intercon-
nection of digital equrpment in studios using 4 times the
NTSC subcarrier frequency and eight bits per sample.
The search for a common standard was headed by engin-
eers of the American SMPTE and of the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU). Much of the initial work
towards digital standardisation was concerned with try-
ing to find ways of coping with the three very different
colour subcarrier frequencies used in NTSC, SECAM,
and PAL systems, and alot of time and effortwas spenton
this, before the researchers set off on a completely differ-
ent track.

Digital special effects units came into being as

engineers realised that a digitised television picture need
no longerbethoughtof as acompleteimage,butthateach
picture element was effectively represented by a group of
numbers (address, brightness, colour), and that these
numbers could be and were beiug stored inside what
were effectively just large computer memories. Once you
have numbers inside a computer store you can then treat
those numbers like any other numbers, reading them in
and out at different rates, carrying out mathematical
operations upon them, or selecting just some of the num-
bers to create your final display with the desired effects.
The manufacturers of these digital effects units found
that it was very difficult and restrictive to try to obtain
many of the effects which they were seeking if they used

composite signals, and so inside the digital special effects
units that were being manufactured, virtually all the pro-
cessing was done on signals that had been decoded from
composite to component form. The realisation that this
was happening inside digital special effects units led to a
rethink among those engineers who were seeking a com-
mon standard.

Component Digital Video
Component based television systems, like the MAC
Multiplexed Analogrne Component system, for
example, are those in which the luminance and chromin-
ance signals are kept separate throughout the studio and
transmission chain; this can lead to higher quality pic-
tures, since the receiverisnotpresented withthe problem
of having to separate or-lt the colour information from the
black and white, as it must with a composite signals like
PAL.

Those working in the field of digital television
realised that all existingtelevision systems began with the
component signals Red, Green, and BIue (R,G,B) in
common. Some work was done on digitising these RGB
signals, and excellent pictures resulted, but the problem
with this method is that each of the R,G, and B signals
require the full video bandwidth. The result is we effec-
tively end up storing and processing three separate tele-
vision signals, an expensive and wasteful operation. It is
possible to use a different set of components, for example
Y, a fullbandwidth luminance signal, and the two narrow-
band colour-difference signals (B-Y) and (R-Y). The first
step along the road to standardisation was therefore for
engineers to agree that
the sought-for digital
television standard
should be based on digi-
tising the three compo-
nent signals, t B-! and
R-Y. 8 bits per sample
would provide an adequ-
ate number of video
levels. Tests were carried
out at different numbers
of bits per sample, and it
was generally agreed that
eight bits, offering 256

,/\
succEsstvE
SCANNING LINES
OFA FIELD

Fig.4 Showing how when the sampling rate is an
integral multiple of line lrequency the sampling
pattern is static and orthogonal.

(i.e. 28) quantizing levels, or abolt 220 useable grey
levels, provided excellent pictures under the standard
conditions for critical viewing laid down in CCIR Rec-
ommendation 500. The agreed aim of those trying to
decide on the parameters of a digital standard was that
the resulting pictures should be of a quality to match the
original R,G,B source pictures. This would be a con-
siderable improvement on the picture quality provided
by the current NTSC, SECAM,oT PAL systems.

Although a significant step, it still left major items
such as sampling frequency and component signal band-
width unresolved. Much experiment and debate was to
take place before the final agreement was reached. The
higher the sampling frequency, the greater the overall bit
rate would be required, and consequently the greater the
storage area. So choice of sampling frequency has signifi-
cant financial consequences.

Although we have so far just spoken of sampling fre-

INFORMATION BOX

Component and Composite
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Fig.5 Basic details of CCIR Recommendation 601

quency, i.e. the frequency with which we take samples
along a television picture line, it is important to notice
that another way of looking at the same thing is to con-
sider the number of samples along each line of a televi-
sion picture from the sampling process. Both ideas will
be used as we discuss the choice of a samplingfrequency.

From the EBU proposed that the luminance (y) sig-
nals should be sampled at l2MHz, and that each of the
two colour difference signals should be sampled at
4MHz. This type of system became known as 12:4..4 in
the engineers'shorthand, and an American proposal to
use 14MHz for luminance sampling and TMHzfor col-
our difference signals was similarly known as 1,4:7:7.

Sampling a 64psecond televison line at lZMHz
gives:

12 x t06 x 64 x I}a :76 8 samples per line
The Americans carried out a series of tests which

showed thatpicture qualityimproved as the samplingfre-
quency was raised from 12MHz to 14.35 MHz, and so
they were notprepared to adopttheEBUi dea of l2MHz.
Experiments and demonstrations were carried out by
EBU and SMPTE groups, and after much work and a
good deal of horsetrading, and not without some misgiv-
ings on the part of some of the Americans who felt that
l4.3tr4Hz, a multiple of the NTSC subcarrier, would be
better, the two groups agreed to recommend a luminance

sampling frequency of 13.5 MHz, and colour difference
sampling frequencies of 6.7 5MHz. After discussions and
demonstrations, The Japanese, the Russians, and vari-
ous other broadcasting organisations supported the pro_
posals, and the various parameters were adopted as a
world standard, Recommendation 601 of the CCIR, in
7982.

The choice of 13.5MHz as the luminance sampling
frequency was an interesting one, since as well as being a
compromise between the initial I2MHzEBU proposal
and the T4.3MHzthatsome SMpTE members wanted, it
gave rise to some very useful figures when compatibility
between the 525-line and 625{ine systems was con-
sidered, and was one of the very few figures that could
have permitted the same sampling frequency to be used
for both systems.

Interestingly 13.5MHz was the only frequency
which gave rise to an integer or whole number of samples
per line for both 525 and 625-line systems.
The 625{ine system has a total line time of 64pseconds.
At 13.5MHz this gives 13.5 x 64:864 samples
The 525{ine system has a total line time of 63.56pse-
conds.
At 13.5MHz this gives 13.5 x 63.56 :858 samples

In the 625-line system the line blanking period is
l2pseconds, so thatthe active line time, the part of the TV

525-line, 60 field / sec systems 625-1ine,50 field / sec systems

Coded signals:Y, C*, Cu

Number of samples per total line:

-luminance signal (Y)

- each colour-difference signal
(C*, Cu)

858
429

864
432

Sampling structure Orthgonal, Iine, field and frame repetitive. C* and Cu samples co-
sited with odd (1st, 3rd, 5th, etc.) y samples in each line

Sampling frequency:

-luminance signal

- each colour-difference signal
13.5 MHz
6.75lllHz

The tolerance for the sampling frequencies should coincide with the
tolerance for the line frequency of the relevant colour television
standard

Form of coding Uniformly quantized PCM, 8 bits per sample, for the luminance
signal and each colour-difference signal

Number of samples per cligital
active line:

-luminance signal

- each colour-difference signal
720
360

Correspondence between video
signal levels and quantization
levels:

- scale

-luminance signal

- each colour-difference signal

0 to 255
220 qtt'antization levels with the black lever corresponding to level 16
and the peak white level corresponding to level 235. The signal may
occasionally excurse beyond level 235
225 qtantization levels in the centre part of the quantization scale
with zero signal corresponding to level 128.
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line that can actually be used to carry picture informa-
tion, is 52pseconds, i.e. @a-12).

In the 525line system the line blanking takes
11.56 pseconds, giving an active line time of 5 2 pseconds,
so that we have the same nominal actir e line time forboth
slstems.

In terms of samples per actir e Iine. rr e have, for both
525 and 625-line systems:

52p seconds x 13.5MHz:702 samples per active line
Thus the choice of 13.5\IHz for a common samp-

lingfrequency gave the adlantase of an identical number
of samples per active picture line. and allowed the cur-
rent line blanking periods to remain the same for each
system.

It was these features that trnatlr led to the adoption
of this 'magic number' of 1-1.5\lHz for the luminance
sampling frequency.

Tests showed that a rate of half this, i.e. 6.7 5MH4
was sufficient for sampline the colour-difference signals
so as to provide excellent pictures.

Although the len_eth of a complete television line in
each system must be kept the same as in the existing stan-
dards, corresponding to E6-1 bits for a 625-bne system
and 858 bits for 52-5-line s\ stems at 13.5MHz sampling
rate, so long as the length of the active line sampling is

kept the same, there is no real reason for it to remain at
702 bits long (52y^seconds actjve line). Instead, the
researchers workins to derelop the standard felt that it
would be a good idea trr har e an active line slightly longer
than the 52pseconds. * ith the line beginning slightly ear-
lier and endin_s sliehtlv later than a standard 52psecond
line. The reason for this * as to allow for a short period of
a reference black I er el at each end, and to reduce the rate
of change of transients u hen a picture line starts or fin-
ishes at peak \\hite. For all these reasons, it was decided
to use a larger number than 702, and 720 was chosen
because it had a large number of factors, in fact a number
that would be suitable for conversion if other higher or
lower order members of the Rec.601 family were used.

The colour difference signals each have 360 sam-
ples per active picture line,forboth 525 and 625-line sys-

tems. These sampling arrangements give rise to an ortho-
gonal line and field sampling structure, and the colour-
difference samples are arranged so that they are effec-
tively co-sited with alternate, odd-numbered luminance
samples.

The basic features of the world standard for digital
television studios, CCIR Recommendation 601, are
shown in Figure 5, and in orderto allow equipmentusing
signals ofthis type to be connected together, an 8-bit par-
allel digital interface has also been specified in a separate

CCIR Recommendation. number 656. Interconnec-
tions take place via 25-pin subminiature D-connectors,
carrying eight separate pairs ofconductors, each carrying
atime-multiplexed stream of bits of the three component
signals, in the order Cu, Y, C*, Y, where Cu and C* are the
two colour difference signals. Ancillary data is also cai-
ried on these pairs, and a ninth pair carry a2TMHzsyn-
chronous clock signal.

Quantisation Levels
As mentioned earlier, the system utilises 8 bits per
sample, which, in a binary coded system, would permit a

maximum of 28, which is 256 Quantising levels. Rather
than use all these levels for the grey scale, black level is
chosen to correspond with level sixteen, and a further
220 quantising levels above this are given to the grey
scale, peak white normally being at level 235. Levels
above 235 allow for occasional white overshoots.

The colour difference signals use 225 of the 256
possible quantising Ievels.

At the time that the standard was being developed,
priorto 1982, most of the test sources used were cameras,
telecines, and test generators where the signal to noise
ratios were poor enough (although the equipment was

then state of the art) to mask some of the effects of low-
level quantising errors arising in the eight-bit analogue to
digital convertors that
were used. Quantising
errors arise when the
number of steps avail-
able to describe the
brightness of the pic-
ture is insufficient. For
example, if the sample

of the analogue bright-
ness signal actually
gave a value of 201.5 on
the scale of 256 which
is available on an eight-
bit system, then it is just
not possible to
describe 201.5, and we
have to approximate to either 201 or 202, and it is this
type of approximation which gives rise to quantising
errors, which generally show up as noise on the picture.
Some digital processing effects were tested at this time,
but the main emphasis was on chromakey, and the soph-
isticated digital processors that we have today were no
more than a twinkle in the designer's eye.

Since the introduction of the CCIR Recommenda-
tion 601, it has become the norm to use electronically
generated graphics and characters as part ofthe normal
studio output, and many special effects generators are

also now used routinely as day to day equipment, rather
than purely being utilised for exceptional special effects

as they were in earlier years. Such electronically gener-

ated signals can be virtually noise-free, so that there is not
enough noise to mask any quantisation errors, and when
multiple generations of these very clean signals are

utilised, it has been found that undesirable effects can

occur. One of these effects is known as contouring,
because what are effectively contour lines are seen

between adjacent areas of brightness or colour, which
seem to indicate that the number ofbrightness levels, that
is the number of bits per sample, is inadequate under cer-
tain circumstances.

RoundingErrors
The problem is that mathematical rounding errors occur
as the digital signals are passed from one piece ofdigital
equipment to another, or through the same analogue to
digital conversion equipment several times. To illustrate
the effect of rounding errors in a field other than televi-
sion, try the effect ofusing a basic electronic calculator to
work out the simple expression:

i.:l

INFOBMATION BOX

One TV line, showing the complete line duration ol 64jrs,
and the aciive line i.e. that part o, the line which can carry
piciure information, duration 52Lrs.

Line hme
relerence Active line duration 52gs
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( 10/3)x3
Although the correct tinswer should obviously Lte

10, many calculators give the answer 9.9999999 due to
the microchip being unable to cope with enough digits to
give the correct answer. A more sophisticated calculator
or a computer will often be able to utilise more bits for its
calculations. and so wilt give the correct answer.

During multi-stage digital processing the numbers
representing the brightness and colour ofindividual pic_
ture elements can be subject to these rounding errors.
When an eight bit digital word is multiplied by another
eight bit word, I 6 bits will be required to store the answer.
and this is ithin a igi_
tal device n CCI ital
signals ar piece to
another they must be passed via the g-bit cligital interface
detailed in CCIR Recommendation 656, and so the
internal signals must be truncated or rounded so that
only an eight bit signal is presented at the interface.

These problems have led some manufac-
turers to say that Recommendations 601 an<i
656 are inadequate for present day circum-
stances, and they have increased the number

, of bits which they use to ten, and have used
two spare connections on the 25-pin D-con_
nector specified in R.ec.656 to carrythe extra
bit streams. Unfortunately this solution can
only work if pieces of equipment made by

. the same manufacturers are usecl. and
whilst it is undoubtedly true that ten bits
give better results than eight in some cir-
cumstances, many people are unhappy
with this idea, since even ten
bits may not necessarily be sufficient to

. ensure perfection under all conditions, and
since it goes completely against the idea of the hard-

won world standard laid down in Rec.601.

The 4:222 Shorthand
We have seen already the use of a shorthand notation
such as 12:4:4 or l4i:j to describe digital component
systems. In those systems that used samplingfrequencies
tied to the subcarrierfrequency it u,as common to referto

that the luminance was sampled
fference signaJs were sampled at
tal standardisation progressed a
into use. and the Recommenda-

tion 601 system is not known as 13.-5 : 6.75 : 6.75, but as
4:2:2,The '4'in this coding scheme is used to mean the

An advantage of this notation is that it can be used to
describe o rs ofadigital hierarc
based upo ncludinghigherqua
qualitysys forspecialised purp
mendation 601 does in fact provide for an extensible
family of compatibte digital coding standards, any of
which may be simply interfaced with any other.

An example of a Iowerlevel system would be 2:1:1. a
375 : 3.375
newsgatheri
tures are no

future higher quality digital system might be described as
4:4:4,havingequal sampling frequencies for luminance
and chrominance signals, and CCIR Recommendation
601 actuallyprovides a tentative specification for a digi_
tal system ofthis type, as shown in Figure 7.

To add to the possible confusion over this shorthand

Recommendations 601 and 656 have certainlypro_
vided the breakthrough needed to persuacle manufac_
turers to undertake the costly business of making many
different items of digitat studio equipment, and it is now
possible to build virtually all-digital studios, although the
economics of changing from existing standards make it
likely that it will still be some years before such studios
are the norm.

Composite D igital Reappears
We saw earlier that the initial work on digital television
was carried out on composite signals such as NTSC and
PAL but that this work was discontinued when it was
agreed that to carry out digital processing on the individ_
ual component signals was likely to give better results, as
well as to make it easier to reach an international stan_

igital
y the
what

cope with 525iine 6OHz and 625-line 50H, ,i;,:;;
without modification The efforts taken to achieve sran_
dardisation can produce virtually transparent copies
over as many as fifty generations and has revolutionised

One of the largest manufacturers of complex digital
picture processing equipment, euantel, has demon_
strated a technique called Dynamic Rounding, which

s of multiple
the specifica-
dcasters have

been convinced by demonstrations that this technique
will prove adequate for some time to come. A somewhat
different technique discover part-
ment of the BBC, known as ding,
has been shown to achieve with
the standard eight-bit digital signals.

In the longer term, however, it now seems likely that
more bits will eventually be required, as more and more
processing of the digital signals takes place, and the
reduction in cost of semiconductor memory makes it
practicable to accommodate sufficient storage at a realis_
tic cost. CCIR Recommendation 601 actually makes
provision for future higher-tevel systems, as explained
below, and it seems likely that there. will eventually be a

ary standard for a digital system using at least
ample, with a corresponding parailel digital
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il5-1ine. 60 field / sec syslems 625-line,50 field,/ sec systems

Coded signals:Y, Cu, Co

orR, G, B
These signals are obtained from gamma pre-corrected signals,
namelv:
E'r. E'* - E'" E'u - E, or E'^, E'o, E'u

Number of samples per totttl I

for each signal: 8s8 864

^Samplin'q \/ r u t !: !it.. C thgcnal, Iine, field and frame repetitive. The three sampling
:iructures to be coincident and coincident also with the luminance
:ampling structure of the 4 '.2 '.2 member

Sampling freqLtenct .fct t.
signal 13.5MHz

Form of coding Uniformly quantized PCM, 8 bits per sample

Duration of rlte tlrgiiL

expressed in nuntbtr AtleastT20

Correspondence bet, :. ..;;,-,

signal levels and rlt '.. .

significanr blrr r \i rA
quanlization let €:

sample:

- scale

-R, G, B, Ium.r,.,: -: - --.;.

-each colour-i,1:e:cr:e,srgnal

0 to 255
220 quantization levels with the black level corresponding to level 16
and the peak white level corresponding to level235. The signal may
occasionally excurse beyond level 235
225 qtantization levels in the centre part of the quantization scale
with zero signal correspondingto level 128.

Fig.7 Tentative Spec if i catio n tor a 4:4:4 member of the REC 601 family

studio post-prodi.-ij.n, Unfortunately they are very
complex, difficult tL-r nanuiacture, and therefore very
expensive. perhap: tuo n.,nr". times the cost of the 1"

C-Format recorCers that have been the standard studio
machines of the nineteen eighties. They also suffer from
the disadrantage that being component machines,
requiring luminance and colour-difference signals at
input and output. they are difficult to install in a standard
studio u'hich has been built to deal with composite PAL
signals. Indeed, to rnake full use of the D1 format the
whole studio distribution system must be replaced, at
considerable expense.

Realising this, the Ampex Corporation, whilst car-
rying out its research ancl development on the compo-
nent digital D- 1 machines, also carried out parallel work
on a composite digital videtl recorder, which records
composite NTSC (or PAL) signals directly, using the
samplingfrequency of 4fsc thatwe discussed earlier. This
type of machine, using what has now become known as

the D2 Format, is cheaper to manufacture than the D1
machines, and also has the immense advantage that since
it uses composite signals, which are carried along one
wire, the machine can be used as a direct plug-in replace-
ment for a C-Format NTSC machine, without making
any modifications to the studio wiring.

Another important plus factor is that the predicted
price will eventually be about the same as C-Format
machines. Since the machine is a digital recorder it gives
excellent multi-generation pertbrmance, perhaps up to
the twenty generations claimed bythe manufacturer, and

is probably the major requirement in many production
centres. Since the D2 machine is recording composite
signals it suffers from some of the disadvantages of com-
posite signals, such as cross-colour effects. The use of
4fsc sampling does help to minimise some of theses
effects. Sony also make and sell these composite digital
D2 machines, which many people are predicting will
become the standard workhorses of television studios
for the next decade, although I would guess that some
new digital mini-format from the far East is likely to take
over long before then.

Although it is virtually the only major standard
affecting television which has been agreed by broadcas-
ters and administrations throughout the world, Rec 601,
officially titled 'Encoding Parameters of Digital Televi-
sion for Studios' suffers, as its title might suggest, from the
restriction that it currently applies only to studios, and
programme production equipment. Although we shall
see later that digital signals can be transmitted using spe-
cial coding techniques, at the present time the high bit
rates that would be required for the transmission of digi-
tal television signals render digital transmission imprac-
tical, but the significant advantages that digital process-
ingcanbringto televisionhave made a knowledge ofRec.
601 essential for anyone who wants to understand digital
television.
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ECTIITDEX 1972.1992
AUDIO ..NTNUED Mth Yr

Jul 1980
Nov 1984
Jul 1987
Oct 1981

Aug 1988
Oct 1988
Feb 1987
Jun 1985
Jun 1986
Sep 1981

Jun 1980
Apr 1986
Feb 1986
Jul 1977
Jul 1982
Apr 1976
Feb 1977
Jul 1981

Aug 1981

Sep 1981

Jul 1972
Aug 1972
Dec 1980
Jun 1985
Jun 1986

Apr 1973
May 1973
Jun 1973
Jul 1973
Oct 1973
Dec 1973
Jul 1975
Sep 1975
Dec 1983
Jan 1984
Feb 1984
Mar 1989
Nov 1983
Jan 1980
Feb 1980
Apr 1980

Mar 1986
Apr 1991

May 1983
Sep 1983
Feb 1976

Mar 1976

Jul 1985

Dec 1985
Apr 1976
Feb 1979
Sep 1979
May 1988
Oct 1988
Jun 1984

Nov 1973

Feb 1985
Mar 1985
May 1978
Jul 1978

Pg Mth Yr Pg

Loudspeaker protection module
Loudspeaker squeaker
Loudspeaker;transmission line
Loudspeaker, V3
Loudspeaker OWL

Errata
Low distortion stereo decoder
Low-cost audio mixer

Errata
Mains audio link
Mains audio link, FM
Matchbox amplifier
M icroamp stereo amplifier
Microamp stereo test amplifier
Microphone switching unit
Millivoltmeter, audio,'A weighted
Mixer, disco, 4into 2
Mixer, disco

Mixer, FEI four input

Mixer, four input
Mixer, low-cost

Mixer/preamplifier for
professional PA

part 1

part2
part 3

Errata

Errata

part 1

parl2
part 3
part 4
Errata

Mixer/preamplifier, four input
Mixer, stage, 16 into 8 part 1

parl2
Modular pre-amplifier part 1

part 2
part 3

Disc lnput Update
Moving coil head amplifier
Moving coil pre-amplifier, Audiophile

Errata
Errata

NAB equalisation stage
(Free PCB Project)
NICAM Stereo TV conversion
NDFL 60W power amplifier

Errata
Noise filter, dynamic, for records part 1

paft2
Noise gate
Noise gate

with compressor and Dl box
Noise generator; audio
Noise Limiter for tape
Noise reducer, dynamic
Noise Reduction, Dynamic

Errata'
Novel loudspeaker
Over-LED amplifier and clipping

indicator
Paragraph equaliser (combined
graphic/parametric) part 1

part2
PhasenCCD

Errata

95 Playmate guitar effects amplifier part 1 Aug 1992 2g
17 part2 Sep 1982 16
33 PLL FM tuner part 1 Feb 19g7 46
22 part 2 Mar 1987 34
24 part 3 Apr 1987 33
56 Plus-Two add-on decoder/amplifier Nov 1974 54
46 Portable PA amplifier part .t Apr 1986 19
38 part2 May 19g6 43
55 Power-bulge -lnverter for
76 bridging amplifiers Oct 1978 41
15 Power meter, audi Mar 1g79 67
40 Power meter, audio, LED Jun 1976 29
38 Power meter, stere Mar 19g4 35
30 Preamplifier, Active contact PU Oct 1990 45
20 Preamplifier, balanced input May 1983 38
26 Preamplifier, experimental Sep 19g6 4i
16 Preampiifier, general purpose Nov 1976 26
39 Preamplifier, Hybrid Nov 1991 32
76 Preamplifier; modular part 1 Dec 19g3 55
42 part2 Jan 1984 b5
66 part 3 Feb 1984 51
9 Preamplifier, RIAA Sep 1980 98

19 Preamplifier; RIAA Nov 19g0 39
38 Preamplifier,upgradeable
55 (ETl Virtuoso) part 1 Jun 1986 g4

part2 Jut 1986 38
66 part 3 Aug 1986 47
30 part 4 Sep 1986 49
56 part S Nov 1986 46
63 Preamplifier, valve Aug 1986 32
52 OWL loudspeaker Aug 1988 24
55 Errata oci rsee 56
26 RIAA equalisation stage
33 (Free PCB project) Mar 1986 35
55 Rumble filter, stereo Jan 1975 52
55 Scratch and rumble filter, variable Feb 1990 39
51 Series 5000 bridging adaptor Jul 1982 Bb
44 Series 5000 MOSFET amplifier Jun 1982 48
31 Signal line tester Dec 1982 97
29 Simple amplifier, 1.5W Sep 1974 32
17 Simple bass-reflex cabinet Apr 1972 57
15 Simple loudhailer Oct 1973 70

Simple loudness control Aug 1975 25
35 Simple stereo amplifier Mar 1975 26
33 Sonneti combo amplifier Mar 19gS 22
24 Errata Jul 1985 27
46 Sound bender (ring modulator) Oct 19g1 gg
37 Sound pressure level meter Feb 1991 74
62 Spectrum analyser, audio Jun 197g 27
38 Spring line reverbration unit Dec 1974 46

SO decoder for quadrophonic
46 systems Jun 1974 60
22 Stabilised PSU for hi-fi systems May 1983 18
41 Stage mixer, 16 into 8 part 1 Jul 1975 26
35 part2 Sep 1975 33
32 Stereo decoderi low distortion Feb 1gg7 46
56 Stereo Decoder update Aug 1990 44
57 Stereo rmage co-ordinator Jun 19g0 6g

Errata Aug 1980 13
56 Stereo image width enhancer Sep 1972 3g

Errata Oct 1972 43
31 Stereo power meter Mar 19g4 35
49 Stereo rumble filter Jan 1975 52
57 Stereo simulator May 19g5 50
7 Stereo simulator (Short Circuit) Sep 1977 16
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Mth Yr

Stereo to quadrophonic upgrade Nov 1974

Super stereo effective width enhancer Sep 1972
Errata Oct 1972

Sweet Sixteen stereo amplifier Jul 1976

System 8000 tuner/amplifier part 1 Jun 1979
par-t 2 Jul 1979
E"ara Sep 1979

System A amplifier pa't 1 Jul 1981

sa-2 Aug 1981

par 3 Sep. 1981

E"ara Oct 1981

E.'ata Feb 1986
Tape noise limiter Feb 1979
Tape Recorder bias optimise. Jun 1980
Tape Recorder 4-track cassete part 1 Nov 1990

carl2 Dec 1990
Tape 4-track Update Jul 1991

THD meter part 1 Jan 1985
parl2 Feb 1985
part 3 Mar 1985

Three channel tone contrc
(Short Circuit)

Tone burst generator

Tuner/amplifier, Syste rn 3i li

TV sound tuner
TV sound tuner
Upgradeable pre-ampir;e'
(ETl Virtuoso)

part 1

pan 2
part 1

pan2
E rrata

part 1

pafi2
part 3
paft 4
part 5

Oct 1977
Feb 1976
Mar 1976

Jun 1979
Jul 1979
Sep 1979
Sep 1980
Dec 1981

Jun 1986
Jul 1986
Aug 1986
Sep 1986
Nov 1986
Feb 1982
Aug 1986
Oct 1981

Apr 1981

Nov 1981

May 1980

Jan 1986
Oct 1973
Dec 1979

i:i:ii!:!+rliiliaiiiiliiirliiii:irrii
7q :!:.:r:!:t ll,il:,rll:tiil:r!;,ui!!i

11 stopwatch . 1., 1919 !1 iiiirdiiiiHr

44 Digital alarm clock/calendar Sep 1973 16 ,r.:;:r,.:,,.:,1.:i::::,;,r:

56 Digital clock May 1981 65 ,:,t.i;:,::,,l:,::,,,:,,1r:,::.,,,,1..,,i;,,,",ttit::l,1t.rttt;

45 Digital stopwatch Jan 1974 40 ilti*iiilrr',iiiXl:,,,1::,i.:,:i:::..1,.,",t..'t,,:rt,r

36 Dec 1975 20
55 Aug 1977 26
37 Nov 1988 43
43 rade) Sep 1989 30

Humane alarm - alarm clock r:,r,l:,,i

34 add-on (Design Competition) Feb 1983 71 
,,,,,,25 Long period timer, l Min - 20hrs Dec 1979 55 : r,:

38 Process r/timer Jan 1980 71 
|47 Photogr arger timer Jan 1992 31 |

49 Reacton Apr 1989 50 :

26 oarl2 Jan 1991 37 ''"'':'1.:,:i',,,'i',,;,r,::r:r,::,,:t,,,:.f.r':,;;,:Upgrading amplif ie rs ?S:.Js

Valve preamplifier
V3 loudspeaker
Visual complex soi.iid ana yser
Voice over unit
VU meter, LED
Walkmate (amplif ,e' :or'
personal stereos)
Wattmeter, direct reading, 0-50W
White noise.generator, d ig ital

Stopwatch/calculator Apr 1976 10

Timer Apr 1988 32
Errata y., ]:19 .:part 1

paft2
Errata
part 1

paft2
part 3

part 1

paft2

part 1

parl2

part 1

part2
part 3
part 4
part 5

Nov 1986
Dec 1986
Mar 1987
Jun 1988
Jul 1988
Aug 1988
Jul 1986
Nov 1987
Sep 1987
Oct 1987
Jul 1977
Aug 1981

Dec 1976
Aug 1990
Sep 1990
Oct 1988
Jan 1989
May 1988
Jun 1988
Jul 1988
Aug 1988
Sep 1988
Mar 1980

tZ COMPUTING 
...::r,i

63

32 64K DRAM board Sep 1983 64 ,:::;:rr::;:::,,i:,.,i:i.:=r:::.

34 Errata Jan 1985 28
46 64K DRAM board, improved Dec 1984 31

11 6502 real-time clock/calendar Apr 1983 31

31 Errata Aug 1983 70
19 6502 sound/DAC card Mar 1983 48 t.it,r.if..,,t,i,,,,ti

2? 6802/6809 single board controller Mar 1985 35
52 Errata Mar 1986 60
44 6802 evaluation board May 1985 27
38 6802 evaluation board
28 EPROM emulator Aug 1985 46
42 6809 single board computer part 1 Dec 1985 27
36 part2 Jan 1986 36
44 part 3 Feb 1986 31

31 paft4 Mar 1986 47
56 part 5 Apr 1986 49

BIO.ELECTRONICS
Biofeedback monitor

Breath/pulse count monitcr

Direct-ion
Dream machine
EEG Monitor

GSR monitor
Heart beat monitor
Heart rate monitor
Hemisync machine

lon generator
loniser
Lucid dream Simulator

Muscle meter (Electromyogram)
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Amstrad CPC Sampler for
Analogue computer

Ace colour board

Ace keyboard/joystick interface
ADC, ZX81lSpectrum, 8 ch,8 bit

part 1

part2

Errdta

Errata
ASCII keyboard, System 68
A to D board, 16 channel
Atom keypad
Baud rate converter

Errata
BBC Midi interface, two channel
BBC motor interface
BBC typewriter interface
Bongo box for the Commodore 64
Cassette deck, digital part 1

paft2
Cassette interface

Errata
Centronics interface for the Cortex

part 1

parl2
Centronics interface for the Sharp

MZSOK
Centronics interface for the Spectrum

Errata
Colour board for the Jupiter Ace

Errata
Computer output driver
Control port for the Spectrum part 1

parl2
Errata

Co-processor for spectrum part 1

pafi2

.. part 3
part 4

cortex 16-bit computer ::lTi
paft2
part 3
Errata

Cortex Centronics interface part 1

parl2
Cortex parallel l/0

Errata
DAC/ADC filter amplif ier
DEPROM (EPROM eraser)
Digital cassette deck part 1

parl2
Digital control port for the

Spectrum part 1

part2
Errata

DRAM board,64K
Errata

DRAM board, 64K, improved
DRAM board,280
DRAM board 280 upgrade
Drum synthesiser for the

Commodore 64 (Bongo Box)
Drum synthesiser for the
Spectrum (SpecDrum)
Electron second processor part 1

paft2
Electron speech board

EPROM emulator

EPROM emulator for the 6802
evaluation board

Errata
part 1

partz

Pg

41 EPROM emulator for Spectrum
38 EPROM emulator
28 EPROM emulator 64k
41 EPROM eraser
69 EPROM eraser
20 EPROM board for the Oric/Atmos
61 Errata
70 EPROM board for the Spectrum
25 (ETlSpectROM)
19 EPROM programmer for the Triton
78 EPROM programmer for the ZX81
33 Errata
63 EPROM programmer, universal part 1

42 paft2
34 Errata
41 Errata
43 EPROM programmer,
27 universal, MKll part 1

28 pafi2
63 part 3
13 part 4

EPROM Programmer
(Stand Alone hardware)
(Stand Alone software)

ETI faker (RS232 patch box)
EX42 keyboard interface
EX42 typewriter interface for the BBC
Experimenters' DRAM card, 54K
Fast light pen
Filter amplifier, DAC/ADC
Joystick controller for 6502
mice computers (Reader's Design)
Joystick interface for the Jupiter Ace
Joystick lnterface for the Sharp

Errata
Joystick interface for the Spectrum

Errata
Joystick/Mouse conversion
Keyboard interface, EX42
Keyboard interface for the Jupter Ace
Light pen, fast
Low-cost VDU, ETl560 part 1

paft2
part 3
Errata

Marvin (280 control computer) part 1

paft2
part 3

Errata
Message panel
Message panel interface
Microbox ll single board computer

part 1

paft2
part 3
parl4
part 5

Microcomputer expansion system
part 1

paft2
part 3
part 4

Microtan single board controller,
6802/6809

Microtutor machine code tutor part 1

paft2
part 3

MlDl interface for the BBC, 
Errata

two channel
Mini-Mynah speech synthesiser board

Errata

Mth Yr

Sep 1987
Jul 1988
Aug 1988
Apr 1984
May 1984
Nov 1983
Jan 1983
Aug 1983
Apr 1977
Dec 1983
Jun 1983
May 1986
Mar 1987
Apr 1987
Jul 1986
Aug 1985
Dec 1986
Sep 1984
Oct 1984
Oct 1980
Dec 1980

Jun 1984
Aug 1984

May 1984
Dec 1984
Oct 1985
Apr 1984
May 1984
Jul 1983
Oct 1984
Nov 1984
Jul 1985
Feb 1988
Mar 1988
Apr 1988
May 1988
Oct 1988
Nov 1982
Dec 1982
Jan 1983
Dec 1982
Jun 1984
Aug 1984
Sep 1985
Jun 1986
Nov 1983
May 1984
Sep 1984
Oct 1984

Oct 1984
Nov 1984
Jul 1985
Sep 1983
Jan 1985
Dec 1984
Mar 1984
Feb 1984

Dec 1986

Dec 1985
Jun 1985
Jul 1985
Nov 1984
Jul 1985
Jul 1984
Aug 1984

Aug 1985

Mth Yr

Sep 1988
Feb 1990
Mar 1991

Apr 1991

May 1984
Jun 1984
May 1985

Sep 1985 40
Jan 1980 42
May 1984 26
Sep 1984 68
Aug 1983 45
Sep 1983 37
Jan 1984 61

Apr 1984 33

May 1985 35
Jun 1985 43
Jul 1985 48
Aug 1985 51

Jan 1989 42
Feb 1989 46
Apr 1987 38
Sep 1984 23
Aug 1985 41

Dec 1984 31

Nov 1983 81

Nov 1983 59

Jun 1981 36
Nov 1983 20
Aug 1984 42
Sep 1984 68
Jun 1984 49
Aug 1984 66
Aug 1989 41

Sep 1984 23
Nov 1983 20
Nov 1983 81

Aug 1976 56
Sep 1976 10

Oct 1976 30
Nov 1976 8
Aug 1983 65
Sep 1983 59
Oct 1983 56
Nov 1983 96
Oct 1982 53
Nov 1982 68

Dec 1985
Jan 1986
Feb 1986
Mar 1986
Apr 1986

Dec 1981

Jan 1982
Feb 1982
Apr '1982

Mar 1985
Aug 1982
Sep 1982
Oct 1982
Apr 1983

Apr 1987
Feb 1984
May 1984

Pg

41

54
56
54
17

36
62

65
23

47
57
58
41

69
28
44
29
27
24
39
43
40
56
24
55
42
83
65
23
53
55
59
17

27
28

27
36
31

47
49

22
58
76
26

35
50
72
46
11

42
20
69

44
29
27
64
28
31

45
29

43

41

32
43
57
27
22
50

46
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Mth Yr Pg Mth Yr Pg

Motor interface for the BBC Jul 1986 34 paft2 Dec 1977 59
Multiple output port Nov 1983 52 System 68 update Jun 1978 95
Multi-standard printer buffer Nov 1987 43 System 68 VDU part 1 Jun 1977 33
Music board, ZX81 part 1 Apr 1983 16 paft2 Jul 1977 54

pan 2 May 1983 54 System 68 VDU interface and t
Erraia Jun 1983 15 bus structure Aug 1977 45

Numeric keypad for the Atom Jun 1983 78 System reset generator for
Oric/Atmos EPROM card Jun 1984 36 home-built computers Feb 1983 83

E..aia May 1985 62 Tape save modification, ZX80 Oct 1983 63
Output driver for computers Jul 1983 28 Tape save modification, 2X81 Feb 1983 61

Output port, multiple Nov 1983 52 Temperature sensor and alarm
Parallel l/O for the cortex Sep 1985 53 for computers Feb 1983 86

E.rata Jun 1986 55 Time-out generator/system
Printer buffer oalt 1 Jul 1985 33 failure alarm Feb 1983 84

?..1 2 Aug 1985 48 Triton EPROM programmer Jan 1980 42
E--ala Jun 1986 55 Triton personal computer Nov 1978 16

PseudoROM Jun 1983 52 Triton 8K EPROM card Jun 1979 73
RGB-composite converter Jan 1987 32 Typewriter interface Oct 1983 21

Real time clock/calendar for 6532 Errata Mar 1984 25
systems Apr 1983 31 Typewriter interface for the BBC Aug 1985 41

E-:ata Aug 1983 70 Universal EPROM programmer part 1 Aug 1983 45
RS232 interface for the part2 Sep 1983 37
ZX81lSpectrum Apr 1985 23 Errata Jan 1984 61

RS232 patch box (ETlfake- Apr 1987 38 Errata Apr 1984 33
SBC 09 Computer Firmua'e cart 'l Jan 1991 46 Universal EPROM

panz Feb 1991 50 programmer Mkll part 1 May 1985 35
Second processor for the 3 ac:-on paft2 Jun 1985 43

part 1 Jun 1985 32 part 3 Jul 1985 48
pan2 Jul 1985 43 part4 Aug 1985 51

Sharp Centronics interia:e May 1984 47 User-defined graphics, ZX81 Mar 1983 23
Sharp Joystick interface Aug 1984 42 Vector graphic display for home

Errata Sep 1984 68 computers Jan 1984 19

Single board controlier .slrg Versatile EPROM emulator part 1 Jul 1984 22
the 6802/6809 Mar 1985 35 part2 Aug 1984 50

Errata Mar 1986 60 Video display unit for
Single board microcc-i,:er. the System 68 part 1 Jun 1977 31

6809-based part 1 Dec 1985 27 part2 Jul 1977 54
part2 Jan 1986 36 280 control computer part 1 Aug 1983 65
part3 Feb 1986 31 pafi2 Sep 1983 59
part 4 Mar 1986 47 part 3 Oct 1983 56
part 5 Apr 1986 49 Errata Nov 1983 96

Sound board, ZX Design Competition) Feb 1983 73 280 DRAM board Mar 1984 45
Sound/DAC card,6502 Mar 1983 48 ZXADC Jan 1983 61

Spectrum Centronics interface Dec 1984 57 Errata Aug 1983 70
Errata Oct 1985 58 ZX burglar alarm Dec 1983 31

Spectrum control port part 1 Oct 1984 44 ZX soundboard Feb 1983 73
paft2 Nov 1984 29 ZX80 DRAM upgrade Feb 1984 29
Errata Jul 1985 27 ZX80 save modification Oct 1983 63

Spectrum drum sequencer ZX81 EPROM programmer May 1984 26
(ETlSpecDrum) Dec 1985 41 Errata Sep 1984 68

Spectrum EPROM board Sep 1985 40 ZX81 music board part 1 Apr 1983 16

Spectrum joystick interface Jun 1984 49 part2 May 1983 54
Errata Aug 1984 66 Errata Jun 1983 15

Spectrum RS232 interface Apr 1985 23 ZX81-R5232 interface Apr 1985 23
Spectrum stage lighting interface Nov 1984 72 ZX81 save modification Feb 1983 61

Speech board for the Electron Nov 1984 57 ZX81 supply protector Oct 1983 39
Errata Jul 1985 27 ZX81 user-defined graphics Mar 1983 23

Speech synthesis board Feb 1984 20 Errata Aug 1983 70
Errata May 1984 69

Supply line status check with DVM
for home computers

Supply protector for ZX81s
System 68 ASCII keyboard
System 68 CPU board

System 68 CUTS card

System 68 PSU

System 68 software
System 68 TTY interface

-ZEUEIL:fJH

rl

Feb 1983 85
Oct 1983 39
Apr 1977 25

part 1 Sep 1977 22
paft2 Oct 1977 63
part 1 Jan 1978 61

part2 Feb 1978 45
May 1977 55

Errata Jun 1977 9
Errata Jul 1977 6

Mar 1978 49
part 1 Nov 1977 45
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Pond Level Control Board

Tel:0753548785 Mobile:0860635702
SUPPLIERS OF Fax: 0753 548785

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

MONITOR

PRINTERS TRIDENT SYSTEMS
F1-oppy & HARD PO Box 1408, Slough, Berks SL3 8TN

DISK DRIVES

FAX CARDS

ADD oN CABLES Or yisit our stand at
CABLES one of the Computer or
RTBB.NS Radio Rallys we attend each

soFTwARE weekend'
Telephone for details.

SERVICE MANUALS
_ We can sqpp pe of

_ Equipment. Tel 'Radio,
Test Equipment, uipment,

All makes and Modets 
;?BBj;i 

from the 1e30,s to the

Originals or Photostats supplied as available.
FREE Repair and Data Guide with all orders or SAE for your

copy.

MAURITRON SERVICES (ETI),
8 Cherry Tree Road,

Chinnor,
Oxfordshire OXg 4QY

Tel: (0844) 51694 Fax: (0844) s2554

l-tlvMl
l-l

CRICKLEWOOD
E L E C T R o N C S

cRtcKtEwooD ELECTRO_ryICS^_trp!_40 CRlcKtEwooD BRoADWAy, TONDON NW 2 3ET
Tel:08I 452016l FoxOSl 2Ogl44l

BOOKS ]OXES & CASES CABLE & WRE

-4

CONNECTORS KTS

1..'..'.'.".................................t
I Pleose send ............... copies of Cricklewood Electronics Cotolooue I

I ot 12.00 eoch. Cheque's poyoble to: Cricklewood Electronics Ci. I

SPEAKERS

tffi+

V DEO HEADS
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ELECTRONICS
INTERNATIONAL

Amanda Spray
0442 665s1

Send your requirements to:
ET! Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Llneage: rds)

+vA! Perr) insertion
Ring for inlormation on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

Metal detector boards with da:i -as
tuner, mode, discrimitate hea::-cae
jack, on/olf/volume and p-s' !r:ion
facilities e7J5 ea

Dictaphone cassette, mecE -?:trrc ?.a*
playback heads,6V sote-c: -.:or hall

construction kit 8435 ea'
TTL/CMOS short circurl y]:E' 84.95'
Dot matrix LCD 10x2 lrnes E3 75 ea'
Dol matrix LCD 16x1 I nes

with Dots e4.95'
40 character x 1 line sc: -:rr J splay

with data e14.95 ea
20 character x 2 line c!: -ar x : splay

with data 8795 ea
2 digit '16 segment VF tr * a,

with data E2.95 ea*
4 digit intelligent dcr r=r'' : sc ay 86.00'
17 segment VF dis a, ^: a-'/et

board and data e2 99 ea'
8 digit liquid crys'a c - :, E1 75 ea*
4 digit LCD with

7211 driver ch,c e3 50 ea'
Digital clock drsp a. 82.50'
11 key membran€ <E_,:.tr 81.50 ea'
Keyboard 392mr,'3i-- 100 keys

on board - LCD -:-335
80C49 easil) .e-i,?. ? 84.95

'19" 3U sub rac< i-: :s,'es 88,95
12V stepped mc:.- r€ s:eps Oer rey

Stepped molo: a.3e trr:h slotted
opto+2 me.a,-_, :: ilrtches E3.95 ea*

1000 mixed , i:: ''c resislors 84,95 ea
250 electro'! c , a-raoial caps 84.95 ea
200 oll mrxed :€ _r€ster caps 9795
100 Mixed t'--e. caps popular

values E4.95'
50 otf MC iSMi2CT Volt Regs C2.95'
20ofiWOZM Vci Regs E1.50*
25 off mrEd brzers and sounders E4,95
Cable box UtF Todular/video preamp/

transforrerFs+C's/leads e6.95
1000 ofi m xed Multr ayer Ceramlc

Caps q795
Solar ceit rocules

0 45V 700mA e2.95 ea*
BBC Mrcro io disc drive lead 81.50'
Car Burglar alarm vibration auto entry/

exrt delay 85.95 ea'
Single zone alarm panel auto entry/

exii delay housed in domestic lighl
ecket e9.95 ea

RISIBTRBEffi
a Two Mic Inputs + Line Input a

a Auto - Manual Control a
a D T.M.F or L D /Dialirrg a

OUTSIDE BROADCAST UNIT

EASY TO CARRY

FLIGHT cAsE UNIT D

318 HIGH ROAD

BROA-DCAST OVER BENFLEET

ESSEX SS7 5HB
STANDARD PHONE NETWORK TELEPHONE:0268 793381

CATALOGUE El.00 + 25p P&P
LEDS 3mm or 5mm ed or green 6p €ach ye low 11p each
Hqr irlersry'd Eee_ o lellonsmr .. 3opeacl
Cabe I es 1p each E5.95 per !0m t49 50 @ I0 m0

3il rches t095 11 07
4x8 nche3 D40 C268
6112 incles t537
'2(lr nches llotr
SFisltrerc
ftilpulerlrad€ capaciloG wih srew t€rm nas m0!120v

riidb6i,i irj, ir rjs, 6edtrji jr e ss imm,;i i61,ii a0 e 50

.45

.85

50
I Ma,ns ss{ch 4A double poe ulh norenlry contacE '0. rero.o
coilrclpac[ol 10 $.95 bo{0160 f19 95
DC-m convenor Reliabi ity model Vl 2P5 1 2v n 5v 2mma oul mv
npul lo oulpul lsolaton wlh dah t4 95 each or ts* ol 10 tS 50
Ho-,counle'usedTdql2a&acS[ ............t 45
BesEror pack 25m res,sore !&2W 50 drle,el vr u€s . . . .. t8.95
OWEFrykrytuard$kewodqua]ilysuichesnew ............f5.00
OWERflkeybardwlh sia oulpu nodab (ug).:..... ....... S.@
Wide range ol CMOS frL 74HC 74F LhearTransslo6 kh
'shalable balercscapaolos roolr elc always h sl@k P ease aoo
95Dr.w,ds PiPval in.[]d.d

JPG ELECTRONICS
275.270 ChaFwd Rod Chltetud M 2BH

AmSM Ordeu (0246)211202 € leE wehome

LASER Diode Modules, 2mw,
670nm, water and shock
resistant, reverse polarity pro-
tected, dimensions 14.7mm x
28.5mm, t179.95. A. McKeeve, 6
Grange Farm, Kirkcaldy, File,
Scotland KY2 5UH.

NEW VHF M ICROTRANSM ITTER
KIT tuneable 80-135MH2, 500

ensitive electet
h quality PCB,
R complete kit
mbled and ready

to use e9.95 post free Access/
Visa order telephone 021-411
1821 Cheques/POs to: Quantek
Electronics Ltd, Kits Dept (ETl), 3
Houndley Road, West Heath,
Birmingham B31 3AL. Tel: 0214
599647. For details on this and
other kits. Shop now ooen -callers welcome.

TINY FM microtrans mitter (bug)
100-1 16 mHz, long range,
electret microphone, complete kit
€5, assembled E8. Cheques/
POs, S. Keitley, PO Box 79,
Middlesbrough, Cleveland TS3
OYT. SAE tor details

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HRB 2HS.

FREE amplif ier module!!
Complete + V/C, return ad + f1
P&P. K.l.A., 1 Regent Road,
llkley. Stereoamps cased +
controls 60w/810. Catalogue
sop.

KITS. VHF/FM Microtransmitter,
15x25mm, €5.95, built €9.95.
"Stinger" Shocker, uses PP3!,
f12.99, built e19.99. Loads of
plans, kits, units, surveillance,
protection. Sae list. Cheque/PO:
Ace(ti), 53 Woodland Way,
Burntwood, Statfs WS7 8UP. Tel:
0543 676477 (2a hrs).

DISPLAY current waveforms on
your oscilloscope, easily, from
any point in your circuit.
Accurate 100H2 to 10MHz, high-
current capability. 10mA
resolution. Compact probe.
lsolated from circuit. No
adjustment. Easy to build kit,
offered at only f9.99 + 50p P&P
incl manual. Send cheque/PO to
AKC Electronics, 41 Wash
Boad, Brentwood, Essex CM13
1 BX.

HEATHKIT UK educational
products, distributors - service
centre. Cedar Electronics, Cedar
House, 12 lsbourne Way, Broad-
way Road, Winchcombe, Chelten-
ham, Glos Tel 0242 602402.

Fax your advert
on 0442-66998

CAD system, Protel Schematic,
PCB layout, autorouter, profes-
sional system, not to be confused
with budget CAD, complete suite
cost t1,800. Do I hear E400?
Demo disks available. 081-544
1 995.

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS, ICS ETC INTO CASH

immediate settlement.
We also welcome the opportunity

to quote for complete factory
clearance.
Contact:

COLES.HARDING & CO.
103 South Brink

Wisbech, Cambs. PE14 0RJ
BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY

ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEABS

Tel:0945 584188
Fax:0945 475zl6
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only Cl7.99 (inc P&p)
A must lor arl sludenls and hobbyisls leamrng

how common electic components work

THE VIDEO
ELECTFONICS FOR THE HOBBYIST
(An excellenl 90 minute video using computer

graphic simulations)
Send cheques/Po payabte to:

ON-LINE VIDEO MABKETING (DEPT EV.3)
The Cottage, Tredown Farm, Bradstone,

Itlillon Abbot, Tavistock, Devon pL19 OOT

Oth6r illes available SAE lor tst Ailow i4daysiord€tvery

RF & General Purpose
electronic components for

constructors Projects.
Our mail order catalogue shows
it. Send 75p for your copy now

t3 00 of discount vouchers
supplied

Or call us today fot the parts you
need, or ask about kits for your

magaztne proJect

J.A.B Electronic Components
Rear of Oueslett Motors
I l80 Aldiidge Road
Great Barr, Birmingham
E44 8PE
Tel: 02l-366 6928

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!!
Electron UK, the electronics club
for the enthusiast, is now
enrolling new members. News,
view, competitions, projects and
lots more!! For further information
send SAE to: Electron UK, 48
Lancing Park, Lancinq, Sussex
BN15 8BF.

Fax your
advert on

0442 66998

Telephone Amanda Spray
for all details of

Advertising Rates on
0442 66551

n Electronics
. Te!eeommunications
n Microeleetronics

liffi
ffi ffiffiffi

* New MOSFET Amplifiers
improved range of SMOS modules

30W,30+30W,60W 120W

* 20 watt Class A Amplifier
* Low profile PCB Transformers

a range of encapsulated transformers
4VA, 6VA, 1OVA, 18VA, 24VA, 3OVA

Write or phone for data and prices...
which include details of standard range of
toroidal transformers and audio modules.

No pnice Encrease for'lgg2

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
8793 Dale Street Tel:051 236 0982, 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel Tel:051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
,TH E ELECT RON ICS S PEC I ALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

To adventise in
ElectrofflaFt

Telr O44e, EiEiEis1
fon details of ratGrsi

* COURSES
* TRANSFORMERS
* KITS

* FOR SALE
* COURSES

FOR ALL DETAILS
OF RATES

TELEPHONE 0442 66551

ALt PARTS
TV & Video spares emporium

Phone for best price on spares
Ferg Video Heads from I10.95, Puasonic Heads from €10,95

Video Copy Kits 15.99. Anstnd Satellite Spares

AII your TV & l4deo needs here in Liverpool

ALt PARTS, l0l Roctqr Lane. Tuebrook,
Liverpool 6 4BB. Tel: 051-260482S

Mon Fri 10am,5 30pm, Sat gam-s 30pm

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brocFrune -withor.lt obligation or Telephone us on

0626 29398 Ervs/sz

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

Micro-

tr

tr
processor

r lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence Schoo!
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQlrt gLJN
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BABY VICE
How many times have you wanted to hold parts
still while sawing through them? Or indeed,
have you often cursed while attempting to fold
photo-etched parts or struggled to remove a
screw top f rom a paint jar? lt any of these
problems affect you why not invest in a baby
vice. lt is small and unobtrusive enough to fit
most modellers work benches yet large enough
to cope with tasks asked of it. You will wonder
how you managed without one!

Telephone orders
0442 66551 (24 hrs)

Please return coupon to: ASP
Reader Offers, Argus House,

Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7ST

I I enclose'mycheque/PO for E .................. made to ASP or
lo"oit rny AccessA/isa

!Name..........
I

!Address.....
I
It""""""""""

... Post Code ...........iijE"#' 6;'d;ri;;il'iiii;;U. il;;;;s upon request. ASp Reader
!Offers, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.t'
I Please note the above inlormation may be used lor marketing purposes. May 92 i
L--------- -------J

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY HEMEL HEMPSTEAD FIP2 7ST

Rates: Lineage 55p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semidisplay t14.00 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursement for cancellations. All ads must be
prepaid.

. Daytime Tel. No:

Signature ....:........ Date
PLEASE DEB|T MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No. Expiry Date

FOR SALE - COMPONENTS I PLANS f OTHERS STATE

ETI I}IAY T992 o5)



TODAY INTERNATIONAL
EDITORIAL

Editor Paul Freeman

CREATIVE
Art Editor Peter Kirby
Designer lain Houston

Technical lllustration Jerry Fowler
Photography Manny Cefai
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Advertisement Manager

Mark Linacre
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Michele Donovan
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Marie Quilter
MANAGEMENT
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MORE PAGES MORE PROJECTS
AND A PCB

Cl tarting next month on a regular basis a completepprinted circuit board will appear on the front
cover of ETI. This greatvalue ideawill accompany a
project featured in the magazine and we start with a
stereo amplifier for your to construct.

Other projects include: A Scanner for our sur-
a Xenon flash trigger, a
mp, power supply con-
and circuit applications

Make sure of orderingyourcopyand collectiton
May 1st.

NOWEVEN GREATERVALW

i-i

i

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
A G ELECTRONICS,.........,.. 66 MAPLIN ELECTRONICS ....... OBC

AUToNA ,..,. 13 MAUB|TR0N .. ..,.,,.. 62

BK ELECTRONICS .,...,,,,.. IFC MULTICORE SOLDERS .....,... 41

CIRKIT HOLDINGS ............. 13 NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS ,..,... 11

CRICKLEW0ODELECTRONICS . 62 OMNIELECTRONICS ......,,.., 45

DISPLAY ELECTHONICS .....,.. 25 REED ELECTRONICS .....,,.,.. 45

ELECTHoVALUE ...,. ,.......,, 41 SEM|CoNDUCT0R ,,........,,, 30

ESHELECTRONICS ,.....,,,,,. 12 STEWARTS ......,.... 49

HALCYON ELECTRONICS , , . . . . 49 TRIDENT SYSTEMS ..., , , . . . ,.. 62

HTGH Q ELECTRoNTCS ... , , . . . . 15 W|LMSLoW AUD|0 . . . , , .... . ... 45

J&N BULL ......,...,. IBC

ij

Ltf
I
l
{

& G EI,ECTROAT/CS LTD
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MAIL ORDER COMPANY

NEW UE
l

Order a send
0.5" ORANGE DUAL LED DISPLAY offer for a

Value f 2.00 absolutely free ! ! I limited period

SEND ,1.50 FOR YOUR COPY Refundable with the first order
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AMSTRAD Fof;-tiA;.i PCS FROtt 9:1e (PPC]512SD).
c179 (PPC-:-:-:l r-i3 

'PPC1640S0). 
t209

(PPC1540DD- [r:[E_tJS i-]3 EXTRA]IO Ii|ANUALS OR
PSU.

HIGH POWE-R C:-F #EA(EilS- :-=-=:.: -.,-=-: i cow each
4ohm rr>::-.:: :_: ::-;:- a_: ar a' ?' ^aa'z'2'--a range and
'1 tweele' :::': *:n ii-_ _E=-ri-:=:--oabcve Priceper
Po !J!r-- -: : -

2KV 500 YJATT lE-A\S,F:RI{EFS:r:..€ lor hrgh voltage
expefl me..:: : _ : : ? :-az -= - ar z - : :f, :.= a j9. etc 250v AC I nPUt
Now onty Ci I E 4: -:-
MICROVJAVE CO]tr-P!.L F AiiEL ',: -s cperated with touch
swtches a:-F_= r'- : rl- :=zr dgtal clock and 2 r€lay
outputs c..= .'.)-*'+- 1-. .-+'-,'-'-..a power (programmable)
ldeal 10. a 1:.: .r :--r ; : _ : -E- gi.aions etc Now only C4 00
rel 4P1 51

FIBRE OPIC CABi :: : ::: rpical ibres sheathed tn black
PVC F !e --: e1-_ i- l: €'-t29R
12V SOLAR CELL,:,:-.: :,-:L: deal fortnch,e
chargrng e _ 1--,: -- -..=>'. :-' p'.ce115OO rel *>-
15P429.
PASSIVE INFRA-REO IIOTION SENSOR.
Compl€lE *-:_ :i. r -__r =:- -- adlusiable hqhts
on tim6',a -:s 

-: --s :C range wrth a 90 - ,..
dsg co,€'.!E \J.'-. .,or ae f".itity Com- ' ',)
plete trt^ A: :/:r:= r-tr holdersetc Brand
new a.c r-:':__-: Now only f1900 rel
19P2S
Pach oj:r.. =r::: :- xtor aboveuni111200 rel 12Pd3q
VIDEO SENDEF U NIT Transmrt both audio and v om s !:: s
flom 6rtre': r=-9 a3mera vdeo recorder or compliy lc any
siandarc -\ -' n r r a 1 00 rangel (lune TV to a spa.e c_a.re )

12v DC E i': iC .el 1 5P39R Suilable marns ad&:d !5 CC ref
5P1 9r R

FM TRANSiITTERhoused in a standard v/c{^e -,1A

adapte. ltr s -a ns driv6n) 126.00 el 26P2R
MINATUFE PADIO TRANSCEIVEPS a:a'.'i. r t.lii
wa'\ e :al es r1' a range ol up to 2 klome:?s -- :s . ' (

measure 22r52x1 55mm Complete wth ca= i- aa 
I

ref 30P 1 8
FMCOFOLESS MICROPHONE.Sma -a-: -ei -:1*rhasoo'
ran!el 2i€-smrlpowerlevels reqs PP3 ba:E_,, --_9ao elc any FM

'ecerver C-' pncs l1 5 ret I 5Pa2AR
12 BANO COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER.; s-:r
bands Fly' A[,,] and LW DX/l@a swrtc- :- -c :re -a .s
or balery Corplele with shoulde' 9':: : : -= -s ed
NOW ONLY C1S.00!! HEF 19P14R
CAB STEREO AND FM RADIO-:. ...' ='.'"c system grvrng

5 walts per chann6l Srgnal to 6* z_: :€-e' :ier 45db,
wowandllutterlessthan 35',/" \FrE:i_ ElgOO I

rer 1sP30 I

LOW COST WALIKIE TALKIES->=- .':e:e.]/ op- E
erated unlts with a range oJ aea. 2:': l,-';'e 18 00 I

a parr rol 8P50R
7 CHANNEL GHAPHIC EOUAUZEFL'-s 

= oc wafl power ampr
20-21KHZ4-8R12-14v rc -+::r,= E:.- a;s€a 125 @125P14A
NICAD BATTEFIES. E':r: -+. '* .-2,r,, 4 r AA's C4 oO rel
4P44R 2 x C'st4 00 re: rr-:: . . I s a-i a! rel 9P12R 1 x PP3
f6 00 161 6P35R
TOWERS INTERMTIf,HAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. The ulhre:e <- ,::--: :ri :aiest edfton !20 OO rel
20P324
CABLE TIES.,Z2__ '
3P104R Bumce-r=r :

19-O2 CATALrcUE AVAILABLE NOW
IF YOU DO t{CT HA',IE A COPY PLEASE REOUEST

WHEN ORDERNS C.H SEND US A 6"X9" SAE FOR A FHE
COPY.

GEIGER CCU \TE? KlT,: . -c e:e rr th tube, PCB and all compo-
n.-'s : :-,: .. ::-:_, ::-': :- rogerCoJnlrr i3o00'e"]9P1R
FM BUG KT \r5 :-:- s:- DCB embedded corl Transmits to
ar! =r./ '..- - -:, ..--, '?.1 !3 00 r6f 5P158R
Fl, B,G :,, r 1-: --'- lce.or9voperalon 81400 ref 14P3R
COI,POSTE lrlDEO KITS.rlese.onved composite video rnto
:;--: _ r -: , ;. -. :_c ..r.i& 12v DC !8 00 r€f 8P39R
S]tlCLA F C5 trcToflS 121 29A (tu| load) 33oo rPm 6"x4,, 1/4

ri -: e r-- E-'-e. r to 1 rnhne redudton box (800rpm) and
-,:'_=: _,,:_ :+- :_,? :€ eao 6 ref 40P8R
S r+Ct]l, R C5 rtHEE LSl 3' or 16" dia includ ng treaded tyre and
--:__-:E f.--S 2=:eCe SpOkedOnepiecepoly carbonate 13"
F-E. r::r: -'a>aaa'6 whee 1600ref6P21R
ELEC]eCrf C SPEED CONTHOL Kllor c5 molor PCB and al
:::-:i:,-.-_::: :'-: = sped controller (0-957. ol spe6d) Uses

r-;_:. !17

-T1'|::1 ,.1;ffi.1&
12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAtl4 1/2'square brand new rdeal for
baat e' 2'.,.'e:. €5 CC Ei 5P206
ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made for BBC computer
bll ufabre '.. .i:6,s rcludes mains adapter, leads and book
fl 5 00 rei '5>r3R
VIDEO TAPES. -n.ee hour eperior qua i1y tapes made under
hcence lrom t.s ';ncls JVC company Pack of 5 tap6s Nry low
price CB 00 ref 8P161
PHILIPS LASER 2MW HELIUM NEON LASEF TUBE.
BHAND NEW FULL SPEC C4O.OO REF 4OP1OR. MAINS
POWEH SUPPLY KIT C2O OO REF 2OP33R READY BUILT
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE T75 OO REF 75P4R
1 2 TO 220V INVERTER KITAs supplied it wrll handl6 up to aboul
1 5w at22Ov butwlh a lergerkanslormeltwill handleS0 watts Bas c
kit !1 2 00 ref 1 2P1 7R Larger translormer f 1 2 00 re'f 1 2P41 R
VEBO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMtdeat Iordesrsn-
rng projects on 6tc Complele with lools, qre end reusablo board
Ns low bargain prlce only E2 O0 rel B2Pl
HIGH RESOLUTION 12" AMBER MONITORI2v 1 5A lercu-
les compatible (TTL input) new and cased 822 OO el 22P2A

l

E

VGA PAPER WHITE MONO monitors new and caed 240v
AC 859 00 re{ 59P4R
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIERc STK043 With tho additron o,
a handful of components you can hild a 25 watt ampliier f4 00 rel
4P69R (Cir@it dia included)
BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 2OOMAH 1.2V PACK OF 1

14.00 REF 4P92R, PACK OF 100 C30.00 REF 30P16R
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x s2mm €1 00 r6f BD827R
ALARM TRANSMITTERS. No data avaliable but nicely made
complex radro transmrtters 9voperation !4 00 each €l 4P81R
12V 19A TRANSFOBMEB Ex equipment but otherwise ok our
prce 120 00
GX4000 COMPUTERS. Customer returnod gam6s machines
complete with plug in 9ame, loystcks and powersupply Retarl pic6
rs aimost!100 Ours is 912 00 el B'12P1

ULTRASONIC ALARM SYSTEM. once agarn rn stock these
units consist oI a detector that plugs into a 1 3A socket in tho area to
proted The recerverplugsrnto a 13A sockel anywhereelseon the
same upply ldeal lor prot€ctng garag6s sheds etc Complete
system 125 00 ref 825P1 additional delectors !1 1 00 ref Bl 1 P1

IBM XT KEYBOARDS. Brand new86 key koyboardsf5 00 ref
sP612
IBM AT KEYBOAHDSBTand new 86 key keyboards!15 0o rel
1 5P61 2

386 i/OTHER BOARDS. Customer returned units wrlhout a cpu
flted !22 0o 16I A22P1

etc !18 00 ret 1aP200
MODEMS FOR THREE POUNDSI!
Fully cased UK modems dssgnsd for dial up system (PSTN) no daur
or info bui only !3 o0 Ef 3P1 45R
TELEPHONE HANDSETS
Bargain pack ol 1 0 brand n6w handsets w th mrc and speaker only
!3 0O ref 3P1 46R
BARGAIN STRIPPERS
Computor keyboards Loads ol swtches and components excellent
value at 11 00 ref CD40R
DATA RECORDERS
Customer returned mans battery unrts burli in mic rdeal for Computer
or general purpose audio use Pnce rs i4 00 rel 4P100R
SPEGTRUM JOYSTICK INTERFACE
Plugs rnlo 48K Spectrum to proude a standard Atan type joystick
port Our prce 14 00 ref 4P1 01 R

ATABI JOYSTICKS
Ok tor use wilh the above interface, our pnce f4 0O ret 4Pl 02R
BENCH POWER SUPPUES
Superbly made fully cased (metal) giung 1 2v at 24 plus a 6V supply
Fusdandshonqrcuitp1016cted Forsaleall€ssthanthecostof the
c6er Our pice is !4 00 rel 4P'103R
SPEAKEP WIRE
Brown tuin coE rnsu{al€d ceble 1oo leet for e2 00 REF 2P79R
MAINS FANS
Brand new 5" x 3" complete wnh mounting plale quite powerfull end
quite Ourprce €1 o0 ref CD41F
DISC DRIVES
Customer@turnedunitsmixedcapacrlies(upto1 44M)Wehavenol
soded th6o so you just get the nen one on lhe shel[ Pnce rs only
17 00 ref 7P1 B (worth it even as a strpper)
HEX KEYBOARDS
Brand new unrts appror 5" x 3" only !1 00 each rel CD42R
PROJECT BOX
51/2' x31i2" x l" black ABS with screw on hd E1 00 ref CO43R
SCART TO SCART LEADS
Bargain pnce leads at 2 tor !3 00 ref 3P1 47R
SCART TO D TYPE LEADS
Standard Scart on one end Hi density O type on the other Pack of
ten leads only 17 00 rel 7P2Fl
OZONE FRIENDLY LATEX
250m1 bottle ol liquid rubber sets rn 2 h@rs ldeal f or mounUng PCB s
fixing wrres €tc 12 0o oach ref 2P379R
OUICK SHOTS
Standard Atari compatible hand coniroller (sam6 as loysticks) our
price is 2 for t2 00 ref 2P380R
VIEWDATA SYSTEMS
Brand new unfis made by TANDATA complete wrth 1 200/75 burlt rn

modem infra red r€mote conlrolled qweny keyboard BT appproved
Prostel compatible C6ntronrcspnnter porl BGB colourand compos-
[e oulput (rcrks wth ordinary televrsron) complete with power
supply andfully ca*d Ourpiceisonly!20 00 rsf 20P1R
AC STEPDOWN CONVERTOR
C6ed unilslhalconvert240vto 1 10v 3" x 2 with mainsinput lgad
and 2 pn American output ecket (suitable for resislrve loads only)
our price f2 00 ref 2P381 R

SPECTHUM +2 UGHT GUN PACK
complete with softwere and rnstructrons t8 00 rof 8P58R/2
CURLY CABLE
Extendsfrom 8" to 6 leetl D connector on one end, spade connectoB
on the other ideal lor joysticks elc (6 core) f1 00 each rc1 CD44R
COMPUTER JOYSTICK BARGAIN
Pack ol 2 joysticks only ,2 0o rcl 2P382R
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER
Small hand held casette recorders ihat only operate when the16 rs
sdndthen turnolf 6s@ondsaftgrsoyoucou d leavoitrna roomall
dayandluslrecordanythrngthatwassaid Picersl20 00ref 20P3R
IEC MAINS LEADS
Complde with 13A pluq our pnce rs only !3 00 for TWOI rel3P148R
NEW SOLAR ENERGY KIT
CdtEins8solarcells, motor, lools lanetcplus6ducatlonalbooklet
ldealforthe buddrng enlhusrast Pnce rs 112 0o rcl 12P2R

35MM CAMERAS Cuslomer r6turned units w[h burlt rn flash and
28mm lens 2 tor cB 00 rei EP200
STEAM ENGINE Standard Mamod 1 332
engin6 complste with boiler prston e1c 130
ref 30P200
TALKING CLOCK

Clock wrll announc€ lh€ ime at
push of a button and when the

LCD drsplay, alarm, banery operded

lrom voico to a cock crowingM4 00 161 14P200 R

HANDHELD TONE DIALLERS
Small units that are designed lo hold over the mouth piee of a

leiephone to send Ny'F dralling lones ldeal for the r6mot6 coolrol ol
answer machinas 15 0o ref 5P2ogft
COMMOOOEE 64 MICRODRIVE SYSTEM
Complele cased brand new drives with carlridge and software 10

tim6s faster than tape machrnes works with any Commodore 64
sstup The orginal pi ce lor these was !4 I 0o bul we ca n ofler them
to you ai only f25 001 Rel 25P1 R

ATARI 2600 GAMES COMPUTER Brand new wrth loyslick and
32 gam6 cartridge (plugs rnto Tv) !29 00 rel F29P 1 also some wilh
I game at t1 I o0 rel Fl 9P2
BEER PUMPS Marns operated wrth llurd det6clor and electronlc
tim6rstandard conneclions Ex equipmont !'!8 00 Ef F18P1
90 WATT MAINS MOTORS Ex equrpment but ok (as fitted to
abovo pump) Good general pupos6 unit €9 00 rei FgPl
Hl Fl SPEAKER BAFGAIN Originally made lor TV s6ts th6y
consrst of a 4" 1 0 watt4R speaker and a 2" 1 4OR treeter ll you wanl
two of €ach plus 2 of our crosorers you €n havo tho lot lort5 00
rcl F5P2
VIDEO TAPES E18O FIFTY TAPES FOR T7O.OO REF F7OP1
360K 5 1/4"Brend new driv6 whfle {ront e20 00 Rel F2oP1

IN SUSSEX? CALL IN AND SEE US!

BSB SATELLITE SYSTEMS

BRAND NEW

REMOTE CONTROL

c49.00 REF F49P1

286 MOTHER BOARDS. B rand new but cuslomer r6iurns so may
need attention Complote with technlcal manual e20 00 rBl A20P2
286 MOTHER BOARDS Brand new andtested completewith
lechniel manual S49 00 re{ A49P1
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takos AA's c's, D's and
PP3 nrcads Holdsupto 5batteriesatonce Nowand cased, mains
operated !6 00 ref 6P36R
lN CAB POWER SUPPLY. Plugs rnto crgar $cket and gives
3,4,5,6,7 5,9, and 12v outputs at 800mA Complelo with unrversal
spriderplug 15 00 ref 5P167R
RESISTOR PACK.lo x 50 values (500 reslstors) all 1/4 watt 27"
metalfilm f5 00 ref 5Pl70R

MIHACOMWS4OOO MODEMS

v21t23

ATCOMANDSET

AUTOOIAL/AUTOANSWER

FULLSOFTWARE CONTHOL

TONE AND PULSE DlALLING

(D25 to centroMc pluq) 2 metrg parallel

15 00 ref 5P1BOR
coPPER CLAD STRIP BOARDl 7 x 4' oi 1 " prtch "vero" board
14 00 e sheet ref 4P62R or 2 sh@1s lor E7 AO rcl 7P22P'
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL.!2 00 r€f 2P3s2R
50 METRES OF MAINS CABLE !3 00 2 cors black precui rn

convenr6nt 2 m lengths ldea lor repaits and prolects ref 3P91R
4 CORE SCREENED AUDIO CABLE 24 METHES T2.OO

Precut rnlo convenient 1 2 m lengths Ref 2P365R
TWEETERS 2 1/4" DIA I ohm mounted on a sman metal platefor
6asy fixrng !2 00 ref 2P366R
COMPUTER MICE Origrnally mado ior Future Pc's but can be
adapled forothermachines Swrssmade!8 00 rel8P57R Atari ST
conv€Gion k[ 12 00 ref 2P362Fl
6 '112" 20 WATT SPEAKER Burll rn tw@ter 4 ohm t5 0o ref
5P205R
WINDUP SOLAR POWEFED RADIO! FM/AM radio takes re
chargeable balleries complete wrlh hand charger and solar pahel
'14P200R @'ry.&

PC STYLE POWEB SUPPLY Made by AZTEC 1'l0v or 240v
input +5@15A,+12@5A,-12@ 5A,-5@ 3A Fullycasedwthtan,
on/off swilch, IEC inlet and standard PC flyleads !1 5 00 rel F1 5P4
ALARM PIR SENSORS Slandard 12v alarm type sensor will
inlerleceto most alarm panels !16 00 ref 16P200
ALARM PANELS 2 zone cased keypad entry, entry ell t me delay

286 MOTHER SOARD WITH 64OK RAM FULL SIZE METAL
CASE, TECHNICAL MANUAL, KEYBOABO AND POWER SUP-
PLY fl39 REF 139P1 (no r/o cards or drives rncluded) Soms

work r6q'd phone tor detalls

ilEX{ I'AY'DEUVERY,EEM
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SOME OF OUF PRODI.JCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK
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THE \EIIEMAN K4OOO.

GUTSY & GOOD LOOKING.

SOUNDS GREAT!

PRICE FOR PruCE, THE

BEST VALUE, BEST

SOUNDING, BEST LOOKING,

STATE-OF-THE-ART,

visn 
-our-stores 

at: BIRMINGHAM; Sunon Nev_Boad, Erdington BRIGHToN; 65 Lon-don Road BRtsToL; 302 Gtoucester Ftoad CARDIFF; 29 city Road. Luton Road.GLAsGow; 26 western Road. LEED?:^9glqe_l_ryorld 
_Bullding. 3 il.gent street. LEtcEsfEi;triie worro auitoing. Burto; st,*i.-r-bHoo1; r+ k Broadway,Edgware 120-1 et, Hammersmith. MANCHESTER; 8 oxfordio-ad. igwclsrtg-upoN-TyNE; unit 4, lttison coirrt, tne vetio-bentie, catesn HAM;86-88Lower Parliame aDING; 129-131-ox[9rd Road. SHEFFIELD; 413-Langsett Road, Hillsborough. 6ou.rmuctoN; ao-+a aevos varrey Boad SoUTHEND-ON.sEA;282-284

E5.30 carriage. For all lvlail order purchases add !'1 o0 p&p ll buying a catalogue onti on Mail oiae,, yo oo not have to pay th; t1 oo re;;;;;;.

VAL\E POVERAMPLIFIER

KIT THAT'S AVNLABLE.

\ELLEMN,
SIMPLY THE BEST!

for qualiq,, and rhe K4000 valve amplifier
you'll need ro build it, including a'Ger-you-

De ass A,/81, rhe doubt, price forpri , 'gutsiest'J m ve power amplifier
kir

A smooth top end, open mid ran bass, give a
tangible holographic sound stag c swing and
overall sound qualiry means this music!!

e).

manulactured to the same high standards and quality,

See the ftrl lle
or by post K)
Hotline 07 ail

AVAILABLE FROM I/APLIN ELECTRONICS: 0FFICIALLY APP0tNTED U K AGENTS

THE ONLY AGENT THAT GUARANTEES TO GET.YOU-WORKING

? ? o


